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ABSTRACT	







The	 main	 questions	 that	 the	 study	 sets	 out	 to	 answer	 are	 as	 follows:	 How	 was	 the	
Heidelberg	 Catechism	 remembered	 by	 the	 DRC	 between	 1862	 and	 1963?	 What	
stimulated	 the	 DRC’s	 commemoration	 of	 the	 Catechism?	 How	 did	 memories	 of	 the	
Catechism	influence	the	DRC’s	confession	and	embodiment	of	its	faith?	What	collective	
shared	knowledge	did	the	DRC	express	by	way	of	the	Catechism?	
To	 answer	 these	 questions,	 archival	material	 from	newspapers	 and	 journals	 from	 the	
period	is	studied	through	the	theoretical	lens	“site	of	memory.”	The	aim	is	to	identify	the	
places	and	instances	where	the	DRC’s	memory	of	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	was	formed,	
expressed	 and	 crystallised.	 Therefore,	 instead	 of	 being	 interested	 in	 exactly	 what	














of	 the	 late	 1920s	 and	 early	 1930s.	 In	 this	 controversy,	 the	 Catechism	 had	 a	 subtler	
presence	than	was	the	case	in	the	theological	conflicts	of	the	1860s.	However,	it	is	argued	










heritage,	 the	 DRC	 merged	 various	 aspects	 of	 its	 past	 into	 one	 narrative,	 including	
Reformed	Confessions,	Protestant	history,	Dutch	history	and	South	African	history.	
Chapter	 5	 investigates	 and	 explicates	 the	 close	 link	 between	 commemoration	 and	
identity.	 	 It	delves	deeper	 into	the	return	of	history	 that	started	in	the	mid	1930s,	and	
discusses	 the	 DRC’s	 concern	 with	 how	 its	 past	 was	 remembered	 and	 ritualised.	 The	
specific	 memories	 of	 the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism	 between	 1948	 and	 1963	 are	 also	
discussed	and	analysed,	with	special	attention	being	paid	to	the	400th	commemoration	of	
the	Heidelberg	 Catechism	 in	 1963.	 In	 the	 final	 section	 the	 unification	 of	 the	 five	DRC	
synods	is	discussed	as	an	event	supposedly	following	from	a	shared	confessional	basis	but	
shown	to	be	clearly	influenced	by	the	DRC’s	commemorative	practices.	
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OVERZICHT	
Deze	 studie	 is	 een	 analyse	 van	 de	 Heidelbergse	 Catechismus	 als	 een	 plaats	 van	
gedachtenis	binnen	de	Nederduitse	Gereformeerde	Kerk	(NGK)	voor	de	periode	van	1862	
tot	 1963.	 De	 studie	 stelt	 voorop	 dat	 er	 een	 dynamische	 correlatie	 bestaat	 tussen	
gedachtenis	 en	 belijdenis	 als	 bronnen	 van	 identiteit	 binnen	 gereformeerde	
gemeenschappen.	Met	andere	woorden:	de	manier	waarop	een	gemeenschap	zich	haar	
belijdenisgeschriften	herinnert,	speelt	een	rol	in	de	manier	waarop	ze	haar	geloof	belijdt	
en	 beoefent,	 alsook	 de	 waarde	 die	 ze	 daaraan	 hecht.	 De	 studie	 onderzoekt	 en	
verduidelijkt	de	kenmerken	en	de	gevolgen	van	deze	correlatie	op	de	geschiedenis	van	de	
NGK.		
De	 studie	 beoogt	 om	 de	 volgende	 essentiële	 vragen	 te	 beantwoorden:	 Hoe	 werd	 de	
Heidelbergse	Catechismus	door	de	NGK	herinnerd	tussen	1862	en	1963?	Welke	factoren	
stimuleerden	de	gedachtenis	van	de	Catechismus	door	de	NGK?	Welke	invloed	hadden	
herinneringen	 aan	 de	 Catechismus	 op	 de	 geloofsbelijdenis	 binnen	 de	 NGK?	 Welke	






plaats	 van	 te	 achterhalen	wat	 er	 precies	 gebeurde	 tijdens	 één	 of	 andere	 gebeurtenis	







Hoofdstuk	 2	 analyseert	 en	 bespreekt	 de	 Heidelbergse	 Catechismus	 als	 een	 cruciaal	
onderdeel	 van	 de	 zogenaamde	 Liberale	 Strijd	 in	 de	 jaren	 1860.	 Het	 geeft	 een	 kort	
overzicht	van	de	theologische	context	van	de	jaren	1860	en	het	gaat	in	op	de	oorsprong	
van	de	Liberale	Strijd	tijdens	de	synode	van	1862,	in	verband	met	een	opmerking	van	één	
van	de	 leden	van	de	 synode	over	de	Heidelbergse	Catechismus.	Het	 toont	aan	dat	de	
bewaring	 van	het	 gereformeerd	erfgoed	voor	de	beide	partijen	 van	het	 conflict	 nauw	
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samenhing	 met	 de	 Heidelbergse	 Catechismus.	 Het	 verduidelijkt	 eveneens	 de	




een	meer	 subtiele	 rol	 dan	bij	 de	 theologische	 conflicten	 van	de	 jaren	1860.	Het	 staat	
echter	buiten	kijf	dat	de	nagedachtenis	van	de	Liberale	Strijd	een	cruciale	invloed	had	op	
het	verloop	van	de	zaak	Du	Plessis	en	de	uiteindelijke	afhandeling	ervan.	
Hoofdstuk	 4	 beschrijft	 de	 jaren	 1930	 en	 1940	 als	 een	 periode	waarin	 de	 NGK	moest	
afrekenen	met	sociale	problemen	die	specifiek	veroorzaakt	werden	door	wijd	verspreide	
armoede	 en	 verstedelijking.	 Het	 was	 een	 tijdperk	 van	 verarming	 en	 teloorgang.	 Het	
hoofdstuk	bespreekt	hoe	de	NGK	reageerde	op	de	“zeitgeist”	en	zich	aldus	profileerde	als	
een	 confessionele	 kerk.	 Het	 toont	 aan	 dat	 een	 “terugkeer	 naar	 het	 verleden”	
functioneerde	 als	 een	 teken	 van	 stabiliteit	 en	 oriëntering;	 alsook	 hoe	 “erfgoed”	 een	
cruciaal	aspect	werd	in	de	opmaak	van	de	identiteit	van	de	NGK.	In	de	definitie	van	haar	
erfgoed	 bracht	 de	NGK	 verschillende	 aspecten	 van	 haar	 verleden	 onder	 één	 noemer,	
waaronder	 hervormde	 belijdenissen,	 protestantse	 geschiedenis,	 Nederlandse	
geschiedenis	en	Zuid-Afrikaanse	geschiedenis.		
Hoodstuk	 5	 onderzoekt	 en	 verduidelijkt	 het	 nauw	 verband	 tussen	 herdenking	 en	
identiteit.	 Het	 gaat	 dieper	 in	 op	 de	 terugkeer	 van	 de	 geschiedenis,	 die	 begon	 in	 het	
midden	van	de	jaren	1930.	Het	bespreekt	hoe	de	NGK	belang	stelde	in	hoe	haar	verleden	
werd	herinnerd	en	geritualiseerd.	Verder	worden	ook	de	specifieke	herinneringen	van	de	
Heidelbergse	 Catechismus	 tussen	 1948	 en	 1963	 besproken	 en	 geanalyseerd;	 speciale	
aandacht	wordt	besteed	aan	de	400ste	herdenking	van	de	Heidelbergse	Catechismus	in	
1963.	 In	 de	 laatste	 sectie	 wordt	 de	 vereniging	 van	 de	 vijf	 NGK	 synoden	 besproken.	
Alhoewel	deze	gebeurtenis	zogenaamd	voortvloeide	uit	een	gezamenlijke	confessionele	
basis,	werd	het	toch	duidelijk	beïnvloed	door	de	herdenkingsprincipes	van	de	NGK.	

















































































































































































and	 explicates	 the	 characteristics	 and	 effects	 of	 this	 entanglement	 in	 the	 history	 and	
identity	of	the	DRC.		
In	this	introductory	chapter,	an	outline	of	the	research	project	is	given.	Firstly,	the	aim	
and	 relevance	 of	 the	 study	 is	 sketched,	 followed	 by,	 secondly,	 a	 description	 of	 the	
methodology,	 research	 questions	 and	 an	 explanation	 of	 the	 periodisation.	 The	 main	
theoretical	cornerstones	of	the	study	are	then	outlined	and	briefly	described.	Thereafter,	
an	overview	of	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	in	the	life	of	the	DRC	is	presented,	followed	by	
some	 preliminary	 remarks	 that	 ought	 to	 be	 kept	 in	 mind	 throughout	 the	 study.	 The	
chapter	concludes	with	an	overview	of	the	various	chapters	that	are	to	follow.	
1.2. The	aim	and	relevance	of	the	study	
In	2013,	 the	450th	anniversary	of	 the	Heidelberg	Catechism	was	celebrated	 in	various	
Reformed	communities	all	over	the	world.	The	event	stimulated	renewed	 interest	and	
research	 about	 this	 internationally	 influential	 document.1	 Reformed	 communities	 and	
																																																						
1	 See	 for	example	K.	Apperloo-Boersma	&	H.J.	 Selderhuis	 (eds.).	2013.	Power	of	Faith:	450	years	of	 the	
Heidelberg	Catechism.	Göttingen:	Vandenhoeck	&	Ruprecht;	Huijgen,	Arnold.	(ed.).	2013.	The	spirituality	of	
the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism.	 Papers	 of	 the	 international	 conference	 on	 the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism	 held	 in	
Apeldoorn	2013.	Göttingen:	Vandenhoeck	&	Ruprecht;	Bierma,	Lyle	D.	2013.	The	theology	of	the	Heidelberg	
Catechism.	 A	 Reformation	 synthesis.	 Louisville:	 Westminster	 John	 Knox	 Press;	 Payne,	 Jon	 D.	 &	 Heck,	
Sebastian	(eds.).	2013.	A	faith	worth	teaching.	The	Heidelberg	Catechism’s	enduring	heritage.	Grand	Rapids:	
Reformation	Heritage	Books;	Ernst-Habib,	Margit.	2013.	But	why	are	you	called	a	Christian?	An	introduction	
to	 the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism.	 Göttingen:	 Van	 denhoeck	 &	 Ruprecht;	 Heimbucher,	 M.,	 Schneider-
Harpprecht,	 C.	 &	 Siller,	 A.	 (eds.).	 2012.	 Zugänge	 zum	 Heidelberger	 Katechismus:	 Geschichte-Themen-
Unterricht.	Neukirchen-Vluyn:	Neukirchener	Theologie;	Freudenberg,	M.	&	Siller,	A.	(eds.).	2012.	Was	ist	

























The	reception	of	 the	Heidelberg	Catechism	 is	an	 issue	of	special	concern	 to	 the	South	










journal	 In	 die	 Skriflig/In	 Luce	 Verbi	 2013,	 47:2	 containing	 several	 academic	 articles	 on	 the	 Heidelberg	
Catechism.	
3	The	draft	version	of	 the	Belhar	Confession	came	 into	being	 in	1982	and	was	officially	accepted	by	the	
Dutch	Reformed	Mission	Church	(later	the	Uniting	Reformed	Church	of	Southern	Africa)	in	1986	–	the	year	














circles,	 particularly	 in	 relation	 to	 the	Belhar	Confession	and	 its	 reception	 in	 Reformed	
churches.	








discussions,	 in	 turn,	 are	 concerned	 with	 several	 things.	 First,	 the	 context	 in	 which	 a	
confession	came	into	being	is	 important.	It	asks	about	the	role	players,	the	theological	
issues	 that	 were	 at	 stake,	 and	why	 there	 was	 a	 need	 to	 confess	 the	 old	 faith	 anew.	
Historical	discussions	are	also	concerned	with	the	reception	process	of	confessions:	“How	
did	a	specific	document	come	to	attain	the	status	of	confession?”	and	“How	did	a	specific	
denomination’s	 confessional	 basis	 come	 into	 being?”	 Thirdly,	 historical	 analyses	 of	
confessions	focus	on	the	memory	of	confessions.	These	questions	focus	on	the	ways	in	
which	confessions	are	remembered	by	specific	communities.		





























the	 gathering	 of	 relevant	 archival	 material.	 The	 Dutch	 Reformed	 Church’s	 archive	 in	
Stellenbosch	together	with	the	Africana	sections	of	the	libraries	of	both	the	University	of	
the	Free	State	and	Stellenbosch	University	were	consulted.	







The	 first	 step	was	 to	gather	material	 related	 to	official	 commemorations	of	 the	300th,	
350th	and	400th	anniversary	of	the	Heidelberg	Catechism.	For	this,	 I	consulted	agendas	
and	minutes	of	synodical	meetings	held	around	this	 time,	and	theological	newspapers	
and	 journals:	 De	 Gereformeerde	 Kerkbode	 (later	 Die	 Kerkbode),	 De	 Onderzoeker,	 De	
Gereformeerd	 Maandblad,	 Die	 Ou	 Paaie,	 Het	 Zoeklicht	 (later	 Die	 Soeklig),	 and	 Die	
















This	 led	 to	a	 second	consultation	of	 the	abovementioned	 sources,	 this	 time	gathering	





Het	 leven	 van	 Andrew	 Murray	 (1919),	 Eeuwfeest-album	 van	 de	 Nederduits	
Gereformeerde-Kerk	 in	 Zuid-Afrika	 1824-1924	 (1924)	 by	 A.	 Dreyer,	 Koers	 in	 die	 Krisis	





is	 often	 grouped	 together	with	 the	Belgic	 Confession	 and	 the	Canons	 of	Dordt	 as	 the	
Formulae	 of	 Unity	 to	 function	 as	 a	 rhetorical	 unit	 (see	 1.7	 for	 comments	 on	 this	
phenomenon);	second,	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	is	not	only	a	site	of	memory	but	also	a	
site	of	forgetting.		



































between	 1984	 and	 1993.	 Nora’s	 work	 is	 a	 very	 specific	 historical	 interpretation	 and	
critique	of	the	French	cultural	life.	Despite	the	fact	that	Nora’s	work	is	seen	as	laying	the	





As	a	result,	 later	developments	 in	the	theory	and	application	of	 lieu	de	mémoire	differ	
from	Nora’s	project	in	various	ways.	
A	 good	 example	 of	 this	 is	 Het	 Gerformeerde	 Geheugen	 by	 Harinck,	 Paul	 and	 Wallet	
(2009).8	In	this	study	of	Dutch	Reformed	Protestants,	they	have	persuasively	shown	that	
applying	 sites	 of	 memory	 to	 religious	 concepts	 and	 groups	 –	 particularly	 Protestant	
																																																						
6	Nora,	 however,	 gives	 credit	 to	 Frances	 Yates	 for	 the	 concept	 used	 in	 her	 influential	 book,	The	Art	 of	



















commemorative	 sites.	 When	 such	 groups	 disperse	 or	 disappear,	 sites	 of	
memory	lose	their	 initial	 force,	and	may	fade	away	entirely	…	Such	sites	of	
memory	 are	 topoi	with	 a	 life	 history.	 They	 have	 an	 initial,	 creative	 phase,	
when	 they	 are	 constructed	 or	 adapted	 to	 particular	 commemorative	




















memory	 takes	 on;	 secondly,	 methodological	 individualism	 is	 favoured	 which	 implies	 that	 changes	 and	































a	 solitary	 act	 and	 an	 individual	 experience	 –	 an	 idea	widely	 spread	 in	 the	writings	 of	
William	Wordsworth	(Whitehead,	2008:	2229-2231).	Also	the	work	of	Henri	Bergson,	of	
whom	Halbwachs	was	a	student,	and	Sigmund	Freud	is	part	of	this	stream	of	thought.11	





















publication	of	The	Collective	Memory	 in	1980.	This	 is	often	said	 to	mark	 the	start	of	a	
memory	boom	characterised	by	the	publication	of	seminal	works	in	the	field	of	memory	
studies	 such	 as	 Yosef	 Hayim	 Yerushalmi's	 Zakhor:	 Jewish	 History	 and	 Jewish	Memory	
(1982)	and	Pierre	Nora’s	anthology,	Les	Lieux	de	mémoire	(1984–92),	already	referred	to.	
Other	 key	works	 followed	 in	 the	 early	 1990s,	 including	 James	 Young’s	The	 Texture	 of	
Memory	(1993)	and	Jay	Winter’s	Sites	of	Memory,	Sites	of	Mourning	(1995)	(Whitehead,	
2008:	 2226-2229).	 In	 today’s	 ever-expanding	 field	 of	 memory	 studies,	 “virtually	 no	
theoretical	model	of	cultural	memory	exists	without	recourse	to	[Halbwachs]”	(Erll,	2011:	
14).	
It	 is	 argued	 that	 the	 time	 and	 place	 in	 which	 Halbwachs	 lived	 caused	 him	 to	 gain	
“experience	 of	 geographical	 and	 cultural	 uprooting”	 from	 the	 early	 stages	 of	 his	 life	
(Apfelbaum,	2010:	78).	He	was	born	 in	1877	to	an	Alsatian	family	who	came	to	 live	 in	
Reims	due	 to	 the	 Franco-Prussian	war	 that	 ended	 in	1871.	When	Alsace-Lorraine	was	
annexed	by	Germany,	its	inhabitants	were	forced	to	choose	between	French	and	German	


















past	 a	 tabula	 rasa,	 became	 the	 rallying	 cry	 for	 a	 majority	 in	 the	 post-war	 generation,	 and	 the	
epistemological	choices	of	the	social	sciences	reflected	this	trend,	conceptualising	a	society	unencumbered	
by	 the	 complexities	 of	 history,	 as	 if	 subjects	 evolved	 in	 a	 vacuum	 with	 no	 significant	 historical	 and	










For	Halbwachs,	memory	 is	never	a	 solitary	activity,	but	always	a	 social	one:	we	never	




and	 he	 attributes	 the	 ability	 to	 remember	 not	 to	 internal	 processes	 but	 to	 the	
reawakening	of	former	experiences	by	external	stimuli,	such	as	meeting	an	old	friend”	
(Whitehead,	2008:	2274-2278).	
This	 is	 an	 idea	 Halbwachs	 develops	 in	 Les	 cadres	 sociaux	 de	 la	 mémoire	 (1925).	 His	




is	 an	 indispensable	 prerequisite	 for	 every	 act	 of	 remembering”	 (Erll,	 2011:	 15).	 As	
Halbwachs	observed	the	difficulties	that	war	veterans	had	on	their	return	from	the	front	
“to	 restore	 ‘normal’	 social	 bonds,	 their	 problems	 in	 re-establishing	 communication	 in	
their	 home	 environments,	 their	 reluctance	 to	 recount	 their	 traumatic	 wartime	
experiences”	 (Apfelbaum,	 2010:	 82),	 he	 began	 to	 ask	 questions	 about	 “the	 complex	






















it	 appear	 that	 to	 understand	 our	 mental	 operations,	 we	 need	 to	 stick	 to	
individuals	and	first	of	all,	to	divide	all	the	bonds	which	attach	individuals	to	
the	society	and	their	fellows.	Yet	it	is	in	society	that	people	normally	acquire	












memory	 in	 turn	 (Halbwachs,	 1992:	 39)?	 To	 escape	 from	 this	 spiral,	 he	 changes	 the	
question:	 instead	 of	 asking	 how	 the	 past	 recurs	 (“in	 my	 consciousness	 or	 in	 the	
consciousness	of	others”),	he	asks	why	it	recurs	and	further,	“Would	it	recur	if	it	was	not	
preserved?”	(39).	Then,	in	line	with	the	classic	theory	of	memory,	he	momentarily	gives	
preference	 to	 questions	 about	 the	 preservation	 of	memories	 before	 trying	 to	 give	 an	
account	 of	 their	 recall:	 the	 past	 recurs	 because	 it	 is	 preserved	 and	 our	 theories	 of	
recollection/remembering	are	dependent	on	the	way	in	which	the	past	is	preserved.		
However,	 Halbwachs	 is	 not	 willing	 to	 agree	 to	 an	 explanation	 of	 the	 preservation	 of	
memories	either	as	cerebral	processes	or	as	“psychic	states	that	subsist	in	the	mind	in	an	
unconscious	 state	 and	 that	 they	 can	 become	 conscious	 again	when	 recollected”	 (39).	
According	to	Whitehead	(2008:	2260-2272),	it	is	at	this	point	that	Halbwachs’	break	from	
Bergson	can	be	observed	clearly.	For	Bergson,	all	past	experiences,	all	the	events	of	our	
daily	 life,	 are	 retained	 in	memory.	 They	 are	 stored	 in	 the	 unconscious:	 complete	 and	















but	 to	 the	 reawakening	of	 former	experiences	by	external	 stimuli”	 (Whitehead,	2008:	
2260-2272).	For	him,	the	group	to	which	we	belong	provides	individuals	with	frameworks	
into	which	their	 remembrances	are	woven:	“[W]e	can	 find	 in	society	all	 the	necessary	
information	for	reconstructing	certain	parts	of	our	past	represented	in	an	incomplete	and	
indefinite	manner	…”	(Halbwachs,	1980:	75).	This	leads	him	to	argue	that	“in	reality	the	




are	 not	 constructed	 after	 the	 fact	 by	 the	 combination	 of	 individual	
recollections;	 nor	 are	 they	 empty	 forms	 where	 recollections	 coming	 from	
elsewhere	 would	 insert	 themselves.	 Collective	 frameworks	 are,	 to	 the	





It	 is	 not	 sufficient,	 in	 effect,	 to	 show	 that	 individuals	 always	 use	 social	









collective	 “because	 we	 always	 think	 as	 members	 of	 the	 group	 to	 which	 we	 belong,	
because	our	ideas	originated	within	it	and	because	our	thinking	keeps	us	in	contact	with	














Gardner,	 2010:	 102).	 Rather,	 Gardner	 argues,	 “the	 form	 and	 function	 of	memory	 are	
essentially	 social	 …”	 (Gardner,	 2010:	 102).	 For	 Halbwachs,	 “there	 exists	 a	 collective	
memory	and	social	frameworks	for	memory;	it	is	to	the	degree	that	our	individual	thought	
places	itself	in	these	frameworks	and	participates	in	this	memory	that	it	is	capable	of	the	
act	 of	 recollection”	 (Halbwachs,	 1992:	 38).	 Social	 frameworks	 are	 “thought	 patterns,	
cognitive	schemata	that	guide	our	perception	and	memory	in	particular	directions.	Social	
frameworks,	 thus,	 form	 an	 all-encompassing	 horizon	 in	 which	 our	 perception	 and	
memory	is	embedded.	They	are	constituted	from	social,	material,	and	mental	phenomena	
of	culture”	(Erll,	2011:	15-16).		













in	 the	 meaning-making	 processes	 that	 establish	 movement	 between	 individuals	 and	
groups,	 pasts	 and	 presents.	 Both	 these	 sets	 of	 interactions	 are	 ultimately	 important	
because	“without	social	interaction[,]	worlds	of	meaning	can	neither	come	into	being	nor	
be	passed	on”	(Erll,	2011:	16).	
Two	 important	 things	 about	 memory	 ought	 to	 be	 emphasised	 at	 this	 point:	 firstly,	
memory	as	recollection	is	not	the	retrieval	of	“images	of	the	past	as	they	were	originally	
perceived	but	rather	as	they	fit	into	our	present	conceptions,	which	are	shaped	by	the	
social	 forces	 that	 act	 upon	us”	 (Hutton	 quoted	 in	Gardner,	 2010:	 103);	 and	 secondly,	
studying	 memories	 in	 this	 way	 are	 not	 important	 “for	 what	 they	 tell	 us	 about	 the	













at	 the	 connection	between	memory	and	 identity.	Memory	 is	 at	once	 reorganised	and	














represented	 as	 the	 universal	 memory	 of	 the	 human	 species.	 But	 there	 is	 no	 universal	 memory.	 Every	
collective	memory	requires	the	support	of	a	group	delimited	in	space	and	time.	The	totality	of	past	events	
can	 be	 put	 together	 in	 a	 single	 record	 only	 by	 separating	 them	 from	 the	memory	 of	 the	 groups	 who	
preserved	them	and	by	severing	the	bonds	that	held	them	close	to	the	psychological	life	of	the	social	milieus	
where	 they	 occurred,	 while	 retaining	 only	 the	 group’s	 chronological	 and	 spatial	 outline	 of	 them.	 This	
procedure	 no	 longer	 entails	 restoring	 them	 to	 lifelike	 reality,	 but	 requires	 relocating	 them	 within	 the	
frameworks	with	which	history	organises	events.	These	frameworks	are	external	to	these	groups	and	define	
them	 by	 mutual	 contrast.	 That	 is,	 history	 is	 interested	 primarily	 in	 differences	 and	 disregards	 the	




into	a	moment	and	symbolising	 in	a	 few	abrupt	changes	or	 in	certain	stages	undergone	by	a	people	or	
individual,	 a	 slow	 collective	 evolution.	 In	 this	way	 it	 presents	 us	 a	 unique	 and	 total	 image	of	 the	past”	
(Halbwachs,	1980:	84).	
	












remember	 at	 all.	 It	 is	 important	 for	 the	 “anchoring	 of	 group	 recollections”	 and	 for	
“ensuring	 their	 preservation”	 (Misztal,	 2003:	 52).	 Memory	 is	 formed	 in	 relation	 to	
something	experienced	as	stable,	and	in	turn	it	adds	to	this	stability.	This	sense	of	stability	
is	 important	 for	 a	 group	 to	 “rediscover	 the	 past	 in	 the	 present	 and	 feel	 their	 own	
continuity”	(Misztal,	2003:	51).	In	this	way,	the	group	achieves	a	sense	of	being	the	same:	
“[A]n	 illusion	 of	 not	 having	 changed	 through	 time	 and	 of	 retrieving	 the	 past	 in	 the	
present”	(Halbwachs,	1980:	157)	is	necessary	for	stability.	This	stability	is	provided	by	the	







some	part	 of	 the	whole	 is	 not	 transformed	…	Apparently	 the	 sequence	 of	
historical	events	is	discontinuous	…	In	reality,	those	who	write	history	and	pay	
primary	attention	to	changes	and	differences	understand	that	passing	from	
one	 such	 difference	 to	 another	 requires	 the	 unfolding	 of	 a	 sequence	 of	
transformations	of	which	history	perceives	only	the	sum	(in	the	sense	of	the	
integral	 calculus)	 or	 final	 result.	 This	 viewpoint	 of	 history	 is	 due	 to	 its	




In	 contrast,	 the	 collective	memory	 is	 the	 group	 seen	 from	within	 during	 a	
period	 not	 exceeding,	 and	 most	 often	 much	 shorter	 than,	 the	 average	
duration	 of	 human	 life.	 It	 provides	 the	 group	 a	 self-portrait	 that	 unfolds	
through	 time,	 since	 it	 is	 an	 image	 of	 the	 past,	 and	 allows	 the	 group	 to	
recognise	 itself	 throughout	 the	 total	 succession	 of	 images.	 The	 collective	
memory	 is	 a	 record	 of	 resemblances	 and,	 naturally,	 is	 convinced	 that	 the	







changes	 that	do	occur	 in	 the	group	are	 transformed	 into	 similarities.	Their	
function	is	to	develop	the	several	aspects	of	one	single	content	-	that	is,	the	
various	 fundamental	 characteristics	 of	 the	 group	 itself	 …	 The	 group	 is	
undoubtedly	under	the	influence	of	an	illusion	when	it	believes	the	similarities	
more	 important	 than	 the	differences,	but	 it	 clearly	 cannot	account	 for	 the	
differences,	because	the	images	it	has	previously	made	of	itself	are	only	slowly	
transformed.	 But	 the	 framework	may	 be	 enlarged	 or	 compressed	without	
being	destroyed,	and	the	assumption	may	be	made	that	the	groups	has	only	











and	 space	 through	 memory	 by	 “ordering	 important	 dates	 within	 a	 commemorative	
sequence”	(Misztal	2003:	52).	The	past	 is	hereby	conformed	to	the	conceptions	of	the	
group,	 conveying	 an	 illusion	of	 timelessness	 and	 continuity	 (52).	As	will	 become	 clear	
throughout	 our	 study,	 recollections	 that	 are	 anchored	 in	 both	 space	 and	 time	 obtain	
fixedness	in	a	group’s	imagination.	The	group’s	image	of	its	external	milieu	and	assumed	








































in	 the	name	of	continuity.	This	also	 implies	 that,	even	 if	a	particular	meaning	appears	
dominant,	sites	of	memory	have	a	multivocal	character.	Commemorations	encapsulate	a	
chorus	of	voices,	even	if	some	are	louder	than	others	(Kirk,	7).	
The	 third	 aspect	 of	 the	 definition	 deals	 with	 the	 form	 of	 memories.	 Despite	 being	




Although	 actual	 memorials	 become	 important	 physical	 places	 that	 recall	 certain	
memories,	 these	 places	 are	 often	 inaugurated	 with	 the	 creation	 of	 rituals.	What	 the	
memory	that	is	recalled	means	is	defined	and	explicated	through	the	inauguration	and	
rituals.	In	this	way,	recollection	is	turned	into	a	habit.	This	habituary	or	ritualised	aspect	
of	 commemoration	 is	 so	 important	 that	 Savage	 argues	 that	 commemorative	 rituals	
should	be	viewed	as	something	in	itself	–	not	necessarily	connected	to	a	physical	site,	and	
hence	as	something	that	does	not	necessarily	leave	a	lasting	trace	on	a	landscape	(Savage,	




2007:	 9).	 Paul	 Connerton,	 too,	 pays	 special	 attention	 to	 this	 second	 aspect	 of	 fixing	



































18	 Connerton	 (1989)	 discusses	 the	 power	 of	 creating	 a	 new	 time	 in	 the	 formation	 of	 ideologies	 with	
reference	 to	 the	 commemorative	 calendar	 instituted	 by	 the	 Nazi	 regime	 between	 January	 1933	 and	
September	1939.	He	highlights	the	“constant	reminder”	of	the	National	Socialist	Party	and	its	ideology	that	
this	 brought	 about	 and	 also	 points	 out	 how	 successfully	 it	 was	 related	 to	 the	 feasts	 on	 the	 Christian	
calendar.	See	Connerton	1989:	899.	











and	 there	 is	 the	 day	 on	which	 one	 celebrates	 the	memory	 of	 this	 or	 that	
moment	of	a	sacred	or	mythic	history	(Connerton,	1989:	1413).	
	
This	 hermeneutical	 and	 temporal	 aspect	 of	 commemorations	 have	 far-reaching	
implications.	 It	 shapes	 communities’	 frameworks	 of	making	 sense	 of	 the	 world.	 New	
events	 are	 assimilated	 to	 past	 events	 (Kirk,	 2005:	 16)	 –	 particularly	 the	 conceptual	
frameworks	established	 through	commemorative	 representations	of	 the	past.	Familiar	
archetypes	of	what	the	world	is	and	what	one’s	position	in	it	is	become	extremely	hard	
to	 change	 or	 consider	 afresh.	 As	 Kirk	 writes,	 memory	 or	 “master	 narratives”	 are	
reactualised	“in	commemorative	rituals	and	artifacts	that	[habituate]	the	salient	past	and	
[give]	it	power	to	affect	a	community’s	perceptions	of	its	experiences”	(Kirk,	17).		
As	 with	 collective	 memory,	 the	 important	 thing	 with	 commemoration	 is	 that,	 unlike	






















explains	 itself.	 It	 also	 serves	 as	 the	way	 through	which	 any	 reformed	 community	 in	 a	




















led	 to	 schisms.	 Therefore,	 Smit	 argues	 that	 this	 very	 multiplicity	 of	 views	 about	 the	





Moreover,	 Smit	explains	 that	 the	authority	of	Reformed	confessions	 is	always	 relative	
authority	 because	 a)	 it	 is	 subordinated	 to	 the	 final	 authority	 of	 the	 Bible,	 and	 its	











confessions	 in	 it,	 it	 reminds	 one	 of	 some	 definitions	 of	 tradition	 in	 general.	 Diarmaid	















tot	 ánder	 insig	 en	 oortuiging	mag	 bring	 ...	 [Die	 belydenis]	word	 nie	 ’n	 opsomming	 van	 die	 Bybel	 of	 ’n	
samevatting	 van	die	boodskap	 van	die	Bybel	 op	 só	 ’n	manier	dat	 intense	en	 gemeenskaplike,	 gelowige	




sélf	 onder	 baie	 begryplike	 kulturele	 en	 sosiaal-historiese	 invloede!	 –	 wel	 as	 sulke	 tyd-	 en	 kontekslose	
sisteme	van	waarheid	gelees	is,	het	dit	telkens	gelei	tot	problematiese	opvattinge	van	waarheid	(as	geleë	
in	 die	 akkuraatheid	 van	 proposisies),	 van	 geloof	 (as	 intellektuele	 gehoorsaamheid	 aan	 gesaghebbende	





21	The	Catholic	philosopher,	 Josef	Pieper,	 too,	offers	such	a	definition	of	 tradition	 in	his	book	Tradition:		
Concept	and	Claim	(2010):	“It	is	especially	clear	here	how	little	real	tradition	is	something	purely	static	and	
how	false	it	 is	to	confuse	the	concept	of	tradition	with	inertia,	never	mind	with	stagnation.	In	truth,	the	
activity	of	 the	 living	 transmission	of	a	 traditum	 is	 a	highly	dynamic	business”	 (Pieper	quoted	 in	Vosloo,	
2010a:	22). 








external	 rivals	 as	well	 as	 by	 ones	 that	 are	 part	 of	 the	 tradition.	 Rival	 claims	 about	 or	
against	a	tradition	are	part	of	the	reality	of	traditions.		

















Despite	 the	 resources	 available	 within	 a	 tradition,	 and	 the	 methods	 with	 which	
participants	 can	 unearth	 these	 resources,	 MacIntyre	 acknowledges	 the	 moment	 of	
“epistemological	 crisis”	 that	 may	 confront	 a	 tradition.	 This	 occurs	 when	 a	 tradition’s	




the	 established	 fabric	 of	 belief	 to	 respond	 to	 the	 crisis,	 resulting	 in	 the	
dissolution	of	historically-founded	certitudes	…	How	traditions	respond	to	an	










must	 satisfy	 three	 requirements.	 First,	 the	 new	 and	 conceptually	 enriched	
scheme	must	furnish	a	solution	to	problems	previously	deemed	intractable.	
Second,	 an	 explanation	 must	 be	 provided	 of	 what	 rendered	 the	 tradition	
sterile	and/or	incoherent.	Third,	these	tasks	must	be	carried	out	in	a	way	that	
exhibits	 fundamental	 continuity	 with	 the	 shared	 beliefs	 of	 the	 past	 …	
Traditions	 are	 thus,	 according	 to	 Maclntyre,	 vindicated	 or	 not	 vindicated	
through	their	response	to	epistemological	crises”	(26-28).	
 
A	 central	 tenet	 of	 both	 Smit’s	 description	 of	 Reformed	 confessions	 and	 Vosloo’s	
explication	 of	 MacIntyre’s	 understanding	 of	 tradition	 is	 temporality.	 The	 meaning	 of	
neither	 confessions	 nor	 tradition	 is	 fixed.	 Interpreting	 it	 is	 an	 engagement	 from	 the	





Rüsen	aims	 to	 “thematise	 [tradition’s]	 basic	 logic	 of	 generating	 sense	 and	meaning	 in	
understanding	 the	 human	 world”	 (47).	 As	 such,	 his	 article	 provides	 a	 scheme	 to	










Because	 tradition	 has	 an	 important	 time	 element	 as	 part	 of	 its	 structure,	 it	 plays	 an	
important	 role	 in	 historical	 consciousness.	 For	 Rüsen,	 historical	 consciousness	 is	 the	
activity	of	transforming	the	past	into	history	(47),	and	this	activity	has	four	main	elements:	
“a)	an	experience	of	the	past,	b)	a	framework	for	interpreting	it,	c)	the	interpreted	past’s	





that	 tradition	 “as	 the	 oldest	 and	 most	 fundamental	 form	 of	 history”	 (50)	 plays	 an	
important	part.	But	because	tradition	is	not	the	only	form	of	history,	Rüsen	holds	that	it	







peculiarity	of	 tradition	and	 its	basic	 logic”	 (50).	Tradition	 is	peculiar	because	of	how	 it	















































































forms	of	 life;	 they	conceptualise	 time	as	duration	 in	change;	 they	organise	
communication	 in	 the	 form	 of	 pre-given	 agreement	 or	 acceptance	
























It	 will	 be	 clear	 throughout	 the	 study	 that	 the	 institutional	 position	 of	 the	 Heidelberg	
Catechism	 in	 the	DRC	added	a	 lot	of	weight	 to	 it	as	a	site	of	memory.	The	Heidelberg	
Catechism	is	not	just	a	significant	and	beloved	catechism,	but	forms	part	of	the	official	
confessional	 foundation	 of	 the	 DRC	 and	 is	 enforced	 by	 a	 subscription	 formula.	
Furthermore,	the	church	order	stipulated	very	specific	rules	about	the	regular	preaching	
of	 the	 Catechism	 in	 congregations.	 Compliance	 with	 this	 rule	 was	 monitored	 by	
presbyteries	(even	if	no	definite	measures	for	non-compliance	were	in	place).	
Firstly,	 then,	 the	Catechism	 formed	part	of	 the	confessional	basis	of	 the	DRC	since	 its	
formal	inception	in	1824	when	the	first	DRC	Synod	constituted	as	an	autonomous	body	
from	 the	 Amsterdam	 classis.	 In	 its	 very	 first	 Church	 Order,	 the	 Catechism	 is	 named,	




being	 in	 accordance	 with	 the	 Church	 Order	 of	 Dordt,	 this	 fact	 was	 regarded	 as	 an	
unfortunate	 oversight	 (Van	 der	 Watt,	 1980:	 39).	 Van	 der	 Watt	 supports	 the	 DRC’s	



















that	 the	 two	 members	 of	 the	 church	 council	 of	 the	 first	 Cape	 congregation	 had	 to	
subscribe	to	the	Formulae	(Van	der	Watt	1976:	8).		





earliest	 days	 of	 the	 Reformed	 community	 at	 the	 Cape.	 Even	 before	 the	 first	minister	




reciting	 the	 questions,	 answers	 and	 supporting	 texts	 (Oberholzer,	 7).	 Moreover,	 the	
Gereformeerde	Maandblad	of	June	1894	states	that	slaves	in	the	Cape	older	than	twelve	
years	 had	 to	 recite	 the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism	 on	 Sunday	 afternoons	 in	 the	 late	 17th	
century	(GM,	1894:	25).	
	
Biweekly	 preaching	 on	 the	 Catechism	was	 also	 prescribed	 by	 the	 church	 order	 of	 the	
newly	constituted	church,	and	in	1829	“regular	preaching	on	the	Heidelberg	Catechism”	




Toit,	 1963:	 preface).	 According	 to	 Gerstner,	 these	 services	 were	 not	 overly	 popular	
(Gerstner,	 1991:	 32)	 and	 in	 1773	 and	 1829	 carelessness	 about	 them	 was	 reported	
(Oberholzer,	1986:	7).	There	is	good	reason	to	think	that,	despite	the	importance	given	to	




the	Catechism	by	 the	 church	order,	 these	 services	were	never	particularly	enjoyed	by	
congregants.	In	January	1933,	too,	it	is	reported	that	Catechism	sermons	are	unpopular	







the	 church	 (Gerstner,	 1991:	 32),	 but	 in	 the	 late	 eighteenth	 century	 they	were	 largely	
replaced	by	Abraham	Hellenbroek’s	Het	voorbeeld	der	godlyke	waarheden	 (1706)	(32).	





























and	 the	 bleak	 reality	 of	 education.	 Despite	 the	 circumstances,	 and	 even	 as	 a	 way	 to	
oppose	it,	the	Heidelberger	was	taught:	
	













sent	 to	 India	 at	 the	 time	 of	 the	 South	 African	 War	 (1899–1901).	 D.J.	 Viljoen,	 who	
accompanied	the	prisoners	as	chaplain,	recorded	that	worship	services	were	held	aboard	
the	ship	on	the	way	to	India,	and	that	Sunday	afternoons	were	the	dedicated	time	for	
discussing	 the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism,	 together	 with	 teaching	 on	 faith	 and	 morality	



































































it	 has	 in	 the	 DRC’s	memory.	 In	 other	words,	 this	 is	 not	 only	 a	 historically	 interesting	
phenomena,	but	in	fact,	I	would	argue,	the	very	thing	which	establishes	and	determines	
the	authority	of	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	in	the	DRC.	The	endorsement	it	obtained	in	the	







the	 Formulae	 in	 the	 Netherlands.	 Jasper	 Vree	 provides	 a	 valuable	 oversight	 of	 the	
development	 and	 functioning	 of	 the	 Formulae	 as	 a	 unity	 in	 the	Dutch	 context	 (2007;	
2009).	 He	 shows	 that	 even	 though	 the	 Formulae	 represented	 “onvervalste	
rechtzinnigheid	die	 teruggaat	op	die	Synode	van	Dordt	 in	1618-1619”28	 (2009:	119)	 in	




church	 books	 of	 the	 time	 (and	most	 of	 the	 books	 of	 the	 nineteenth	 century)	mostly	
contained	only	the	Catechism	–	sometimes	the	Belgic	Confessions	but	never	the	Canons	
of	 Dordt	 (2009:	 120;	 2007:	 3).	 According	 to	 Vree,	 knowledge	 of	 the	 Canons	 of	 Dordt	
among	congregants	as	well	as	theological	students	was	almost	non-existent	(2009:	120)	
because	 so	 little	 copies	 were	 available	 (2007:	 3).	 The	 first	 complete	 edition	 of	 the	
Formulae	of	Unity	only	saw	the	light	two	years	after	the	Afscheiding	of	1834	(2009:	120;	










29 Formulieren	 van	 eenigheid	 der	 Christelijk	 Gereformeerde	 Kerk	 in	 Nederland.	 Met	 eene	 voorrede	
uitgegeven	door	H.P.	Scholte,	Bedienaar	des	Goddeliken	Woords,	Amsterdam/’s-Gravenhage.	1836. 
30 De	Formulieren	van	eenheid,	bij	de	Hervormde	Kerk	in	Nederland	gebruikelijk,	zuivere	bijbelleer;	door	D.	
Molenaar,	 Hervormd	 leraar	 te	 ’s-Gravenhage,	 Amsterdam.	 1837.	 Libri	 symbolici	 Ecclesiae	 Reformatae	
Nederlandicae,	edidit	H.E.	Vinke,	Trajecti	ad	Rhenum	1846. 





onder	 hierdie	 bepaling	 van	 Dordrecht	 georganiseer	 en	 daarmee	 ook	 die	












that	 competing	 claims	 were	 made	 in	 the	 name	 of	 a	 shared	 heritage	 (2009:	 53).32	
Moreover,	claiming	the	Synod	of	Dordt	as	an	 identity	marker	only	happened	since	the	
nineteenth	 century	 (54).	 In	 fact,	 as	 late	 as	 1817,	 the	 minister	 of	 Leiden,	 Nicolaas	
Schotsman,	 observed	 that	 despite	 the	 fact	 that	 the	 Reformation	was	 commemorated	
with	much	 festivity	 (tamtam),	Dordt	was	 forgotten	 (54).	However,	when	 it	 did	 rise	 to	
prominence,	mainly	through	supporters	of	the	Afscheiding,	a	“return	to	Dordt”	was	seen	
as	necessary	 for	 the	 reparation	of	 the	Dutch	 church	 (55).	 Later	Abraham	Kuyper,	 too,	
appropriated	the	Synod	of	Dordt	as	an	identity	marker	and	as	such	it	became	associated	
with	 the	 identity	 politics	 of	 Kuyper’s	 neo-Calvinism	 (“Neogereformeerden”)	 (56).	
However,	with	Kuyper,	according	to	Van	Tright	and	Wallet,	the	memory	of	Dordt	entered	
a	new	phase.	The	initial	emphasis	that	loyalty	to	Dordt	implies	returning	to	the	past	was	
in	 conflict	with	 the	 prevailing	 progress	 discourse	 (56).	Under	 Kuyper’s	 influence	 then,	
Dordt	was	overturned	to	come	to	be	viewed	in	a	utopian	context	–	“Het	was	niet	langer	
‘terug	na	Dordrecht’,	maar	‘vooruit	mét	Dordrecht’,	waarmee	het	beroep	op	Dordrecht	







this	 stipulation	 of	 Dordt	 and	with	 it	 the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism	 as	 part	 of	 the	 Three	 Formulae	 of	 Unity	
brought	to	this	country.	
32	 For	more	 on	 the	memory	 of	 the	 Synod	 of	 Dordt,	 see	 Goudriaan,	 A.	 and	 van	 Lieburg,	 F.	 eds.,	 2010.	
Revisiting	the	Synod	of	Dordt	(1618-1619)	(Vol.	49).	Brill.	




background	 –	 especially	 in	 the	 light	 of	 the	 importance	 attributed	 to	 it	 by	 Kuyper.	 As	






Church	 Order.	 At	 the	 time	 of	 the	 Liberal	 Struggle	 (see	 chapter	 2),	 during	 which	 the	
Heidelberg	Catechism,	first	of	all,	became	a	point	of	contention,	parts	of	the	minutes	of	
the	Synod	of	Dordt	(Session	148)	are	quoted	and	published	at	length	under	the	heading	













An	 article	 in	De	Kerkbode	 (Marais,	 1919:	 260-261)	makes	 even	more	of	 this	 date	 and	
commemoration:	 1919	 is	 depicted	 as	 not	 only	 a	 time	 to	 commemorate	 the	 Synod	 of	
Dordt,	but	also	 the	400th	anniversary	of	Zwingli’s	 first	 sermon	 in	 the	“Groote	Kerk”	of	
Zurich.	The	DRC	is	called	upon	not	to	let	this	moment	of	“kostelijke	herinneringe”33	slip	




















de	 eer	 wenscht	 te	 geven	 wordt	 zij	 door	 oppervlakkige	 denkers,	 door	 de	







1919:	 1).	 It	 was	 also	 the	moment	 at	 which	 the	 Reformed	 confessions	 received	 “haar	
vasten	vorm,	welken	zij	behouden	heeft	door	al	de	wisselingen	van	de	laatste	drie	eeuwen	









‘t	Was	 een	 heldentijdperk,	 zooals	 dagen	 van	 vervolging	mogelijk	 alleen	 te	
voorschijn	 roepen.	 En	 opmerkelijk	 is	 het,	 dat	 juist	 in	 dezen	 tijd	 onze	
















43	 “Maar	 daar	 zijn	 ook	die	 zulk	 een	bijna	onfeilbaar	 gezag	 aan	haar	 besluiten	 toekennen,	 dat	 naar	 hun	
oordeel,	ieder	die	het	waagt	een	enkele	tittel	of	iota	er	van	af	te	doen,	voor	altoos	het	recht	verbeurt	om	
aanspraak	te	maken	op	den	naam	van	Gereformeerde”	(Moorrees,	1919:	15). 




grondslag	 verkregen	 heeft.	 En	 is	 het	 nu	waar,	 dat	 het	 niet	 aan	 elke	 eeuw	





against	 the	 background	 of	 Roman	 Catholic	 “uniformiteit”45	 and	 “uiterlijke	
eenvormigheid”46	(Van	Rooyen,	1919:	5).	The	Reformers	succeeded	in	returning	from	“die	




De	 innerlijke,	 geestelijke	 eenheid	 der	 ware	 geloovigen	 bleef	 toch	
voortbestaan,	 maar	 in	 de	 uiterlijke	 verschijningsvorm	 de	 Kerk	 kwam	 er	
verscheidenheid.	God	mint	de	verscheidenheid.	En	evenals	Hij	 in	de	natuur	
verscheidenheid	in	de	dieper	eenheid	der	dingen	gelegd	had,	 liet	Hij	 in	Zijn	











Schrift	 opgedolven,	 verwerkt	 en	 tot	 gangbare	 munt	 gestempeld…	 Zij	 [the	




















smeltkroes	van	strijd	en	 twist	opnieuw	gelouterd	 te	voorschijn	 trad,	 is	wat	
getalsterkte	 van	 aanhangers	 betref	 niet	 een	 van	 de	 grootste	
geestesstroomingen	 van	 den	 moderne	 tijd,	 maar	 wat	 zij	 diepte	 van	
wereldbeschouwing,	zijn	diepte	van	godsdienstige	overtuiging,	zijn	diepte	en	
ernst	 van	 levensbeschouwing	 betreft,	 doet	 het	 voor	 geen	 geestesrichting	















































diens	 bewys	 wat	 nie	 maklik	 na	 waarde	 geskat	 kan	 word	 nie.	 Met	 die	 ou	
Dordtse	Kerkorde	is	ons	Kerk	aan	die	Kaap	uit	Nederland	oorgeplant,	en	dit	is	










daardeur	 verander	 word	 nie	 …	Wanneer	 ons	 dus	 die	 aanvaarding	 van	 die	
nuwe	kerkorde	‘n	historiese	gebeurtenis	van	gewig	noem,	dan	is	dit	geensins	
met	dieselfde	bedoeling	as	wat	die	Gereformeerde	Kerk	se	teoloë	dit	doen	
nie,	 nl.	 asof	 die	 nuwe	 kerkorde	 nou	 die	 eerste	 stappe	 op	 die	 weg	 tot	 ’n	

















grateful	 toward	our	acuarii	who	 joined	so	closely	 this	valuable	old	document	 from	the	 treasures	of	our	
reformed	heritage	in	the	execution	of	this	big	and	difficult	task.	Thereby	they	have	shown	our	Church	a	
service	of	which	the	value	cannot	be	estimated	easily.	With	the	old	Church	Order	of	Dordt	our	Church	in	






Order	 of	 Dordt	 ...	 The	 Church	 in	 its	 entirety	 will	 actually	 not	 even	 realise	 if	 the	 new	 church	 order	 is	
implemented,	because	the	system	of	our	Church	government	 in	 its	entirety	will	not	be	changed	by	 it	 ...	






DRC.	On	 the	 one	 hand,	 he	 highlights	 the	 importance	 of	 the	 fact	 that	 the	DRC	 is	 now	
officially	 founded	on	 the	Church	Order	 of	Dordt	–	 and	he	describes	 it	 as	 a	 document	
unaffected	and	untouched	by	 the	passing	of	 time.	On	 the	other	hand,	he	 implies	 that	
being	officially	founded	on	Dordt	is	not	that	important	as	the	DRC	stayed	true	to	it	even	
when	 it	was	not	 the	official	basis	of	 its	 church	order.	This	creates	 the	 impression	of	a	
concern	for	continuity	of	a	tradition	that	was	not	necessarily	well	articulated	at	the	time.		
	
It	 is	 important	to	note	the	date	of	this	article:	 it	 is	written	 less	than	a	year	before	the	
infamous	Sharpeville	incident	that	led	to	the	Cottesloe	consultation	during	which	the	DRC	






In	 the	 course	 of	 the	 study,	 it	will	 become	 clear	 how	 influential	 underlying	 (and	 often	









The	 sermon	 involved	 is	 a	 Reformation	 day	 sermon	 published	 in	 De	 Gereformeerd	
Maandblad	of	1893	(GM,	1893c:	10-13).	The	focus	text	is	2	Tim	1:	14	and	it	provides	the	


































The	 “goede	 pand”	 represents	 the	 costly,	 transmitted	 and	 recovered	 truth	 –	 the	


























































answer:	 ‘From	 the	 Holy	 Spirit,	 whose	 faith	 works	 in	 our	 hearts	 through	 the	 preaching	 of	 the	 holy	
Evangelism.”	(Cat.	Sunday	25).	Ask	them,	how	they	know	that	Jesus	Christ	is	their	true	saviour;	and	they	
answer:	 ‘from	 the	 holy	 Evangelism,	 that	which	God	 first	 revealed	 in	 paradise,	 and	 thereafter	 preached	
through	 the	 holy	 patriarchs	 and	 prophets,	 and	 through	 the	 sacrifices	 and	 ceremonies	
prefigured/foreshadowed	by	the	law,	and	finally	fulfilled	through	His	only	begotten	Son	(Cat.	Sunday	6).	


















































something	 that	 is	 in	 need	 of	 preservation.	 The	 age	 of	 the	 Reformation	 as	 a	 so-called	
response	to	theological	corruptness	is	portrayed	as	proof	that	the	truest	Christian	identity	





original	 and	 inherited	 (true)	 identity	 is	 viewed	 as	 untouchable,	 secure,	 and	 an	
unquestionable	 truth,	 the	protection	 and	 continuation	of	 that	 identity	 are	 considered	











































of	 the	Du	Plessis	 case,	 namely	 a)	 arguments	 about	 the	 role	 of	 scientific	 progress	 in	 a	
religious	 tradition,	 and	 b)	 arguments	 about	 the	 need	 and	 desirability	 of	 confessional	
revision.	 These	 arguments	 are	 collectively	 interpreted	 as	 a	 tension	 between	
transformation	and	preservation	in	tradition.	In	conclusion,	an	interpretative	framework	
of	Jorn	Rüsen	is	discussed	as	critical	reflection.	
Chapter	 4	 deals	with	 the	 1930s	 and	 1940s	 as	 a	 period	 in	which	 the	DRC	 faced	 social	
problems	 specifically	 caused	 by	 widespread	 poverty	 and	 urbanisation.	 The	 time	 was	













in	 the	 late	1930s,	1940s,	1950s	and	early	1960s.	The	biblical	admonition	 to	“keep	 thy	
feasts”	became	a	prominent	and	well-discussed	adage	 in	the	pages	of	Die	Kerkbode	 in	




that	 period.	 This	 went	 hand	 in	 hand	with	 an	 awareness	 that	 “great	 nations	 have	 big	
histories”	 and	 that	 it	was	 important	 that	 history	 be	 preserved,	 recorded	 and	written.	
Some	of	the	biggest	DRC’s	annual	feasts	and	the	way	they	were	discussed	in	Die	Kerkbode	
are	presented	and	analysed.		











































The	 19th-century	 developments	 in	 Western	 European	 theological	 and	 philosophical	
circles	also	influenced	the	thinking	of	the	DRC,	with	the	result	that	some	of	its	ministers	
were	suspected	of	holding	theological	ideas	that	were	not	in	line	with	what	was	regarded	











Mist,	 the	 social	 changes	 brought	 about	 by	 the	 British	 rule,	 the	 changes	 in	 education	
policies,	the	rise	of	the	press,	the	influx	of	books	from	abroad,	the	diversification	of	the	
Christian	 religious	 scene	 with	 the	 arrival	 of	 many	 denominations,	 the	 presence	 of	
missionary	 organisations,	 and	 the	 presence	 of	 so-called	 sects,	 particularly	 the	 Free	
Masons	(Van	der	Watt,	1980:	31-35).	Van	der	Watt,	moreover,	mentions	the	presence	of	
a	“gesagsveragtende	vryheidsgees”63	 (Van	der	Watt,	1980:	29),	various	rumours	about	
“afwyking	 van	 die	 leer”	 (29)	 and	 ample	 warnings	 against	 the	 “geloofsondermynende	










At	 the	 same	 time,	however,	a	 spirit	of	 revival	 swept	 through	 the	 ranks	of	 the	church.	
According	to	Van	der	Watt	(1980:	15),	the	longing	for	a	spiritual	renewal	in	the	church	
had	already	been	present	since	the	first	half	of	the	19th	century.	These	tendencies	were	
stimulated	by	 the	American	revivals	of	 the	 time	together	with	 the	Dutch	Réveil.67	The	










Reinet	 en	 Swellendam	 word	 skerp	 afgekeur	 as	 ’n	 voorbeeld	 van	 die	 destydse	 heersende	
onverdraagsaamheid.	In	die	nuwe	gees	is	daar	dan	ook	ruimte	vir	die	standpunt	van	die	ander	man,	veral	
wanneer	hy	iets	nuuts	bring,	’n	bydrae	‘voor	den	voortgang	van	vrije	gevoelens’,	wat	orals	in	die	wêreld	
opgemerk	 word	 en	 veral	 in	 Amerika	 gesien	 word!	 Ook	 op	 godsdienstige	 gebied	 word	 gestrewe	 na	




67	 See	 Elphick	 2012:	 40-41,	 J.W.	 Hofmeyr’s	Die	 Nederlandse	 Nadere	 Reformasie	 en	 sy	 invloed	 op	 twee	
kontinente	 (1989)	 and	 E.P.	 Jooste’s	 doctoral	 dissertation	 Die	 Nederlandse	 réveil	 en	 die	 Nederduitse	
Gereformeerde	kerk	(1986).		




godsdienstigheid	 …	 en	 ’n	 lusteloosheid	 in	 die	 kerklike	 bedrywighede”68	 (16),	 and	 of	




By	 1860,	 enough	 momentum	 had	 been	 gathered	 to	 launch	 a	 series	 of	 ecumenical	
Christian	 conferences,	 and	 soon	 after	 many	 communities	 reported	 dramatic	 spiritual	
upsurge	(Elphick,	2012:	41).	The	revival	reached	its	peak	between	1860	and	1862,	and	for	






needed.	 After	 1862,	 however,	 the	 interest	 and	 fervour	 for	 spiritual	 revival	 gradually	
dwindled,	 and	 the	 slackening	and	 shallowing	 in	 the	 religious	 life	of	many	congregants	
were	often	bemoaned	in	circuit	meetings	(20).75		
	
We	have	examples	of	 how	 the	 revivals	were	 remembered	 from	1919	 and	1930	as	 an	
intervention	 by	 God	 amid	 the	 Liberal	 Struggle	 (OP	 1930c:	 274).	 An	 article,	 “Het	
Modernisme	 in	de	Kaapse	Kerken”,	by	L.M.	Kriel	 that	was	originally	published	 in	1919	
states:	
	
‘Donkere	 dagen	ware	 die,	maar	 ook	 grote,	 wonderlike	 dingen	 gebeurden.	
Toen	de	strijd76	heftiger	werd,	was	er	iets	vreemds	eensklaps	van	Hoger	Hand	
in	het	land	gebeurd,	dat	onder	Gods	beschikking	’n	bron	van	kracht	in	de	strijd	














focused	 on	 repentance	 and	 conversion.	 Andrew	 Murray	 and	 Servaas	 Hofmeyr	 were	 particularly	
instrumental	in	these	services.	See	Van	der	Watt1980:	21ff.	
76	This	is	a	reference	to	the	liberal	struggle.	


































77	 ‘Those	 were	 dark	 days,	 in	 which	 amazing,	 wonderful	 things	 happened.	 When	 the	 fight	 intensified,	
something	strange	suddenly	happened	by	the	hand	of	God	in	the	land,	which	became	a	source	of	power	in	
the	fight	for	many	orthodox	followers	by	the	will	of	God.	Immediately	after	the	conference	[in	Worcester	














Natal	 and	 Transvaal	 synods	 as	 separate	 church	 bodies,	 thereby	 weakening	 the	
organisational	unity	of	the	DRC.	Moreover,	the	event	was	interpreted	as	a	strategy	from	
the	 liberals	 to	 strengthen	 their	 position	 in	 the	 (Cape)	 church,	 since	 the	 majority	 of	
ministers	who	consequently	had	 to	 leave	 the	Synod	was	said	 to	be	on	 the	side	of	 the	
orthodox	(Van	der	Watt,	1980:	36).	Nevertheless,	the	real	“spiritual	unity”	of	the	DRC	was	
to	a	great	extent	not	seen	to	be	suppressed	by	this	development	(Van	der	Watt,	1987:	1).	
Still,	 despite	 the	 many	 attempts	 to	 reunify	 the	 DRC	 churches	 –	 starting	 with	 the	
constitution	of	the	Raad	van	Nederduitse	Gereformeerde	Kerke	in	1905	–	it	was	only	in	









evaluate	 liberal	 theology,	 its	 presence	 in	 the	 DRC	 or	 the	 theological	 or	 historical	
interpretation	of	the	period.	The	focus	is	rather	on	the	role	of	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	

















'n	 saak	 van	 Sondag;	 bekering	 het	 'n	 verouderde	 woord	 geword	 en	 veelal	 is	 die	 geloof	 gesien	 as	 die	
verstandelike	instemming	met	'n	paar	godsdienstige	waarhede	(1980:	28)	
82	For	an	overview	of	the	memory	of	the	liberal	struggle	in	the	historiography	of	the	DRC,	see	Van	Tonder	








liberalisme,	 die	 de	 Kerk	 acht	 Jaren	 bezig	 gehouden	 heeft.	 Een	 geest	 van	
leervrijheid	begon	 te	verschijnen,	die	geweigerd	heeft	 zich	 te	 laten	binden	
door	de	belijdenisschriften	der	Kerk,	en	die	het	ene	dwaalpunt	na	het	andere	





DRC	 at	 the	 time	and	 the	mnemonic	 associations	 attached	 to	 the	 Catechism.	 In	 other	





Het	 was	 alsof	 de	 Kerk	 gevoelde,	 dat	 zij	 aan	 den	 vooravond	 stond	 van	







The	 significant	 moment	 of	 this	 synod	 for	 our	 discussion	 is	 the	 squabble	 about	 the	
Heidelberg	Catechism	that	took	place	during	the	31st	session	(on	19	November	1862)	of	












86	Van	der	Watt	writes	 that,	at	 the	time,	about	25	ministers	 represented	 liberal	 theology	 in	one	way	or	
another,	and	also	that	it	took	little	effort	to	ascertain	who	they	were	(1980:	30).	
















In	 1911,	 J.D.	 Kestell	 had	 equally	 dramatic	 recollections	 of	 the	 event.	 For	 him,	 Kotzé’s	
remark	led	to	“a	raging	storm”	against	which	the	DRC	simply	had	to	defend	itself	(Kestell,	
1911:	97).	For	the	Synod,	the	only	appropriate	way	to	deal	with	it	was	to	give	Kotzé	the	








Kerk	 van	 Zuid-Afrika	 verricht	 is”90	 (Du	 Plessis,	 1920:	 228).	 After	 a	 long	 and	 prayerful	





























onverbiddelijke	 gestrengheid,	 waarmede	 de	 confessionalisten	 zich	 aan	 de	
dogmata	der	kerk	vastklemmen,	waarin	zij	niet	dulden	willen	dat	een	jota	of	
tittel	worde	veranderd,	de	stoutheid	waarmede	zij	 iedere	afdwaling	van	de	
kerkleer	 eenvoudig	 voor	 ongeloof	 verklaren,	 is	 bewijs	 genoeg	 dat	 zij	
veronderstellen	dat	de	kerkleer	onmogelijk	verkeerd	kan	zijn	en	dat	dus	hare	
opstellers,	in	dit	opzicht	althans,	onfeilbaar	waren.	De	storm,	die	in	de	Synode	




























infallibility,	 pass	 such	 pitiless	 judgment	 on	 a	 confrère	 as,	 amongst	 others,	was	 the	 case	with	 Professor	
Hofmeijr.	Had	the	matter	not	been	so	serious,	it	would	make	a	wonderful	subject	for	a	satire.	








alle	 verdedigbaar	 waren	 op	 grond	 van	 Gods	Woord.	Maar	 nu	 is	 er	 in	 het	
laatste	 tiental	 jaren	 zooveel	 licht	 verspreid	 -	 nu	 is	 de	onhoudbaarheid	 van	
menige	bewering	 in	den	Catechismus	zoo	herhaaldelijk	 in	het	 licht	gesteld,	














hij	 het	 door	 hem	betredene	 gevoelen	 ten	 onregte	 voor	 de	 Catechismusleer	 houdt”.95	
Therefore,	Versfeld,	who	wrote	to	W.	Robertson	(the	scribe	of	the	Synod)	on	behalf	of	
the	church	council	of	Darling,	is	flabbergasted	by	the	fact	that	Robertson	later	accused	















97	 “what	 our	 reverend	 does	 not	 challenge,	 is	 the	 Catechism	 doctrine,	 but	 only	 one	 opinion	 which	 he	
imagines	to	be	the	Catechism	doctrine”	






























zou	 openzetten	 voor	 ketterij.	 Het	 was	 niet	 de	 vraag	 of	 giftplant	 zelf	 was	
ingevoerd;	maar	of	men	toelaten	zal	dat	het	zaad	van	die	giftplant	wijd	en	zijd	
zou	worden	uitgestrooid?	Zou	men	wachten	totdat	men,	zich	van	de	gedulde	
vrijheid	 bedienende,	 de	 goddelijke	 ingeving	 der	 Heilige	 Schrift,	 de	




























that	 the	 synod	 not	 only	 had	 Kotzé	 to	 think	 about,	 but	 also	 the	 tens	 of	 thousands	 of	
congregants	spread	all	over	the	country	(44).	If	the	synod	had	acted	differently,	it	would	
have	been	unfaithful	to	“de	dure	verpligting	haar	opgelegd,	om	het	geloof	den	heiligen	
overgeleverd	 te	 bewaren”103	 (44).	 Protecting	 the	 Catechism	 in	 this	 specific	 way	 can	
therefore	be	said	to	have	been	directly	related	to	what	it	means	to	be	a	true	Protestant	
for	Murray.	
A	 similar	argument	can	be	 found	 in	Die	Kerkbode	of	December	1863.	 It	 spells	out	 the	
consequences	of	allowing	the	Catechism	to	be	critiqued.	The	argument	is	made	on	behalf	
of	all	“who	loves	God’s	Word”	(P.H.,	1863:	399)	from	the	explicit	presumption	that	there	



















Eerst	begin	men	de	 lieden	argwaan	 in	 te	boezemen	 tegen	Catechismus	en	
Geloofsbelijdenis	en	beroept	zich	dan,	met	schijnbaar	groote	gehechtheid	op	
Gods	Woord,	als	op	het	eenig	gezag	waaraan	men	zich	heeft	te	onderwerpen.	
Heeft	men	 het	 eerst	 zoo	 ver	 gebragt,	 dat	men	 de	 leerstellingen,	 uit	 Gods	
Woord	geput	en	op	Gods	Woord	gegrond,	als	menschenwerk	heeft	ter	zijde	
gesteld,	dan	gaan	men	verder	en	begint	men	aan	te	toonen	hoe	ook	de	Bijbel	
een	 werk	 van	 menschen	 is.	 Daartoe	 vangt	 men	 aan	 met	
onnaauwkeurigheden,	 tegenstrijdigheden,	 verkeerdheden,	 onmogentlijk-
heden	uit	denzelven	aan	te	toonen.	‘Doch	dit	alles,’	zeggen	zij,	‘behoeft	nog	
niemand	te	schokken.	De	Bijbel	 is	niet	Gods	Woord.	Gods	Woord	 is	 in	den	
Bijbel	…	Het	duurt	niet	lang	of	men	heeft	eenen	Christus,	die	door	de	profeten	
niet	is	voorspeld,	die	niet	uit	eene	maagd	geboren,	die	geene	wonderen	heeft	
verrigt,	 die	 ook	 niet	 uit	 het	 graf	 is	 opgestaan,	 en	 ook	 niet	 ten	 hemel	 is	
opgevaren,	waar	hij	niet	ter	regterhand	Gods	gezeten,	niet	voor	ons	bidt,	en	
vanwaar	Hij	ook	niet	wederkomen	zal	om	te	oordeelen	de	 levenden	en	de	







hand,	 however,	 there	 is	 a	 concern	 for	 how	 this	 tradition	 ought	 to	 be	 faithfully	 and	
successfully	handed	down.	The	orthodox	spokesmen	then	seems	to	argue	that	the	steps	
taken	 by	 the	 synod	 are	 necessary,	 even	 if	 somewhat	 undesirable,	 for	 the	 successful	




be	said	of	Robertson.	 In	 response	 to	Versfeld’s	complaint	discussed	earlier,	Robertson	


















kunnen	 tot	 de	 verbreking	 der	 eenheid	 eener	 christelijke	 kerk”105	 (Versfeld	 1864:	 15).	
Within	this	logic,	both	Kotzé’s	remark	and	an	aloof	treatment	of	it	by	the	synod	is	seen	as	
a	 disregard	 for	 the	 calling	 to	 “preserve.”	 Versfeld’s	 reaction	 to	 this	 does	 not	 show	 a	








in	 strijd	met	 de	 grondbeginselen	 van	het	 protestantisme,	 dat	 onze	 leeraar	
ontrouw	zou	geweest	zijn	aan	zijnen	pligt,	zoo	hij	niet	op	het	krachtigst	de	
onredelijkheid	 van	 den	 gestelden	 eisch	 had	 aangetoond106	 (Versfeld	 1864:	
15).107		
	






In	 1876,	 the	 Synod	 even	went	 so	 far	 as	 to	 recommend	 a	 split	 to	 the	 congregation	 of	
Victoria	 West	 who	 was	 dissatisfied	 with	 their	 minister,	 Rev.	 H.C.V.	 Leibbrandt	 (37).	
Leibbrandt,	however,	for	the	sake	of	unity,	decided	to	resign	(37).109	
	
























approaches	 seem	 to	 be	 drawn	 from	 different	 ideas	 about	 the	 earliest	 Reformed	
communities.	The	orthodox	concept	of	unity	appears	to	be	mostly	anchored	in	a	nostalgic	
and	romanticised	idea	of	harmony	and	absence	of	conflict	based	on	the	belief	that	there	
was	 such	 a	 glorious	 moment	 in	 the	 Protestant	 past	 that	 now	 stands	 to	 be	 lost.	
Interestingly,	 in	order	 to	achieve	 that	conflict-free	community,	congregants	were	 time	







































The	 outcome	 of	 the	 civil	 court	 case	 brought	 about	 a	 new	 context	 and	 need	 for	
reorientation	for	both	the	“orthodox”	and	“liberal”	sides.	This	section	looks	at	two	specific	










































predikant	van	Darling	 tegen	de	Synode	was	 te	 levendig;	het	gewigt	van	de	
belangen	waaromtrent	er	gestreden	moest	worden	werd	te	diep	gevoeld;	de	




































hare	 geestelijke	 roeping	 en	 kracht.	 De	 strijd	 geeft	 gelegenheid	 voor	 de	
openbaring	van	den	Vorst	van	het	heer	des	Heeren	in	ons	midden	en	van	zijne	
wonderdaden.	De	strijd	geeft	zegen,	en	brengt	eene	heerlijke	overwinning.	
Dat	 niemand	 zich	 dan	 onttrekke.	 Een	 ieder	 wete	 en	 versta	 waarvoor	 er	
gestreden	wordt.	Een	ieder	kieze	onder	wien	hij	strijden	wil.	Een	ieder	doe	








































and	his	 statements	 about	 the	Heidelberg	Catechism,	 the	 fact	 that	 the	 court	 case	was	
centred	 on	 this	 very	 issue,	 once	 again	 renews	 the	 focus	 on	 it.	 Being	 faithful	 to	 the	
Catechism	in	the	way	that	the	DRC	was,	became	associated	for	Evangeliedienaar	with	the	











church’s	 ability	 and	 right	 to	 uphold	 “the	 honour	 of	 the	 Church	 and	 her	 King”	 (314).	
Evangeliedienaar	frames	this	as	a	question	about	who	the	ruler	of	the	church	is,	and	who	
she	ultimately	obeys	and	serves:		
Jezus	 Christus	 is	 de	 eenige	 Heer	 en	 Koning	 Zijner	 Gemeente.	 Aan	 Zijne	
dienaren	heeft	Hij	 den	 sleutel	 des	 Koningrijks	 toevertrouwd.	Die	magt	 der	
sleutelen	moet	zij	tot	den	doode	toe	bewaren	als	haar	heilig	erfregt,	haar	van	


























Bidt,	 broeders!	 Dat	 allen	 die	 in	 deze	 zaak	 te	 handelen	 hebben,	 door	 eene	
hemelsche	 wijsheid	 geleid	 worden.	 Dat	 zij	 gereed	mogen	 zijn	 alles	 toe	 te	
geven,	en	zich	in	alles	te	onderwerpen,	dat	slechts	eenigzins	bestaanbaar	is	
met	de	eere	van	God	en	de	vrijheid	van	het	geweten124	(332).	
In	his	 interpretation	of	 the	 legal	 battle	between	Kotzé	 and	 the	DRC,	 Evangeliedienaar	
reaches	two	conclusions.	The	first	is	that	Kotzé’s	acquittal	signifies	that	neither	Kotzé	and	
any	 of	 his	 supporters,	 nor	 the	 court	 and	 anyone	who	 approves	 of	 its	 ruling	 have	 any	
understanding	of	or	respect	for	the	“nature	and	principles”	of	the	church	(314).	This	is	






eed	 van	 getrouwheid,	 eene	 geweldadige	 toeëigening	 eener	 bandeloze	 leervrijheid”126	
(314)	–	is	indeed	“a	crime”	(314).	The	court’s	inability	to	comprehend	the	church	subjects	

























En	 toen	 was	 het	 aanvankelijk	 oogmerkt	 bereikt,	 dat	 de	 Heer	 met	 de	
beproeving	had	bedoeld.	Hij	wilde	zijn	volk	 in	den	nood	uitdrijven,	om	zich	
aan	Hem	 en	 Zijne	 hulp	 vast	 te	 klemmen.	 Het	 is	 voor	 ons	 van	 het	 uiterste	
belang	om	dit	denkbeeld	duidelijk	te	vatten	en	vast	te	houden128	(315).	
The	comfort	and	prosperity	(“zegen	en	voorspoed”)	(329)	that	the	DRC	had	come	to	enjoy	
given,	 firstly,	 the	 legal	 freedom	 granted	 by	 the	 Ordinance	 of	 1843,	 and	 secondly,	 its	
successes	over	the	past	few	years,129	are	stated	as	reasons	for	God’s	 intervention.	It	 is	
























established,	 the	 fact	 that	 more	 ministers	 arrived	 from	 Europe,	 the	 new	 seminary	 in	 Stellebosch,	











vinden	 is,	 dat	 zij	 aan	 hare	 onzigtbare	 en	 toekomstige	 heerlijkheid	 genoeg	
heeft	om	alle	gemis	te	vergoeden.	Hare	betrekking	tot	de	wereld	wordt	haar	
duidelijk	gemaakt;	zij	mag	zich	niet	laten	verleiden	tot	de	verbeelding	dat	de	













een	 teeken,	 dat	 haar	 God	 aan	 haar	 denkt,	 en	 haar	 voorbereiden	 wil	 om	
minder	 aardsch	 en	 vleeschelijk,	 meer	 geestelijk	 en	 aan	 Christus	 gelijk	 te	
worden135	(329).	





church	 needs	 to	 resist,	 but	 also	 a	 trial	 through	 which	 God	 is	 putting	 the	 DRC.	 By	
maintaining	the	firm	stand	initially	taken	against	those	who	questioned	and	attacked	the	














her,	 and	wants	 to	prepare	her	 to	be	 less	materialistic	and	of	 the	 flesh,	but	 to	be	more	 spiritual	 and	 to	
become	like	Christ.	




























































For	Wachter,	 as	 for	 Evangeliedienaar,	 the	 court’s	 ruling	 brought	 about	 a	 “hachelijken	
toestand”138	 (289)	 for	 the	church,	and	 it	happened	“most	unexpectedly”	 (289).	But	he	












abused	 its	 power.	His	writing	 is	 consequently	 based	on	 the	 fact	 that	 he	may	not	 and	
																																																						
138	“desperate	state”	
139	We	 still	 thought	 that	 some	 light	 troops	were	 fleeing	 in	 front	of	 us	when	we	were	once	halted	by	 a	
seemingly	 invincible	 stronghold.	We	 argued	 with	 liberal	 ministers	 and	 their	 supporters	 we	met	 in	 the	
Church	when	we	startled	awake	as	if	from	a	dream	that	we	are	not	struggling	with	them,	in	the	first	place,	
but	with	the	High	Court.	













































“vreeselijke	 gevolgen”149	 (292).	 This	 happened	because	 the	 court	 took	upon	 itself	 the	
power	 to	decide	 “wat	al	dan	niet	met	de	 leer	 van	den	Katechismus	overeen	komt”150	
(295).	 By	 doing	 so,	 everything	 the	 church	 does	 will	 become	 clouded	 in	 trembling	
uncertainty:		
Wij	 vragen	 eerbiedig	 maar	 nadrukelijk:	 waartoe	 eene	 Synode,	 als	 hare	





rested	 on	 the	 fact	 that	 the	 synod	 did	 not	 issue	 Kotzé	 with	 an	 official	 “akte	 van	












For	 the	 court,	 it	 was	 an	 issue	 of	 “discussievrijheid”156	 but	 for	 the	 church	 one	 of	



















“attack”	 the	 Catechism	 “zelfs	 in	 den	 boezem	 der	 Synodale	 Vergadering,	 die	 tot	 haar	








Wachter	 clearly	 views	 the	 DRC	 as	 having	 played	 an	 important	 role	 in	 conserving	 the	
Reformed/Christian	 truth	 in	 the	way	 that	 it	 approached	 the	Kotzé	 case.	 Furthermore,	




theologicum”	 (301).	 The	 DRC,	 according	 to	Wachter,	 has	 taken	 the	 side	 of	 the	 “vrije	
conscientie	 bij	 duizenden”163	 that	 has	 been	 “willens	 en	wetens	 vertrappen”164	 by	 the	




Hun	 Erastiaansch	 regtsbeginsel	 dreef	 hen	 daartoe.	 En	 eenmaal	 daartoe	
gedreven,	was	het	hun	niet	mogelijk	te	zien,	wat	de	Synode	zag;	te	voelen	wat	
de	Synode	gevoelde;	en	moesten	zij	wat	de	Synode	uit	pligtsgevoel	voor	God	
en	de	 gemeente,	 als	misdaad	meende	 te	moeten	 straffen,	 in	 bescherming	
























Wachter’s	 concern	 is	 that,	 even	 if	 it	 was	 unintentional,	 the	 court’s	 ruling,	 based	 on	
questionable	principles,	holds	lethal	implications:	it	awarded	itself	the	ability	and	right	to	










teaching	 of	 the	 church,	 and	 had	 already	 dealt	with	 it	 in	 1837	when	 it	 decided	 on	 its	
subscription	formula	(303).	This	is	a	sensitive	issue	in	the	church,	and	whoever	touches	it,	
touches	her	heart,	Wachter	states	(303).	Based	on	the	state	of	her	“mother	church”	(the	























Despite	 the	 imminent	danger,	Wachter	 attests	 to	 the	 fact	 that	 “[t]he	 congregation	of	
Christ”	is	immortal	(303).	Even	if	the	court,	with	its	power	of	the	sword,	tries	to	enforce	
its	 theological	 insight	on	 the	DRC	–	“zoo	als	de	 staten	van	Holland	vóór	de	Dordtsche	
Synode	het	beproefden”173	(303)	–	there	is	no	need	to	panic,	in	Wachter’s	opinion,	for	
“[a]an	Gods	hand	wandelende,	is	ons	de	zege	gewis!”174	(303).	Nevertheless,	he	does	not	
























176	 “those	 who	 brand	 Kotzé’s	 words	 in	 an	 audacious	 and	 masterful	 way	 as	 an	 attack	 on	 one	 of	 the	
confession”	
177	“what	duties	are	imposed	on	us	by	God”	
178	 “that	 through	 mutual	 communication	 and	 agreement,	 it	 is	 possible	 to	 reach	 fixed	 and	 unanimous	
convictions”	
179	“same	through	the	ages”	





de	 vormen	der	 burgerlijke	 regtspleging	 zooveel	mogelijk	 te	 vermijden;	 ten	
tweede	verbiedt	onze	kerklijke	inrigting	ons	dit,	daar	zij	in	hare	geregtshoven	
als	 zoodanig,	 gelijk	 het	 in	 de	 Episcopale	 kerk	 het	 geval	 is	 -	 geene	 plaats	
hebben;	ten	derde	verbiedt	ons	Gods	Woord	dit,	dat	ons	oplegt	in	vaderlijken	
toon	 regt	 te	 oefenen	 …	 Ten	 vierde	 is	 het	 de	 gewoonte	 bij	 de	 burgerlijke	
regtbank,	aan	den	vorm	zoo	veel	te	hechten,	dat	soms	om	des	vorms	wil,	en	











aan	 haar	 toevertrouwd,	 mogt	 verraden	 en	 ontrouw	 worden	 aan	 haren	 Heer,	 aan	
elkander,	 aan’t	 tegenwoordige	 geslacht	 en	 de	 geslachten,	 die	 nog	 geboren	 zullen	
worden”181	(305).	Recalling	the	church	and	state	controversies	of	the	Netherlands	in	the	






be	 able	 to	maintain	 the	 right	 to	 withhold	 the	 Eucharist	 from	 someone	 placed	 under	
																																																						
180	First,	our	laws	prohibit	us	this,	it	is	our	duty	to	avoid	as	much	civil	justice/law	as	possible;	second,	our	






proceedings;	after	all,	 although	 the	plaintiff	entrusted	his	 case	 to	 two	brilliant	advocates,	and	who	had	





























de	 geestelijke	met	de	wereldsche	 vereenigd:	met	 één	woord,	 de	magt	 die	
door	geweld	over	de	gewetens	der	menschen	heerschen	wil.	Ik	zeg	dit	niet	ter	
ontmoediging.	 Onze	 vaders,	 in	 de	 zeventiende	 eeuw,	 hebben	 te	 Dordt	
overwonnen:	 wie	 weet	 of	 niet	 nog,	 eer	 dit	 jaar	 is	 geeindigd,	 ook	 wij	 de	
overwinning	vieren!185	(306)	
	
Wachter’s	 interpretation	 of	 the	 events	 succeeds	 in	 shifting	 the	 focus	 from	 Kotzé’s	
unlawful	 dismissal	 to	 a	 struggle	 between	 state	 and	 church,	 and	 a	 matter	 about	 the	









this	 to	 discourage.	 Our	 ancestors,	 in	 the	 seventeenth	 century,	 were	 victorious	 at	 Dordt:	 who	 knows,	
perhaps	we	will	also	celebrate	the	victory	before	the	year	is	out!	




Heidelberg	 Catechism	 as	 signifying	 something	more	 than	 the	 court	 could	 understand:	
Kotzé’s	statement	was	a	daring	attack	on	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	launched	from	the	
bosom	of	the	Church	–	the	Synod,	whose	duty	it	is	to	protect	and	preserve	the	Reformed	














court’s	 ruling,	 to	 a	 large	 extent,	 overruled	 the	 control	 the	 church	 had	 over	 its	 own	
measures	of	control.	Wachter’s	and	Evangeliedienaar’s	interpretations	of	the	events	are	
therefore	 not	merely	 arbitrary	 sense-making	 strategies,	 but	 very	much	 informed	by	 a	
specific	 background.	 It	 is	 indeed	necessary	 to	 ask	what	 the	difference	 is	 between	 the	











was	 focused	 on	 the	 legal	 side	 of	 the	 conflict,	 the	 organisation	 and	 its	members	 also	
actively	participated	in	the	interpretation	of	what	it	meant	to	be	Reformed	at	the	time.	
The	 theological	 journal,	De	 Onderzoeker	 (1860-1884),	 was	 the	 main	 vehicle	 for	 their	




thought	 and	 it	 served	 as	 a	 reflection	 of	 the	Genootschap’s	 theological	 influence.	 The	
importance	of	the	Genootschap	and	De	Onderzoeker	for	the	liberal	cause	is	emphasised	







From	the	 start,	members	of	 the	Kerkverdedigings	Genootschap	 supported	Kotzé’s	and	
Burgers’	 decision	 to	 appeal	 to	 the	 high	 court	 regarding	 their	 dismissal.	 Within	 these	
groups,	 the	DRC’s	 actions	were	 generally	 seen	as	 a	 “ketterjagt	 tegen	 leeraars”186	 that	
imperilled	the	central	Protestant	principle	–	freedom:	
	
Ik	 vraag	 een	 ieder	 die	 het	 Protestantsch	 beginsel	 is	 toegedaan,	 en	 zijne	





waar	blind	 vooroordeel,	 verkeerde	 ijverzucht,	 en	partijschap	de	plaats	 van	
broederlijke	 liefde	 en	 christelijke	 vrijheid	 hebben	 ingenomen,	 daar	 is	 alle	
achting	 en	 vertrouwen	 geweken,	 en	 de	 eendragt	 gebroken.	 Geachte	



























eerste	 pligt	 niet	 is	 te	 zien	 of	 anderen	 hun	 plight	 doen,	 maar	 zelven	 met	

















recall	how,	already	 in	1863,	 they	expressed	their	“vaste	vertrouwen”192	 (115)	 that	 the	
Synod’s	ruling	would	not	endure.	Now	it	has	been	affirmed	that	their	foundation	–	“den	















193	 “the	 solid	 and	 broad	 foundation	 of	 the	 gospel	 …	 and	 not	 on	 the	 foundation	 of	 a	 mind-numbing	
dogmatism”	




Deze	 aanwinst	 is	 zoo	 groot,	 dat	 zij	 het	 hart	 van	 elken	 vrije	 zoon	 des	






other	 than	 true	Protestantism.	By	 resisting	 the	orthodox,	 they	were	 struggling	 for	 the	
preservation	 of	 Protestantism.	 The	 court’s	 ruling	 therefore	 meant	 that	 the	








“innate	 proclivity	 to	 special	 pleading”196	 (Herder,	 1864:	 118).	 Moreover,	 Wachter’s	
argument	is	said	to	rest	on	“his	wrong	Pseudo-Calvinist	legal	principle”	and	“his	obsolete	
and	untenable	ecclesial	position”	(Herder,	118).	 	 Instead	of	Wachter’s	exhortation	that	











































The	 author	 unhesitatingly	 states	 that	 the	 trust	 in	 church	 leaders	 has	 not	 only	 been	







dat	 de	 Staat	 voor	 de	 regten	 zijner	 burgers	wake	 en	 geene	 overheersching	
gedooge	…	De	meerderheid	wil	onze	liberale	minderheid	de	kerk	uitdringen	
en	deinst	ter	bereiking	van	dit	doel	niet	terug	voor	middelen	die	tegen	ieder	


























way	of	 the	 leaders	 –	 “slechts	 aan	den	 leiband	eener	 orthodoxistische,	 dogmatistische	








kracht	 der	waarheid	 onze	 pogingen	 voort	 om	 de	 kerk	 van	 allen	 dwang	 te	






…	 dan	 blijkt	 dat	 onze	 predikanten	 niet	 gebonden	 zijn	 aan	 de	 letter	 der	
Formulieren,	en	geene	slaafsche	onderwerping	verschuldigt	 zijn	aan	 iedere	
zinsnede	en	elke	uitdrukking	daarin	 voorkomende;	dat	 ieder	 losse	uit	haar	
verband	 gerukte	 uitdrukking	 geen	 leerstuk	 bewijst;	 dat	 de	 aanduiding	 van	
inconsequentiën	in	de	Belijdenisschriften	geen	vergrijp	daartegen	uitmaakt;	
verder,	 dat	 men	 geregtigd	 is	 de	 Formulieren	 onderling	 met	 elkander	 te	























orthodox	 as	 “ketterjagters”207	 comparable	 to	 the	 Roman	 Catholic	 Church	 became	 a	
standard	element	of	this	interpretation.	In	1869,	for	example,	the	DRC	leadership	is	again	
portrayed	as	being	driven	by	an	obsessive	“ketter-vrees”	(“fear	of	heretics”)	that	is	said	








maar	 gij	moet	ons	op	ons	woord	gelooven,	 als	wij	 u	dit	 verzekeren,	het	 is	
gevaarlijk	 als	 gij	 hieromtrent	 eenigen	 twijfel	 openbaart,	 het	 zou	 ‘vreeslijke	
gevolgen’	kunnen	hebben,	‘de	deur	voor	de	ketterij	zou	daardoor	opengesteld	
worden,’	 dan	 is	 ons	 antwoord:	 de	 vrees,	 die	 gij	 aan	 den	 dag	 legt	 voor	 de	






verwachten.	 Gij	 toont	 den	 moed	 te	 missen,	 die	 waarachtige	 overtuiging	
steeds	inboezemt208	(2).	
	
This	 differentiation	 (fear	 and	 freedom)	 was	 complemented	 by	 opposing	 the	 strict	











free	 investigation	 of	 fear	 of	 the	 consequences,	 is	 our	 clearest	 evidence,	 that	 you	 first	 started	 rebelling	
against	the	life	principles	of	the	Reformed	Church,	and	second	that	you	yourself	are	not	convinced	of	the	
truth	 of	 your	 system,	 which	 we	 expect	 of	 our	 guides.	 You	 lack	 the	 courage,	 which	 still	 inspires	 true	
conviction.	








The	 orthodox	 is	 accused	 of	 putting	 the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism	 to	 the	 service	 of	 fear,	
mistrust	and	uncertainty	by	way	of	a	specific	application	of	it.	This,	it	is	argued,	is	not	only	





Ze	moest	 ‘ten	 strengste	gehandhaafd	worden,’	niet	omdat	 zij	 de	waarheid	
was	 -	 over	 die	 vraag	wilde	 de	 Synode	 geen	 vrije	 discussie	 toelaten	 -	maar	
omdat	 zij	 de	 kerkleer	 was.	 Deze	 handelwijze	 verdient,	 onzes	 inziens,	 de	




























































trouwste	 zonen	 aan	 haar	 hart	 zal	 drukken,	 waarin	 zij	 van	 niets	 meer	
doordrongen	 zal	 zijn	 dan	 van	 de	 overtuiging,	 in	 Artikel	 7	 der	 NGB	
uitgesproken:	“Men	mag	de	gewoonte	niet	gelijkstellen	bij	de	waarheid	Gods,	
noch	de	groote	menigte,	 noch	 te	oudheid,	noch	de	 successie	 van	 lijden	of	







deny	 henceforth	 all	 independent	 thinkers	 and	 assaulters/challengers	 of	 the	 old	 doctrine	 access	 to	 the	
church	as	far	as	possible,	even	those	already	ministers	of	the	church.	
216	May	 the	 conviction	 quickly	 penetrate	 that	 the	 church	 does	 have	 better	 things	 to	 do	 than	detecting	
heretics!	The	Reformed	Church	was	born	from	heresy,	why	would	she	then	conduct	herself	excessively	in	
terms	of	fear	of	heretics	as	 if	she	is	ashamed	of	her	origins?	Why	would	we	not	hope	that	the	time	will	
come,	 where	 the	 church	 of	 the	 ministers,	 who	 preserve	 the	 right	 of	 free	 investigation	 –	 the	 formal	
















An	 important	aspect	of	 the	 liberal	argument	 is	 that	 there	 is	a	distinction	between	the	




“De	 meerderheid	 wilde	 boven	 alles	 de	 kerkleer	 handhaven,	 d.i.	 de	
godgeleerde	 meeningen	 van	 drie	 predikanten	 uit	 de	 16de	 eeuw	 (Ursinus,	
Oleavianus	 en	Guido	de	Bres)	 en	 van	die	 leden	der	Dordtsche	 Synode	 van	
1618–19,	die	de	Remonstranten	uit	de	kerk	gebannen	hebben;	de	minderheid	
zag	in	dit	streven	om	aan	de	leerstukken	van	feilbare	menschen	een	voor	altijd	




























zoodat	 zij	 het	 recht	 zouden	hebben	om	voor	 alle	 volgende	geslachte	eene	
verbindende	 leer	 vast	 te	 stellen.	Men	 eert	 dus	 de	 Hervormers	 niet,	 maar	
miskent	hunne	beginselen,	als	men	hen	als	onfeilbare	 tolken	der	waarheid	
gaat	 behandelen	 …	 Drie	 eeuwen	 zijn	 er	 verloopen	 sedert	 Guido	 de	 Bres,	
Ursinus	en	Olevianus	…	hunne	van	der	vroegere	kerk	verschillende	opvatting	
der	 christelijk	 waarheid	 op	 schrift	 hebben	 gebracht.	 Wat	 zouden	 zij	
bedenkelijk	het	hoofd	schudden,	indien	zij	thans	konden	vernemen,	dat	men	
nu	 nog	 in	 eene	 Protestantsche	 Kerk	 –	 eene	 kerk,	 die	 in	 ketterij	 haren	
oorsprong	 had	 –	 niet	 die	minste	 afwijking	wil	 dulden	 van	woorden,	 die	 zij	
zelven	ongetwijfeld	niet	slechts	als	eene	gebrekkige	uitdrukking	van	hun	eigen	
geloof,	maar	ook	als	eene	onvolmaakte	opvatting	van	de	godsdienst	van	Jezus	
hebben	 aangemerkt!	 …	 Zoodra	 men	 de	 leerstukken	 of	 woorden	 der	
Hervormers	als	onfeilbaar,	als	iets	dat	voor	alle	tijden	moet	geldig	blijven,	gaat	
aanmerken,	 wordt	 men	 onmiddellijk	 ontrouw	 aan	 hunne	 beginselen.	 En	
afwijking	van	hunne	beginselen	is	eene	veel	ergere	ketterij	dan	afwijking	van	
hunne	bijzondere	leerstukken.	De	strijd	kwam	dus	eigenlijk	hierop	neer.	De	
meerderheid	 streed	 tegen	 de	 kleinere	 soort	 van	 ketterij:	 afwijking	 van	 de	
leerstukken	der	stichters	der	kerk.	De	minderheid	streed	tegen	de	grootere	
soort	 van	ketterij:	 schending	van	de	beginselen	 dier	 stichters.	 En	omdat	 in	
ieder	 genootschap	 alles	 aankomt	 op	 die	 handhaving	 van	 zijne	 beginselen,	




















because	 in	 every	 denomination	 everything	 comes	 down	 to	 maintaining	 their	 principles,	 the	 minority	
deserves	the	full	sympathy	of	everyone	who	adores	the	Reformation	...	
































bepaald	 onregtzinnig	 is	 op	 het	 punt	 der	 predestinatie,	 dat	 van	 den	 tijd	 der	 Dordsche	
																																																						
219	“a	rule	of	faith	for	advancing	all	future	centuries”	
220	 ...	 three	 centuries	 later	 the	 Synod	 of	 a	 Christian,	 and	 indeed	 a	 Protestant	 church,	 a	 minister,	 a	
promulgator	of	Christ	and	His	crucifixion,	would	threaten	his	expulsion	from	the	church,	because	he	could	
not	agree	with	a	part	of	one	question	in	the	Catechism.	






















emphasis	 on	 the	 humanity	 of	 historical	 figures	 (here	 Paul,	 Olevianus	 and	 Ursinus).	
Because	everyone	shares	in	that	humanity,	he	argues,	there	is	also	equality	among	people	
across	 time.	 At	 the	 same	 time,	 he	 therefore	 claims	 the	 authority	 of	 the	 past	 and	
legitimates	his	own	position	in	the	present.	The	past	as	a	larger	than	life	phenomenon	is	
deconstructed	by	M	in	an	inconsistent	way.	He	claims	the	authority	of	the	authors	of	the	


















onverdraagzaamheid	 en	 heerschzucht	 gedreven,	 veel	 onheilig	 vir	 op	 het	
altaar	 brengen.	 Ach,	 dat	 men	 nog	 zoo	 weinig	 in	 den	 geest	 van	 Jezus	 is	
doorgedrongen!	…	Immers,	niet	het	uitwendige,	niet	het	belijden	van	kerklijke	
																																																						
223	 “basically	 do	 not	 agree	 anymore	 with	 everything	 in	 our	 confessional	 writings,	 yes	 they	 are	 even	
downright	incorrect	on	the	point	of	predestination,	that	doctrine	which	since	the	time	of	the	Synod	of	Dordt	
until	the	end	of	the	18th	century	mainly	characterised	the	Church’s	doctrine”	





inwendige,	 het	 verlangen	 der	 ziel	 naar	 God,	 niet	 het	 geregeld	 en	 vlijtig	
bezoeken	van	kerken	en	bedehuizen,	niet	het	 zeggen:	Heere!	Heere!	maar	
den	wil	des	hemelschen	Vaders	te	doen,	maakt	eigenlijk	des	godsdienst	uit.	







300	 years,	 but	 principles	 are.	 A	 break	 with	 tradition	 is	 thus	 justified	 in	 the	 name	 of	
tradition.	
The	 inconsistencies	 in	 dealing	with	 historical	 distance	 are	 also	 visible	 in	 the	ways	 the	
authors	 of	 the	 Catechism	 are	 honoured.	 They	 are	 seen	 as	 remarkable	 people	 whose	





















soul	 for	God,	not	 the	 regular	and	diligent	visiting	of	 churches	and	places	of	worship,	not	 saying,	 “Lord!	
Lord!”,	but	doing	the	will	of	the	Heavenly	Father	actually	comprises	the	religion.	Was	there	no	religion	on	
earth	before	they	knew	about	churches	and	formulae?	




Maak	 zij	 ze	 tot	 onfeilbaren	 regel	 des	 geloofs,	 gedoogt	 zij	 geene	 enkele	











onschuldige	 bewering,	 die	 niemand	 deerde.	 Maar	 nu	 het	 standpunt	 der	
Formulieren	juist	het	standpunt	is,	waarop	onze	Kerk	zich	heeft	geplaatst,	nu	
staat	 die	 bewering	 als	 een	 gebiedende	 letter	 tegen	 ons	 over,	 die	
onderwerping	eischt226	(38).	
	









































Bible)	 and	 claims	 of	 knowledge.	 Article	 V	 of	 the	 Belgic	 Confession	 constitutes	 such	 a	
problematic	“claim	of	knowledge”	in	his	view:		
	
Maar	 wanneer	 dat	 Symbool	 mij	 leert,	 gelijk	 onze	 Nederlandsche	
Geloofsbelijdenis,	Art	V,	 zulks	doet,	dit	 ik	 ‘al	wat	 in	den	Bijbel	begrepen	 is	
zonder	eenigen	twijfel	gelooven’	moet,	dan	beweegt	het	zich	op	een	gebied,	




the	 standstill	 of	 sun	 and	 moon,	 and	 Hiskia’s	 shadow.	 However,	 in	 his	 own	 eyes,	 his	
argument	 is	 not	 an	 attempt	 to	 deny	biblical	 authority,	 but	 to	 uphold	 it.	 If	 the	 church	
wishes	to	keep	“haren	invloed	op	de	gemoederen	…	en	vruchtbaar	en	zegenend	op	deze	
weren”233	(37)	in	the	face	of	the	continuous	scientific	formation	and	development	of	her	















































































controversies	 is	 further	 heightened	when	 the	 theologies	 of	 Hofmeyr	 and	Murray	 are	
analysed.	Although	they	were	influential	agents	in	the	struggle	against	liberalism,	and	also	
came	to	be	remembered	as	such,	Vincent	Brümmer	has	persuasively	argued	that	their	




























Hofmeyr	 advocated.	 Accordingly,	 he	 interpreted	 the	 confessions	 from	 a	 specific	
understanding	of	spirituality.	In	cases	where	an	interpretation	of	the	confessions	could	
not	be	made	to	fit	his	spirituality,	he	was	prepared	to	criticise	it.		
One	such	example	 is	with	 regards	 to	 the	doctrine	of	atonement.	 In	his	explanation	of	
atonement,	Hofmeyr	openly	contradicts	the	Heidelberg	Catechism.	Whereas	the	liberal	
theologians,	 according	 to	 Hofmeyr,	 underplay	 justification	 and	 God’s	 action	 in	 it,	 the	
Heidelberg	Catechism’s	Sunday	23	overstates	it	and	thereby	separates	justification	and	
sanctification	 too	much	 for	 Hofmeyr’s	 liking	 (Brümmer,	 2013:	 96-97).	 	 Hofmeyr’s	 and	
Kotzé’s	critiques	of	the	Catechism	were	therefore	directed	at	the	same	section	(Sunday	
23).	 Moreover,	 Hofmeyr	 explains	 this	 deficiency	 of	 the	 Catechism	 as	 having	 the	
“eienaardige	kenmerk	van	sy	tyd”243	(Hofmeyr	quoted	in	Brümmer,	96)	–	a	remark	that	






nie,	 maar	 ’n	 vrye	 en	 selfstandige	 belydenis	 van	 die	 waarheid,	 wat	
gereformeerd	genoem	kan	word	en	wat	nie	die	hoofwaarhede	omverwerp	
nie245	(Hofmeyr	quoted	in	Brümmer,	109).	
Regarding	 the	 theology	 of	 Andrew	 Murray,	 Brümmer	 also	 holds	 that,	 although	 he	




























because	 they	 both	 occupied	 positions	 of	 authority.	 This	 is	 particularly	 evident	 in	 how	
important	 the	memories	of	 their	 struggle	against	 liberalism	became	 in	 the	 case	of	Du	
Plessis	(see	3.2).	
















As	 a	 conservative	 leader	 in	 the	 church	 and	 one	 who	 did	 not	 openly	 argue	 against	
supposedly	 traditional	 ways	 of	 interpreting	 Reformed	 theology	 and	 confessions,	 he	
seldom	had	to	actively	put	himself	in	line	with	the	Reformed	tradition.	As	Brümmer	states,	




Murray	 rarely	 did	 so.	He,	 too,	was	 concerned	with	 protecting	 the	 status	 quo,	 i.e.	 the	














during	 the	 Liberal	 Struggle	 of	 the	 1860s.	 Associations	 with	 the	 Catechism	 were	
appropriated	for	specific	yet	different	causes	during	this	time.	One	significant	aspect	of	
this	 struggle	 that	 has	 transpired	 is	 the	 shared	 and	 equally	 serious	 commitment	 to	
Protestant	roots	by	the	opposing	sides.247	The	Heidelberg	Catechism	served	as	an	identity	
marker	for	opposing	groups.	 It	can	be	argued	that	this	served	as	additional	fuel	to	the	











Dordtse	 Synode,	 viel	met	 allerlei	 posities	 in	 het	 spectrum	 tussen	 conservatisme	 and	 progressivisme	 te	
verenigen.	 Trouw	aan	de	vaders	 van	Dordrecht	 kon	 impliceren	dat	de	Dordtse	Kerkenordening	naar	de	
letter	moest	worden	geëerbiedig;	het	kon	ook	betekenen	dat	kerken	geroepen	werden	die	internationale	
oecumene,	 zoals	 belichaamd	 door	 de	 Wereldraad	 van	 Kerken,	 te	 bevorderen.	 Trouw	 aan	 Calvijn	 kon	

















of	 all,	 how	 it	 reinterpreted	 the	 court’s	 ruling	 in	 Kotzé’s	 case	 following	 a	 relatively	
inconsistent	charge	against	him.	Secondly,	following	Brümmer,	it	has	been	argued	that	
the	theologies	of	Hofmeyr	and	Murray	–	who	came	to	be	remembered	as	the	champions	
of	Reformed	orthodoxy	 in	 the	DRC	–	can	 largely	not	be	said	 to	be	 in	accordance	with	
Reformed	orthodoxy	as	expressed	in	the	Formulae.		
The	two	groups	participated	in	the	struggle	with	the	threat	of	a	real	 loss	hanging	over	
their	 heads.	 The	 fear	 the	 “orthodox”	 had	 that	 even	 the	 slightest	 deviation	 from	 the	






arising	 between	 the	 certainty	 and	 vulnerability	 of	 tradition	 constituted	 an	 important	
aspect	of	this	conflict.	
It	can	be	argued	that	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	functioned	as	a	means	to	solve	conflict	in	
the	ecclesial	community	during	the	Liberal	Struggle.	Here	 it	 is	 important	to	distinguish	
between	the	theological	conflict	at	the	heart	of	the	struggle	and	the	way	it	manifested	as	
an	ecclesial	conflict.	I	would	not	argue	that	the	theological	issue	at	the	heart	of	the	Liberal	
Struggle	 was	 solved	 –	 certainly	 not	 simply	 by	 drawing	 on	 the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism.	
However,	to	a	large	degree,	the	DRC	as	a	religious	community	managed	to	deal	with	the	














to	 the	 identity	 of	 the	 DRC.250	 Despite	 Brümmer’s	 argument	 that	 Murray’s	 and,	
particularly,	 Hofmeyr’s	 critiques	 of	 liberalism	were	 founded	more	 on	 their	 respective	
spiritualities	 than	on	 their	devotion	 to	 church	doctrine	or	 the	Formulae251,	 arguments	
founded	on	piety	could	not	achieve	concrete	outcomes	in	the	same	way	that	arguments	
based	 on	 the	 Formulae	 could.	 This	 is	 of	 course	 not	 only	 a	 function	 of	 these	 three	
confessional	 documents	 in	 themselves,	 but	 also	 of	 the	 subscription	 formula	 and	 its	
application.				
In	 conclusion,	 we	 can	 say	 that	 both	 parties	 anchored	 their	 identities	 in	 a	 particular	
understanding	 of	 the	 Reformation	 and	 the	 legacy	 it	 left	 with	 much	 confidence	 and	
commitment.	They	also	shared	the	conviction	that	the	past	has	inevitable	consequences	









250	During	 the	1959	centenary	of	 the	Stellenbosch	Seminary,	Hofmeyr	 is	 remembered	as	 someone	who	
firmly	took	a	stand	against	liberalism	on	the	basis	of	“die	Skriftuurlike	fondament	van	die	belydenisskrifte”	































to	 the	 Confessions	 influenced	 two	 discourses	 that	 were	 occurring	 at	 the	 time:	 the	






252	One	of	 the	overarching	question	of	 the	 conflict	was	whether	or	 not	 there	was	 room	 for	Du	Plessis’	
viewpoints	“within	the	parameters	of	the	Formulae.”	








was	 eventually	 settled	 in	 favour	 of	 the	 party	 which	 saw	 itself	 as	 the	 defenders	 and	
representatives	of	Reformed	Orthodoxy.	 In	the	historiography	of	the	DRC,	 it	became	a	






Johannes	 du	 Plessis254	 became	 professor	 at	 the	 Stellenbosch	 Theological	 Seminary	 in	
1916.	He	obtained	the	reputation	of	being	an	innovative	thinker	through	his	journal	Het	
Zoeklicht	(1923–1932)	(Giliomee,	2004:	367).	In	the	journal,	he	discussed	evolution	and	
historical	 criticism	 and	 warned	 against	 a	 rigid	 application	 of	 the	 Bible	 and	 Reformed	
Confessions.	 In	1928,	a	commission	of	the	Curatorium	of	the	Seminary	at	Stellenbosch	
laid	charges	against	Du	Plessis.	He	was	accused	of	denying	the	infallible	inspiration	of	all	
parts	of	 the	Bible,	accepting	Higher	Critical	 reconstructions	of	 Israel’s	history,	denying	











die	 vrae	wat	 deur	 ’n	 nuwe	 tydvak	 opgewerp	word,	 te	 hanteer?”	 (Lategan,	 2003:	 104).	 He	 argues	 that	
Hanekom’s	interpretation	conditioned	thinkers	who	followed	him	to	read	their	context	in	a	very	specific	
way.	Lategan	does	not	hesitate	to	point	out	that	Hanekom	was	profoundly	influenced	by	the	outcome	of	
the	Du	Plessis	case	and	that	 the	climate	 in	which	he	received	theological	 training	was	not	conducive	 to	
critical	 thinking	 (104).	 Also	 referring	 to	 Hanekom’s	work,	 D.J.	 Smit	 states	 that	 debates	within	 an	 often	
divided	Afrikaner	community	were	always	somehow	construed	as	debates	about	 liberalism	(Smit,	2009:	
515).		
254	 Much	 has	 been	 written	 about	 Du	 Plessis’	 life	 and	 work,	 as	 well	 as	 the	 case	 against	 him.	 See	 the	
unpublished	dissertation	of	Erasmus	(1986),	Die	bediening	van	Johannes	du	Plessis	(1868-1935)	in	die	Ned.	
Geref.	 Kerk	met	 besondere	 verwysing	 na	 sy	 teologiese	 denke,	 as	well	 as	 Erasmus’s	 book	 on	Du	 Plessis,	
Johannes	 du	 Plessis	 1868-1935:	 baanbreker,	 verbreker	 van	 die	 gereformeerde	 geloof	 (2009).	 Another	
authoritative	dissertation	about	Du	Plessis	is	the	one	by	A.R.	Olivier	(1990),	Die	Kerk	en	die	Du	Plessis-saak	
met	besondere	verwysing	na	die	ekklesiologiese.	






matter	 to	 the	 Stellenbosch	 Presbytery.	 Although	 the	 Presbytery	 twice	 voted	 for	 Du	
Plessis’	acquittal,	the	Curatorium	did	not	accept	its	decision.	They	appealed	to	the	Cape	
Synod	and	the	Synod	eventually	expelled	Du	Plessis	from	his	position	at	the	Seminary	in	












































and	vulnerability	of	a	tradition	and	the	community	who	 is	constituted	by	 it.	The	ark	 is	







and	 secure	entity	 that	 should	be	conveyed	and	 transmitted	 in	very	 specific	ways.	The	
goods	of	the	tradition	and	how	it	is	transmitted	are	once	again	detached	from	each	other.	






amid	emotional	discussions	about	 the	possibility	of	 revising	 the	Formulae	 (see	3.3.2.),	




to	 understand	 the	 Formulae.	 The	 Confessions	 were	 often	 referred	 to	 as	 “vaste	
fondamente.”	Different	metaphors	create	different	understandings	and	arguments	as	can	















belijdenisschriften	 dan	 niet	 het	 fundament	 der	 leer	 onze	 Kerk?”	 (Joubert	 quoted	 in	
Olivier,	1990:	182).	By	this	I	do	not	imply	that	fundamentalism	in	the	DRC	originated	with	








































“deviating	 views”	 of	 Het	 Zoeklicht,	 persistently	 pointed	 out	 and	 discussed	 these	
















Sy	 woorde	 getuig	 nie	 alleen	 van	 ’n	 skerpsinnige	 profetiese	 insig	 in	 die	
ontsettende	gevaar	wat	die	Kerk	bedreig	het	nie,	maar	van	’n	heilige	vuur	en	













































































deur	die	onlangs	ontslape	ds	D.J.	Pienaar.	Hier	 is	 sy	oordeel:	 ‘Het	einde	of	
resultaat	van	de	stryd	was	dus	dat	het	moderne	ongeloof	in	onze	kerk	geen	
permanente	voet	heeft	gekregen,	en	de	leer	onzer	vaderen,	gegrond	op	Gods	
































































in	 the	church	 is	based.	The	evidence	 is	 sketched	as	 speaking	 for	 itself	by	 the	authors’	













not	 (237).	 They	 literally	 present	 extracts	 from	 the	 Belgic	 Confession,	 the	 Heidelberg	























way	 through	 which	 tribute	 could	 be	 paid	 to	 the	 past	 and	 gratitude	 expressed	 to	



































collective	 view	 of	 the	 DRC,	 justifications	 like	 those	 of	 Wachter	 and	 Evangeliedienaar	
prevailed.	The	actual	inability	of	the	Formulae	to	straightforwardly	judge	–	let	alone	solve	
–	theological	conflict	as	intricate	as	that	present	in	the	Liberal	Struggle	and	the	Du	Plessis	
case	was	 dispelled	 from	 the	DRC’s	 sense-making	 framework.	 Even	 reflections	 that	 do	






was	 om	 haar	 Belydenisskrifte	 te	 ondermyn,	 maar	 wat	 by	 die	 Regbank	
voordeeltjies	 gaan	 soek	het	op	grond	van	 tegniese	puntjies.	Maar	God	die	
Here	 het	 nie	 geslaap	 nie.	 ‘De	Onderzoeker’,	 die	 blad	 van	 die	 liberales	 het	
onder	 gegaan,	 en	die	 hand	 van	die	Here	was	 teen	die	 verbreiders	 van	die	
ongeloof.	 Temidde	 van	 die	 stryd	 het	 die	 Here	 die	 Kerk	met	 seën	 besoek:	
sondaars	het	tot	bekering	gekom,	en	die	gelowige	volk	van	God	was	opgebou.	
Die	liberalisme	was	verwoes;	die	vuur	van	die	ongeloof	het	uitgebrand,	maar	







































haar	 Heiliand	 om	 te	 stry	 vir	 die	 geloof	 wat	 eenmaal	 aan	 die	 heiliges	




























































































accused	 of	 being	 “[d]ie	 grootste	 vyand	 van	 ons	 nasionaliteit	 en	 ondermyner	 van	 ons	
Gereformeerde	leer”291	(306).	The	lengthy	article	is	published	with	very	little	comment.	
Du	 Plessis	 simply	 introduces	 the	 article	with	 the	 statement:	 “Die	 geskiedenis	 van	 die	
verlede	kan	dikwels	 vir	 verstandige	mense	baie	 lig	 laat	opgaan	oor	die	beleid	wat	die	
toekoms	eis”292	(306).	He	then	mentions	that	its	author,	S.J.	du	Toit	was	known	as	a	bold	
adversary	of	the	DRC,	but	nevertheless	remained	a	member	of	 it	until	his	death	(306).	









In	 the	 next	 issue	 (November	 1932),	 this	 article	 is	 followed	 by	 another	 lengthy	
republication	–	 this	 time	 the	 1880	 Synod’s	 judgement	 of	Die	 Patriot,	 as	 published	 in	
pamphlet	form	in	1886	(Du	Plessis,	1932c:	342-352).	This	time	Du	Plessis’	comments	on	it	
are	 even	 fewer,	 and	 one	 can	 only	 assume	 that	 he	 once	 again	 draws	 subtle	 parallels	
























Du	Plessis’	own	attempts	 to	 show	that	his	position	 is	 coherent	with	Murray’s	became	











































at	 the	 Seminary	 and	went	 through	much	 trouble	 to	 attend	 his	 inauguration.	 He	 also	
mentions	 that	 he	 was	 personally	 appointed	 by	 Murray	 to	 write	 his	 biography,	 and,	
furthermore,	 refers	 to	 cooperation	 between	 them	 in	 1912.	 This	 “gedagtewisseling”296	
between	Du	 Plessis	 and	Murray	 took	 place	 in	Die	 Kerkbode,	 and	 addressed	 the	 topic	
“Prediking	naar	de	behoefte	des	tijds.”297	Du	Plessis	pleaded	
	
…	 dat	 in	 die	 kerklike	 prediking	 daar	 ‘op	 duidelike	 en	 verstaanbare	manier	
aangetoon	word	op	watter	hegte	en	onwrikbare	grondslae	die	gebou	van	die	
Christendom	 gefundeer	 staan;	 waarin	 besware	 teen	 Bybelse	 uitsprake	 en	
Christelike	 leerstellinge	weggeneem	word;	waarin	die	ooreenstemming	van	






quoted	 in	 Brümmer,	 225).	 Elsewhere,	 however,	 Brümmer	 shows	 that	 Du	 Plessis	 and	









unshakeable	 foundations	 the	 building	 of	 Christianity	 is	 founded;	 in	 which	 objections	 against	 Biblical	















to	 legitimate	 their	 identity.	 Whereas	 in	 the	 Liberal	 Struggle	 continuity	 with	 the	
Reformation	and	the	Synod	of	Dordt	seemed	to	have	been	the	historical	anchors,	the	Du	
Plessis	 case	 saw	 the	 Liberal	 Struggle	 itself	 being	 made	 into	 a	 historical	 pillar	 of	 DRC	








of	neo-Calvinist	 confessionalism.302	But	who	or	what	 exactly	 is	 a	 rigid	 confessionalist?	
Understandably,	 those	 accused	 of	 being	 slavish	 subscribers	 to	 fixed	 ideas	 were	 not	
comfortable	with	being	depicted	in	that	way.	Therefore,	we	find	a	professed	openness	in	
some	of	their	arguments.	Du	Plessis,	in	turn,	was	also	not	prepared	to	completely	break	
with	 the	 Formulae	 and	 one	 of	 his	 main	 arguments	 was	 that	 his	 views	 could	 be	
accommodated	 within	 the	 boundaries	 set	 by	 the	 Formulae	 (Olivier,	 1990:	 180).	 He	
propagated	a	Reformed	theology	that	he	regarded	as	the	real	“historical	heritage	of	the	
DRC”	(Deist,	1986:	42).	For	Du	Plessis,	according	to	Deist,	that	was	a	church	who	had	no	









































hand,	 and	 scientific	 theories,	 on	 the	 other	 hand.	 The	 difference	 between	 the	 two,	 it	
seems,	is	the	ability	to	endure	through	time:	God’s	Word	is	said	to	be	a	“vaste	fondament	
…	wat	 reeds	die	 storme	en	aanvalle	 van	 vele	 eeue	getrotseer	het,	 en	 vandag	nog	pal	
staan”303	(GV,	1933e:	47),	and	the	Confessions	are	likewise	grounded	in	the	“everlasting	
Word	 of	 God”	 (47).	 Opposed	 to	 that	 are	 scientific	 theories,	which	 are	 said	 to	 have	 a	
















was	used	against	Du	Plessis	 and	 the	 ideas	associated	with	him	 (even	after	 the	 formal	
closing	of	the	case).	In	the	Gereformeerde	Vaandel	of	1934,	E.E.	van	Rooyen	accuses	Die	
Soeklig	 of	 propagating	 a	 “type	 of	 science”	 that	 does	 not	 measure	 up	 to	 the	
aforementioned	standards	of	unchangeability.	It	is	said	to	be	an	“indisputable	fact”	that	
the	 views	which	Die	 Soeklig	 sought	 to	 bring	 into	 the	DRC	 are	 becoming	 less	 and	 less	
accepted	 in	 informed	scientific	circles	and	are	outdated	(GV,	1934a:	162).	Accordingly,	
Van	Rooyen	argues,	the	concept	“unscientific”	is	all	the	less	associated	with	those	holding	








Dit	 pas	 so	 iemand	 seker	 nie	 om	 andere	 te	 betig	 dat	 hulle	 met	 die	
‘onwetenskaplike	 gees’	 vervul	 is	 nie	 …	 Sulke	 onverkwikkelike	






“unscientific	 spirit”	 (Du	 Plessis,	 1933:	 129-130),	 and	 at	 times	 it	 may	 seem	 that	 its	
representatives	are	not	that	bothered	by	it.	To	some,	“scientific”	as	a	label	attained	an	



















term	 that	 only	 applies	 to	 him	 “who	 helps	 to	 promote	 the	 destructive	 work	 of	 that	
orientation”	(94).	 In	the	 light	of	 these	associations,	 the	Gereformeerde	Vaandel	seems	





However,	 in	 general,	 and	 especially	 after	 the	 Du	 Plessis	 case	 appeared	 to	 have	 been	
settled	 for	 good,	 efforts	 were	 made	 to	 refute	 the	 allegations	 that	 the	 DRC	 and	 the	




19th	 century”	 (Lategan,	 1934:	 332).	 “In	 the	 light	 of	 the	 past,”	 he	 continues,	 “we	










ingedruis	 het	 teen	 die	 uitsprake	 van	 Gods	Woord	 en	 die	 Belydenisskrifte	 van	 die	 NG	
Kerk”313	(6).	An	effort	is	made	to	assert	that	this	does	not	mean	that	the	Gereformeerde	
Vaandel	 is	opposed	 to	 science:	 “Inteendeel,	ons	besef	 terdeë	die	noodsaaklikheid	van	



































uitspraak	 van	 die	 Pauslike	 stoel	 –	 ’n	 metode	 wat	 nog	 vandag	 deur	 Rome	
gevolg	word317		(Du	Plessis,	1932e:	324-325). 
																																																						




met	 Gods	 Woord,	 wat	 in	 al	 sy	 dele	 gesaghebbend,	 en	 die	 deur	 die	 Heilige	 Gees	 geinspireerde,	
geinskriptureerde	heilsopenbaring	is.	Verder	verwerp	ek	die	volgende:	a)	Die	beskouing	dat	Moses	nie	die	
outeur	en	skrywer	is	van	die	Pentateug	nie	…	b)	die	opvatting	dat	die	Ou	en	Nuwe	Testament	nie	in	al	sy	



















Du	 Plessis	 further	 pointed	 out	 that	 his	 way	 of	 thinking	 is	 what	 truly	 constitutes	 the	
Protestant	 or	 Reformed	 identity.	 Anyone	 supporting	 the	 Gereformeerde	 Vaandel’s	
position,	he	argued,	“shows	that	he	has	not	yet	come	to	terms	with	the	first	principles	of	
the	Reformation”	 (325).	This	 is	a	principle	 that	was	even	“taken	up	and	defended”	by	
Protestant	scholasticism.	For	Du	Plessis,	it	is	the	only	position	that	is	truly	Protestant:	“Dit	





















witnessed	 in	other	 sciences	was	not	 reflected	 in	 theology.	Accordingly,	 the	abilities	of	
confessions	 formulated	 in	 the	 16th	 and	 17th	 centuries	 to	 convey	 truths	 that	 can	 be	
reconciled	with	contemporary	ways	of	looking	at	the	world	were	questioned.	In	the	eyes	
of	contemporary	believers,	 it	 is	argued,	these	Formulae	were	starting	to	appear	dated	




318	 “It	 is	 the	 true	Hervormde	 and	Gereformeerde	 view,	 and	what	 deviates	 from	 it	 is	 anti-reformed	 and	
unreformed”	
319	 “The	question	 is	often	exhausted,	or	 then	at	 least	 in	 the	 theological	 field	where	no	progress	 can	be	
discussed.”	























expression	 of	 the	 convictions	 and	 faith	 of	 the	 church	 as	 expressed	 in	 its	 official	




























has	 yet	 been	 reached	 that	 renders	 the	 Formulae	 insufficient.	 This	 implies	 that	 such	 a	
position	 may	 indeed	 exist.	 	 Moreover,	 his	 insistence	 that	 better	 understanding	 of	
Scriptures	and	a	deeper	knowledge	of	human	beings	are	 indeed	possible	also	suggests	
that	he	works	from	some	sort	of	progressivist	mindset.324	 
In	 reaction	 to	 this	 opinion,	 however,	 another	 correspondent	 regards	 the	 idea	 that	 no	
further	theological	development	is	possible	or	appropriate	after	the	theological	“golden	
age”	of	 the	 17th	 century	 as	 unhealthy	 (Student,	 1922:	 619).	 If	 Luther	were	 to	have	 a	









Like	“Anonymous”	 argument	 against	 revision,	“Student”,	 too,	 considers	 the	 relation	















spirit	 of	 the	 time	 is,	 under	God’s	management,	 something	 that	 continues	 to	 develop	 and	 is	 subject	 to	
findings	on	scientific	and	philosophical	terrain.	Therefore,	the	premises	and	consequently	the	interpretation	
of	the	Holy	Scriptures	differ	at	different	times.	












270-278).	 If	one	 is	 to	ask	whether	certain	 things	 in	 the	Formulae	ought	 to	change,	Du	
Plessis	writes,	there	is	only	one	answer:	“Ja,	veel!”326	(Du	Plessis,	1932f:	274).	He	gave	a	
lengthy	 discussion	 about	 the	 work	 of	 Van	 Toorenenbergen	 and	 Doedes,	 and	 then	
concluded:	 
En	hiermee	beskou	ons	dat	ons	bewering	gestaaf	is	dat	daar	veel,	seer	veel,	
in	ons	Geloofsbelydenis	en	 in	ons	Katechismus	beide,	 te	 vinde	 is,	 ‘dat	niet	
staat	op	die	hoogte,	en	niet	beantwoordt	aan	de	eisen,	van	onze	tijd’327	(275). 
	
Olivier	 also	 highlights	Du	Plessis’	 view	 that	 time	had	outgrown	 the	 Formulae	 in	 some	
regards:	 
	 
Hy	 wou	 die	 konfessies	 nie	 ‘onjuis’	 of	 ‘verkeerd’	 noem	 nie,	 maar	 eerder	
‘onvolmaak.’	Toe	regter	Gardiner	die	eiser	daarop	wys	dat	hy	’n	verpligting	
het	 om	hulle	 te	 onderhou,	 het	 hy	 gesê:	 ‘Ek	 sal	 nie	 verder	 as	 dit	 gaan	 nie.	
Enigiets	 wat	 onvolmaak	 is,	 is	 vatbaar	 vir	 verbetering.	 Hulle	 is	 ‘onvolmaak’	












Kristene	noem	en	daarby	die	mening	huldig,	dat	hulle	 sonder	 ’n	belydenisskrif	 kan	klaarkom,	dog	hulle	













Du	 Plessis	 supported	 his	 own	 position	 by	 drawing	 on	 the	 discussions	 on	 confessional	
revision	taking	place	in	the	Gereformeerde	Kerken	in	the	Netherlands	at	the	time	(Synods	
of	 1920,	 1926,	 1927	 and	 the	 work	 of	 the	 HH	 Kuyper	 Commission	 and	 the	 Hepp	
Commission)	(Du	Toit,	1926:	256;	Du	Plessis,	1927:	354-355): 
Als	 de	 Geref.	 Kerk	 in	 Nederland	 de	 behoefte	 aan	 herziening	 van	 de	
Belydenisschriften	gevoelt,	is	het	dan	niet	hoog	tyd	dat	ook	wy,	leden	van	de	
Ned.	 Geref	 Kerk	 die	 behoefte	 erkennen,	 en	 ons	 niet	 laten	 binden	 door	 ’n	
formulering	die	op	sommige	punten	verouderd	en	ontgroeid	 is330	 (Du	Toit,	
1926:	256)331. 





and	 that	 of	 the	Dutch	 churches.	When	Du	 Plessis	 speaks	 about	 revision,	 it	 includes	 a	
renewal	of	the	Confessions	that	would	endorse	the	“moderne,	Skrif-versplinterende	en	





As	 ons	 egter	 ‘Het	 Zoeklicht’	 reg	 verstaan	 dan	 wil	 die	 Redakteur	 nie	
Belydenisuitbreiding	 om	 hedendaagse	 dwalings	 en	 Skrif-verwaterende	
kritiese	stromings	teë	te	gaan	nie,	maar	Belydenis-verandering	om	veral	die	
kritiese	vindings	’n	sekere	locus	standi	in	ons	Kerklike	lewe	te	verskaf!	Immers,	
‘Het	 Zoeklicht’	 sê	 onomwonde	 dat	 die	 bestaande	 Belydenis	 van	 ons	 Kerk	
																																																						











in	 die	 Nederlandse	 Geref.	 Kerke	 bedoel	 word	 met	 die	 ‘uitbou’	 van	 die	
Belydenis334	(241). 
	
Elsewhere,	Van	Rooyen	also	 criticised	Du	Plessis’	 views	and	denounced	 them	because	
they	violate	 the	 subscription	 formula	 (Van	Rooyen,	1928b:	130-136).	 For	Van	Rooyen,	





Die	 antwoorde	 kom	 respektiewelik	 neer	 nie	 op	 hersiening	 van	 die	
Belydenisskrifte	nie,	maar	wel	op	skerper	formuliering	o.a.	van	die	gesag	van	
die	 Heilige	 Skrif	 teenoor	 die	 kritiese	 strominge	 van	 die	moderne	 tyd	 (van	
Gelderen),	en	verder	op	die	uitbreiding	 van	die	bestaande	Belydenisskrifte	
(…),	óf	deur	die	opstel	van	’n	nuwe	Belydenis	óf	deur	aanvulling	en	inlassing	
in	 die	 bestaande	 Belydenis;	 en	 daarby	 gesê	 ’n	 uitbreiding	 in	 die	 ‘ou-




Dutch	 Synod	 at	 Arnhem	 is	 then	 stated	 in	 full,	 together	 with	 Prof.	 Hepp’s	




and	 rejects	 those	 heresies	 without	 hesitance”	 (15-16).	 The	 work	 further	 enjoys	 his	













a	 new	 Confession	 or	 through	 supplementation	 to	 and	 insertion	 into	 the	 existing	 Confessions;	 and	 an	
expansion	in	the	‘old	Reformed	spirit’	(Grosheide),	and	not	to	preach	the	doctrine-violating	modernism.	
336	Original	emphases.	





In	 so	 ’n	 ernstige	 saak	 as	 die	 ‘uitbou’	 van	 die	 Belydenis,	moet	 daar	 nie	 op	
















at	 the	time	(Du	Plessis,	1931a:	225-229).	The	 first	 is	 the	rise	and	prominence	of	other	
world	religions	and	atheism	–	factors	that	would	cause	confessional	differences	between	
Christian	 denominations	 to	 dwindle,	 Du	 Plessis	 argued	 (226).	 That	 being	 the	 case,	

























of	 Protestant	 communities	 and,	 pointing	 to	 freedom	 as	 an	 essential	 principle	 of	
Protestantism,	he	underscored	the	duty	of	Protestants	to	respect	the	opinion	of	others.	
For	him,	the	points	of	agreement	were	bigger	and	more	fundamental	than	the	points	of	















elke	 ander	 sjieling-muntstuk.	 Maar	 eenheid	 is	 iets	 organies:	 dit	 is	 die	









































dit	 nie	 slegs	 besluite	 wat	 in	 die	 Sinodale	 notule	 geboek	 staan	 nie,	 maar	
besluite	 wat	 in	 die	 Wetboek	 sal	 opgeneem	 word,	 en	 waaraan	 elke	










6.	 Dat	 Jesus	 Christus	 nie	 alleen	 in	 etiese	 sin	 heilig	 en	 sonder	 sonde	 is	 nie,	 maar	 dat	 Hy	 ook	
intellektueel	sonder	dwaling,	leuen	en	bedrog	is.	
7.	Dat	die	leer	van	Jesus	Christus	oor	Moses	as	skrywer	van	die	Pentateug,	oor	Jona	en	die	vis,	oor	

















never	 before	 was	 something	 like	 it	 necessary,	 in	 the	 history	 of	 that	 Church.	 Until	 now,	 his	 Laws	 was	
sufficient	 to	 sustain	 the	 doctrine	 and	 resolve	 all	 doctrinal	 differences.	 Now	 this	 Church	 has	 deemed	 it	
necessary,	without	there	having	been	any	complaint	of	absurdity	against	any	of	its	ministers	or	elders,	and	
with	 the	 view	 to	 mere	 contingency,	 to	 develop,	 or	 expand,	 its	 confession,	 or	 in	 any	 event,	 attach	 an	




















(182),	 it	 is	 reported,	 supported	 the	 rushed	process	against	minority	objections:	 “‘alles	
moet	 somar	 so	 ineens	 deurgestem	word;	 ons	 sal	 aan	 die	 Transvaal	 leer	 hoe	 spoedig	
teologiese	 vraagstukke	 kan	afgehandel	word!’”346	 (182).347	 Furthermore,	 it	 is	 reported	
that	 members	 of	 the	 majority	 group	 started	 laughing	 when	 it	 was	 suggested	 that	
cooperation	with	the	Transvaal	Church	be	sought	for	the	sake	of	uniformity	amongst	the	
Reformed	churches	in	aspects	of	doctrine	(182).	The	author	argues	that	the	Free	State	
Church	wilfully	 decided	 that	 it	wanted	 to	 take	 an	 “epoch-making”	 (182)	 decision	 and	
therefore	 rejected	 suggestions	 seeking	 more	 moderate	 outcomes.	 In	 reaction	 to	
objections	raised	by	the	minority,	a	member	of	the	majority	group	exclaimed	“[o]ns	volg	
nie	 Hofmeyr	 en	 Kuyper	 nie;	 ons	 volg	 die	 Skrif!	 (met	merkbare	 nadruk	 op	 die	 tweede	
ons)”348	(183),	followed	by	loud	cheers.	From	this,	the	author	concludes	that	the	majority	




























However,	 discussions	 on	 confessional	 revision	 after	 the	 Du	 Plessis	 case	 resemble	 the	
pattern	that	has	come	to	the	fore	up	to	this	point:	Du	Plessis	and	his	supporters	were	not	
that	 far	 removed	 from	 their	 opponents	 on	 the	matter	 of	 confessional	 revision.	 Three	
examples	will	be	presented	to	demonstrate	this	point. 





open	 the	 door	 to	 all	 kinds	 of	 frenzy,	 and	 would	 rob	 the	 church	 of	 the	 solidity	 of	 its	








































Kerk	 is	 om	 sodanige	 werk	 van	 gewig	 en	 blywende	 aard	 te	 verrig.	 Die	
Belydenisskrifte	wat	ons	besit,	is	almal	gebore	in	’n	tyd	in	die	geskiedenis	van	











today	 about	 some	 of	 the	 cardinal	 teachings	 of	 the	 Christian	 faith”	 is	 said	 to	make	 it	
																																																						




















Gereformeerde	Vaandel	 suggested	 that	 the	 focus	 should	 be	 shifted	 form	 confessional	
revision	or	expansion	to	“die	intensiewer	instudering	van	die	Formuliere	van	Enigheid”355	
(GV,	1934a:	164).	The	years	following	the	Du	Plessis	case	were	indeed	characterised	by	







want	 to	 survive?	 In	 general,	 there	 seems	 to	have	been	 consensus	about	 the	 fact	 that	
change	is	required.	However,	there	was	also	consensus	about	the	fact	that	change	is	risky.	
Hence,	it	was	argued	that	though	change	is	lawful	and	even	required,	it	was	dependent	
on	 a	 variety	 of	 things:	 it	 could	 only	 be	 embraced	 once	 a	 fixed	 new	 truth	 has	 been	














































One	 aspect	 of	 this	 unsolved	 conflict	 was	 the	 tension	 between	 preservation	 and	
transformation	 as	 possible	 strategies	 for	 relating	 to	 one’s	 tradition.	 As	 this	 chapter	













“Struggle”	 is	 another	 such	 characteristic	 that	 was	 established	 in	 relation	 to	 the	
Confessions.	In	the	Du	Plessis	case,	the	Formulae	of	Unity,	in	combination	with	the	specific	











































people	 will	 recommit	 themselves	 to	 God,	 his	 Word,	 and	 pray	 for	 his	 guidance.	 The	





















growth	 of	 the	 Church,	 to	 say	 nothing	 about	 the	 cost,	 represents	 something	 of	 the	 burdens	 of	 such	
unsavoury	episodes	in	the	history	of	the	Christian	Church.	
359	Although	Gerdener	is	sympathetic	to	Du	Plessis,	he	is	unambiguous	about	the	outcome:	“En	as	aan	die	
ander	 kant	 daarop	 gewys	word	 dat	 die	 Kaapse	 Sinode	 blykens	 die	 uitspraak	 van	 die	 regbank	 en	 sy	 eie	
terugtrekking	van	sy	leerbesluite	en	vonnis	hier	en	daar	’n	ongereelde	prosedure	gevolg	het,	laat	ook	dan	
nie	vergeet	word	wat	op	die	spel	was	nie	en	hoe	moeilik	dit	was	om	’n	uitweg	te	vind	waar	daar	twee	sulke	
sterk	 strome	 in	 die	 boesem	 van	 die	 Kerk	 aan	 die	 vloei	 was.	 Die	 behoudende	 stroom	was	 dan	 tog	 die	
sterkste!”	(Gerdener,	1943:	231).	
	









The	 Du	 Plessis	 case	 was	 a	 painful	 event	 for	 the	 DRC,	 as	 its	 own	 vulnerabilities	 were	































This	was	 a	 time	 characterised	 by	 a	 big	 concern	 for	 Afrikaner	 poverty	 amid	 the	 Great	
Depression	 of	 the	 1930s,	 increasing	 urbanisation,	 supposedly	 widespread	 moral	





a	 renewed	 focus	on	 the	 issue	 (Giliomee,	2004:	267ff).	The	DRC	appointed	 three	study	
commissions	 to	 look	 at	 the	 Carnegie	 report,	 which	 led	 to	 a	 Volkskongres361	 in	 1934	
organised	by	the	DRC’s	Armesorgraad.362	The	Volkskongres	was	immediately	followed	
by	 a	 church	 conference	 as	 a	 first	 attempt	“to	 prioritise	 and	 reorganise	 the	 church’s	
































reality	 to	adapt	 to	and	 the	DRC	would	help	 its	members	 to	do	 that.	Moreover,	 it	was	
emphasised	that	the	DRC	and	the	Afrikaners	had	a	calling	and	a	mission	in	cities	(25).	
	
The	 DRC’s	 own	 understanding	 of	 the	 time	 can	 be	 summarised	 as	 one	 of	 impending	
threats.	It	is	generally	seen	as	a	time	of	“disruption”,	“decline”	and	“deterioration”	(GV,	
1935c:	 123,	 125;	 GV,	 1933a:	 1),	 and	 increasing	 sluggishness	 and	 collapse	 (“ongeloof,	
bygeloof,	sedelike	verslapping	en	sektariese	afsplintering”)	(Van	Rooyen,	1942:	35-36).368	
Moreover,	 as	 Vosloo	 has	 pointed	 out,	 a	 multitude	 of	 dangerous	 worldviews	 were	
presented	 as	 threatening	 the	 church	 and	 her	 members:	 modernism,	 rationalism,	









Belydenis-Kerk	 staande	 bly	 en	 haar	 eie	 Geref	 karakter	 kan	 handhaaf?369	
(Lategan	1935b:	331).	
 
Of	 specific	 relevance	 to	 this	 study	 is	 the	 fact	 that	 “belydenishandhawing”370	 was	
presented	as	one	of	the	primary	means	of	resistance	against	these	dangers.	The	Formulae	
were	presented	as	an	antidote	to	the	“time	of	turmoil	and	disruption”	(GV,	1933a:	1)	and	
as	 one	 of	 the	 “best	 countermeasures”	 (“beste	 verweermiddels”)	 in	 the	 face	 of	 the	





























die	 volgende	 te	 sê:	 Die	 sisteem-gebragte	 waarhede	 van	 die	 Heidelbergse	
Kategismus	 is	 die	 geestelike	 lewensbloed	 uit	 die	 are	 van	 die	 besondere	
Openbaring,	die	Bybelboek,	en	wat	in	die	siel	van	die	gemeentelid	deur	die	
troue	Kategismus-prediking	ingespuit	moet	word.	Ook	in	hierdie	vorm	sal	die	
genoemde	 waarhede	 ‘deurdring	 tot	 die	 skeiding	 van	 siel	 en	 gees	 en	 van	
(geestlike)	gewrigte	en	murg,	en	’n	beoordelaar	wees	van	die	oorlegginge	van	
gedagtes	en	van	hart’	(Hebr	4:	12).	Met	ander	woorde,	die	mooi-geordende	





































confessional	 consciousness”	 (GV,	 1935b:	 195),	 and	 the	 “flinke	 handhawing	 van	 ons	




case	 presents	 the	 opportunity	 for	 the	 DRC	 to	 “bravely	 continue	 building	 on	 the	 firm	
foundations”	(Malan,	1935:	166).	It	seems	that	the	renewed	interest	in	the	Confessions	
was	not	simply	something	that	was	hoped	for,	but	was	actually	the	case.	However,	I	would	
argue	 that,	 given	 the	 amount	 of	 Confession-focused	 articles	 published,	 the	
Gereformeerde	Vaandel,	in	particular,	drove	this.	
However,	the	dark	side	of	the	struggle	is	also	mentioned.	Doubt	and	confusion	were	sown	
in	 the	 hearts	 of	 “developed	 congregants”,	 and	 the	 “so-called	 intelligentsia”	 were	
portrayed	as	opposing	the	Church	and	its	understanding	of	truth	(162).	Indifference	or	
recklessness	 toward	 the	 Holy	 Scripture	 and	 church	 doctrine	were	 promoted,	 and	 the	
church	 and	 its	ministry	 lost	 prestige	 to	 the	 benefit	 of	 various	 sects	 (162).	 Therefore,	










































vir	 die	 heil	 van	 ons	 Kerk	 is.	 Ons	 NG	 Kerk	 was	 ’n	 staatskerk,	 die	 enigste	
godsdiensvorm	in	die	land.	Ons	NG	Kerk	is	nog	vandag	’n	volkskerk,	‘n	kerk	
wat	daarop	aanspraak	maak	dat	hy	die	hele	volk	omvat.	Nou,	net	soos	die	volk	




















This	 statement	 provided	 Du	 Plessis’s	 adversaries	 with	more	 ammunition	 against	 him.	
Apart	from	the	negative	connotation	that	“volkskerk”	had,	Du	Plessis’s	very	definition	of	
it	 as	 a	 church	 that	 includes	 different	 streams	 of	 thought	 aggravated	 his	 opponents.		
Without	delving	into	the	meaning	that	the	term	“volkskerk”	obtained	in	the	Netherlands,	
the	confessional	positions	associated	with	 it,	or	what	Du	Plessis	may	or	may	not	have	









Van	 Rooyen	 (1934b:	 347-349)	 saw	 Du	 Plessis’s	 statement	 as	 “big	 inaccuracy,	 a	 false	
understanding	 of	 the	 church,	 and	 a	 grave	 danger”	 (348).	 A	 “volkskerk”,	 he	 argues,	 is	
unscriptural	and	unreformed,	and	it	implies	an	openness	to	all	ideas:		 
	




gereformeerde	 geloofsoortuiging	 verdonker	 …	 So	 ’n	 ‘volkskerk’	 is	 ’n	
gevaarlike	ding.	Tot	soiets	mag	die	N.G.	Kerk	nie	ontaard	nie.	Professor	du	





In	 1936,	 the	 question	 whether	 the	 DRC	 is	 a	 “volkskerk”	 was	 again	 addressed	 in	 Die	




































The	 DRC’s	 link	 to	 the	 Afrikaners	 and	 its	 history	 as	 a	 constitutive	 aspect	 of	 its	 self-
understanding	can	also	be	seen	in	the	way	historical	continuity	was	utilised	to	affirm	the	
DRC	 as	 a	 confessional	 church.	 It	 is	 significant	 to	 note	 that	 historical	 continuity	 was	
harnessed,	not	only	to	legitimate	the	DRC	but	also	to	sanction	the	Afrikaners	as	a	group.	
This	 was	 achieved	 in	 three	 steps	 with	 the	 Formulae	 of	 Unity	 as	 the	 main	 vehicle	 of	
historical	continuity.	 
	




or	 the	 “confession	 of	 the	 church”	 was	 sometimes	 used	 with	 reference	 to	 Peter’s	
confession	 in	 Lk	 9:	 20,	 this	 understanding	 of	 the	 confession	 of	 the	 church	was	 often	
																																																						
















with	 the	Dutch	 church	 is	 emphasised,	 and	 through	 that,	 continuity	with	 the	 Synod	of	
Dordt	(Lategan,	1935a:	315-320).	It	was	said	to	be	an	indisputable	fact	that	the	DRC	in	
South	Africa	 is	 the	“daughter”	of	 the	“Mother	church”	 in	 the	Netherlands	 (GV,	1935a:	
258).	Moreover,	 the	narrative	emphasised	 that	 the	DRC	was	“planted”	 in	South	Africa	
“only	 four	 years	 after	 the	 end	 of	 the	 Eighty	 Year	 Long	 Wrestle	 between	 the	 small	





the	DRC	 so	 as	 to	 emphasise	 the	 role	of	 a	 strong	 commitment	 to	 the	 Formulae	 in	 the	
shaping	of	a	people: 
	
Gedurende	 die	 ganse	 tydperk	 van	 ons	 volkshistorie	 was	 dit	 die	
Gereformeerde	 of	 Calvinistiese	 geloofsoortuiging,	 wat	 ons	 Afrikaner	 volk	
rigting	en	leiding	verskaf	het,	en	wat	hulle	staande	gehou	het	in	die	donkerste	
van	tydsgewrigte,	bv.	tydens	die	Groot	Trek	en	die	Anglo-Boere	oorlog.	Ja	nog	
meer.	 Na	 ’n	 lange	 worsteling	 met	 die	 Staat,	 wat	 hom	 met	 die	 innerlike	
aangeleenthede	van	die	Kerk	ingemeng	het,	het	die	NG	Kerk	eindelik	in	1843	






















development	 if	 it	would	no	 longer	wish	to	be	purely	Calvinist	 today”	(258).	Earlier	 the	








Being	 a	 confessional	 church,	 moreover,	 meant	 very	 definite	 things	 for	 the	 DRC	 as	 a	
community.	
	







the	 Bible”	 (Greyling,	 1937a:	 150).	 This	 truth,	 he	 continues	 is	 “spread	 in	 a	 disorderly	
fashion	in	the	Bible”	but	in	the	Confessions	it	is	systematised	in	a	logical	order	(150).	W.M.	




The	 subscription	 formula	 plays	 an	 important	 role	 in	 maintaining	 this	 vision	 of	 the	
confessional	 church.	 Subscription	 to	 the	 Formulae	 of	 Unity	 enables	 the	 order	 and	
discipline	in	the	confessional	church	(Greyling,	1937a:	151),	and	this	again	ensures	“the	









179).392	 Moreover,	 subscribing	 according	 to	 the	 “quia”	 or	 the	 “quatenus”	 position	 is	
important	 for	 the	 confessional	 church,	 as	 the	 latter	 does	 not	 allow	 for	 the	 strict	














opposed	 to	Rome,	 it	was	 said	 that	 the	DRC	does	not	 “force”	 anyone	 to	 confess	or	 to	
adhere	to	its	Confessions	(De	Lange,	1935:	206).	Membership	to	the	church	was	seen	as	
completely	 voluntary	 and	 so,	 too,	 was	 one’s	 acceptance	 of	 and	 agreement	 with	 the	
Formulae	 of	Unity	 (Greyling,	 1937a:	 150).	 Greyling	 argued	 that	 someone’s	 request	 to	
become	a	member	of	DRC	was	a	declaration	“that	he	too	 is	a	 ‘enersdenkende’394	who	
accepts	the	communal	confession	as	norm	or	declaration	of	his	faith”	(150).	Moreover,	
he	argued	 that	 the	Confessions	 “do	not	bind	anyone”,	 and	 that	 someone	 is	 therefore	














393	 ...	he	 is	bound	to	silence.	He	may	neither	openly,	nor	secretly	 support,	 teach	or	defend	those	views	
through	 preaching	 or	 writing.	 If	 he	 could	 do	 this,	 it	 would	 open	 the	 door	 to	 the	 wrong	 propaganda,	
confusion,	struggle	and	freedom	of	learning	at	the	heart	of	a	Confessional	church.	
394	“like-minded	person”	















core	 characteristic	 of	 the	 confessional	 church,	 and	 subscribing	 to	 the	 confessions	
supposes	 one’s	 submission	 to	 this	 unanimity.	 On	 the	 basis	 of	 the	 age-old,	 tested	









































A	 relentless	attack	on	 the	Christian	Student	Association	 (CSA)	broke	out	based	on	 the	
belief	 that	 it	 inhibited	 the	 true	 confessional	 nature	 of	 the	 DRC	 together	 with	 the	






















work	 and	 outlook	 against	 the	 accusation	 that	 it	was	 being	 neutral	with	 regard	 to	 “our	 holiest	 spiritual	
goods”	(Keet	&	Liebenberg,	1936:	309).	They	argued	that	being	an	interchurch	organisation	does	not	imply	
that	it	is	un-church	or	anti-church	(309).	Moreover,	given	the	fact	that	85%	of	the	members	are	from	the	
DRC,	 the	DRC	practically	determined	 the	character	of	 the	CSA	 (309),	and	 the	 support	and	 input	of	DRC	
ministers	were	actively	sought	(310).	


























B.B.	 Keet,	who	was	 the	 chairperson	 of	 the	 CSA	 at	 the	 time,	 pointed	 to	 the	 emerging	
“trend”	that	aims	to	stifle	inter-church	cooperations	by	labelling	it	as	“interkerkisme”403	
(Keet,	1937:	1064-1067).	He	warned	against	the	“non-imaginary	danger”	that	the	DRC	“in	













































for	 a	 clear	 distinction	 between	 true	 and	 false	 generosity	 (GV,	 1934b:	 322-326).	 “True	
generosity”,	on	the	one	hand,	is	said	to	be	characterised	by	“a	warm	loyalty	to	the	own	
church	and	the	own	confession”	(322).	It	means	to	wholeheartedly	believe	that	the	truth	



























a	 single	 moment	 (323).	 For	 the	 DRC,	 the	 confessional	 church	 represented	 definite	








in	which	 “history	 returned.”	 One	 of	 the	most	 remarkable	 things	 about	 public	 debate	


























The	 interest	 in	the	past	gained	further	momentum	as	the	centenary	of	 the	Great	Trek	
(1838)	 drew	 closer.	 Giliomee	 holds	 that	 this	 celebration	 was	 an	 opportunity	 for,	
particularly,	D.F.	Malan	and	his	National	Party	to	spread	the	message	that	the	Afrikaners’	
struggle	had	always	been	one	of	 survival	and	 that	 they	could	only	 rely	on	 themselves	
(383).	Malan	 consequently	 highlighted	 the	Afrikaners’	 fate	 in	 the	 cities	 as	 the	 biggest	
challenge	to	their	survival	(384).		
Schalk	Pienaar,	who	accompanied	the	wagons	from	Cape	Town	to	Pretoria	as	part	of	the	














the	 historical	 narrative	 on	 which	 the	 DRC	 founded	 its	 own	 identity	 as	 a	 confessional	
church	(4.3.2),	the	Confessions	was	but	one	aspect	of	this	past.	In	the	discussions	about	
heritage	 that	 follows,	we	will	 see	 how	different	 historical	 narratives	 became	one	 rich	










the	nation	 itself	 feels	 threatened	 at	 its	 core.	 The	 little	wagons	have,	 like	 Father	 Kestell,	 the	prominent	
church	figure	in	those	years,	explained,	made	the	nation	aware	of	its	existence	in	a	powerful	way	…	The	
whole	nation	was	grabbed	by	the	heart.”	
410	 It	deserves	 to	be	mentioned	 that,	despite	 the	 rise	of	 interest	 in	 the	South	African	War	 in	 the	public	
discourse,	 it	 was	 (still)	 largely	 absent	 from	 historical	 accounts	 in	Die	 Kerkbode	 and	Die	 Gereformeerde	
Vaandel.	










The	 Calvinist	 nature	 of	 the	 Union	 is	 explained	 as	 implying	 that	 it	 interprets	 the	

















































Niemand	wat	met	 die	 geskiedenis	 rekening	 hou,	 sal	 kan	 ontken	 dat	 dit	 ‘n	
beskikking	 is	 van	 die	 albestierende	 Vader	 dat	 Suid-Afrika	 ‘n	 oorweënd	
Protestantse	 erfenis	 ontvang	 het	 nie…	 So	 het	 Jan	 van	 Riebeeck	 op	 6	 April	





recognised	 first	 and	 foremost	 (162).	 To	 deny	 it	would	 be	 to	 deny	 history	 itself	 (162).	








































Protestant	 heritage.	 The	blood	of	martyrs	 flowed	 freely	 in	 the	Netherlands,	Gerdener	




































Onbekend	maak	 onbemind,	 sê	 die	 spreekwoord.	 Gaandeweg,	 deur	 allerlei	
omstandighede,	 het	 die	 diepere	 en	 hartverheffende	 kennis	 van	 die	
Belydenisse	by	lede	van	die	Protestantse	Kerke	uitgeslyt.	Die	gevolg	was	dat	
ook	 die	 eerste	 liefde	 vir	 dié	 Belydenisse,	 wat	 vroeër	 selfs	 nie	 deur	








Heidelberg	 Catechism.	 The	 Catechism	 originated	 in	 a	 time	 of	 “murder,	 fire	 and	
persecution”,	during	which	“streams	of	blood	were	flowing”,	and	“many	tears	were	shed”	
																																																						




narratives	 is	 striking.	 The	 only	 reference	 Gerdener	makes	 to	 the	war	 in	 all	 six	 of	 his	 articles	 is	 just	 as	
interesting.	 He	 describes	 the	 relationship	 between	 the	 “whites”,	 “coloureds”	 and	 “natives”	 as	 deeply	
formed	by	the	Protestant	heritage	of	freedom.	In	the	light	of	this	characterstic	gift	of	freedom,	he	continues:	

















Veel	 verdriet	 en	 ellende	 is	 deur	 Protestantse	 belyders	 en	 gelowiges	





















The	Confessions	were	often	 referred	 to	as	 the	“firm	 foundations”	 (GV,	1937a:	6;	GV,	
1934a:	 164;	 Malan,	 1935:	 166;	 GV,	 1935d:	 101)	 of	 the	 DRC	 and	 compared	 to	 the	
steadfastness	of	a	rock	(Pastor,	1942:	862-863;	Lategan,	1935b:	331;	Vorster,	1936:	273).	



























For	Kotzé,	 “ons	 rotsverlede”431	 consists	of	 “rotsmanne”432	 –	Abraham,	Moses,	 Joshua,	






































na	 die	 Geuse,	 eerstens,	 wat	 80	 jaar	 geveg	 het	 vir	 die	 vryheid	 van	 hul	
Protestantse	 godsdiens;	 ons	moet	ook	 terugkyk	na	die	Hugenote	wat	 alles	
opgeoffer	het	vir	hul	Protestantse	geloof,	wat	hul	dierbares	sien	sterf	het	op	
die	brandstapels,	wat	deur	Gods	genade	hul	weg	kon	vind	na	Suid-Afrika.	Ons	





























Rebellion	 of	 1914	with	 a	 collection	 list	 and	 at	 bazaar	 tables	 from	 February	 1915	 until	 the	 climax	 on	 9	
November	1917	to	pay	almost	half	a	million	pounds	 in	debt,	 so	 that	more	 than	1200	 families	were	not	
forced	into	the	poor-white	life.	There	is	i.a.	the	rock	from	which	we	were	cut	…		























gevare	 waardeur	 ons	 erfenis	 bedreig	 word”437	 (1935b:	 173-176).	 He	 underscores	 the	
extent	to	which	heritages	are	generally	being	threatened	at	the	time	and	distinguishes	
between	material	 and	 spiritual	heritage	 (173).	 For	him,	 spiritual	heritage	 clearly	 takes	






























oorgelewer	 is	 …	 Met	 papheid	 en	 toegeeflikheid	 teenoor	 die	 genoemde	







calls	Naboth	a	martyr	among	other	martyrs	 “who	died	 for	God	and	 fatherland”	 (244).	
Nine-hundred	years	after	him,	De	Villiers	continues,	 Jesus	Christ	struggled	for	“volk	en	


























right,	 they	 testified	 for	 the	 Christendom.	 But	 they	were	 also	 dragged	 to	 outside	 town	 and	 on	 another	
Calvary	Piet	Retief	and	his	heroes	let	their	blood	flow	for	nation	and	fatherland.	
















God	 taught	 Israel	 and	Naboth	 and	 his	 fathers,	 he	writes,	 that	 land	 is	 holy.	 Naboth	 is	
someone	who	knew	and	obeyed	God’s	 law,	and	he	was	willing	to	suffer	and	die	 for	 it	
(245). 
	
As	 ieder	Afrikaner	 die	 gees	 van	Nabot	 sou	 openbaar,	 sou	 daar	 vandag	 nie	
gewees	het	die	duisende	van	ons	volk	wat	agteruitgegaan	het,	die	lewenstryd	
verloor	en	moedeloos	geword	het	nie!	Hoe	nodig	dat	die	Afrikaners	ook	die	




Family	 life	 is	 attacked	 at	 its	 heart,	 he	 says,	 by	 those	who	 ask	 “why	 should	 one	 have	
children?”	“Developed	Afrikaners”	see	family	as	a	burden	and	this	outlook	weakens	the	











voorvaders	 nie.	 As	 ons	 die	 erfenis	 van	 ons	 godsdiens	 en	 Kerk	 minag	 en	
verwaarloos,	 sal	 ons	 ten	 spyte	 van	 hierdie	 feeste	 agteruit	 gaan	 en	 ‘n	
																																																						
444	If	every	Afikaner	were	to	reveal	the	spirit	of	Naboth,	the	thousands	of	our	nation	who	fell	into	decline,	
lost	 the	 struggle	 of	 life	 and	 became	 destitute	 would	 never	 have	 fallen	 into	 decline!	 How	 crucial	 that	
Afrikaners	should	also	look	onto	the	land	of	their	fathers	and	do	everything	to	preserve	it	for	themselves	
and	their	descendants!	How	crucial	today	the	heroism	of	Naboth!	




derderangse	 volk	 word!…	 Gaan	 ons	 ook	 voortaan	 die	 prys	 betaal	 vir	 ons	
godsdiens,	vir	ons	volk?	Of	gaan	ons	net	praat	en	sing	van	dappere	voorouers?	













of	 a	 lack	 of	 courage	 and	 perseverance	 amid	 difficulties.	 Naboth,	 Christ	 and	 the	
Voortrekkers	suffered	much	for	them	to	be	the	heirs	of	such	a	heritage,	and	he	is	of	the	





























land,	 “bought	 with	 blood	 and	 tears”,	 is	 rich	 with	 historical	 memories,	 he	 writes.447	
“Afsonderlike	plekkies	waar	bv.	iemand	gesneuwel	het	of	’n	onmisbare	gewoon	en	gesterf	
het	…”448	(308).	“These	things	serve	as	a	voice	from	the	past,”	he	holds,	“and	a	finger	that	
points	 to	 the	 task	 of	 the	 future”	 (308).	 Monuments,	 still	 unmarked	 places,	 valuable	














for	which	 they	have	 suffered:	 “Daarvoor	het	hulle	goed	en	bloed,	 tuiste	en	vaderland	
opgeoffer”450	(404).	Moreover,	the	heritage	have	“pristinely”	been	handed	down	by	them	
(404).	But	if	the	heritage	were	to	fall	in	the	hands	of	the	enemy,	a	“half-breed	generation	
of	 half	 heathens	 will	 be	 the	 end	 result”	 (404).	 They	 will	 be	 “spiritually	 blinded,	
superstitious,	 without	 future,	 without	 culture,	 without	 genuine	 religion	 and	 morals”	














449	 “Waarlik,	 ’n	 skoner	 erfenis	met	 ’n	meer	 gesaghebbende	 toesegging	 en	 verhewener	 herkoms	 is	 nie	
denkbaar	nie”	(Jordaan,	1945:	404).	
450	“For	that	they	sacrificed	good	and	blood,	home	and	fatherland”	
























Gerdener,	 for	example,	held	 that	 two	things	were	necessary	given	the	times:	knowing	
one’s	enemy	and	“the	ability	to	handle	one’s	own	weapons”	(1939a:	1076).	“Protestant”	
listed	 the	 following	 things	 as	 suitable	 “spiritual	 weapons”:	 “a	 spiritual	 awakening”	
through	 the	 spread	 of	 knowledge	 about	 the	 Reformation	 and	 its	 blessings,	 the	
distribution	 of	 Bibles,	 and	 especially	 “die	wapen	 van	worstelgebed”451	 (934).	What	 is	
needed	above	all,	he	writes,	is	a	“powerful	revival	of	the	Protestant	churches”,	“powerful	























“dat	 ons	 kerkmense	 goed	 gewapen	 [is]”455	 (GV,	 1936b:	 99)	 with	 knowledge	 of	 the	
reformed	confessions	(99).	
	




assaults	with	 the	 result	 that	 the	 “banners	 of	 communal	 Confessions	 have	 united	 and	
braced	hearts	for	the	struggle”	(Gerdener,	1939f:	117). 
	













(for	example,	Kuyper	would	use	 it	 to	 refer	 to	 the	Dordtse	vaderen),	and	 this	would	vary	 from	group	 to	
group.	 “Vader”	 as	 function	 name,	 however,	 shows	 the	 extent	 to	 which	 reformed	 Protestants	 “waren	
gehecht	aan	een	historische	verankering	van	hun	ideëen	en	gebruiken”	(Paul,	2009:	36),	and	its	use	creates	
and	 implies	a	duty	or	obligation:	 “‘Op	degene	die	 iemand	 tot	 zijn	oudvader	benoemt,	 rust	de	plicht	de	
erfenis	van	de	vader	 te	bewaren.’	Maar	dit	bewaren	…	viel	met	allerlei	posities	 in	het	 spectrum	tussen	
conservatisme	 en	 progressivisme	 te	 verenigen”	 (36).	 Paul	 continues	 to	 also	 explain	 the	 continuity	 and	
authority	that	is	implied	with	the	use	of	this	function	name:	“Het	beroep	op	een	vader	creëert	continuïteit	











consolidating	and	strengthening	 the	 territory	with	 forts	and	battlements	 (34).	For	Van	























In	 the	1930s	and	1940s,	 the	DRC	played	an	 important	part	 in	addressing	 the	pressing	









gedoen.	 Wapens	 van	 aanval	 sowel	 as	 verdediging	 …	 Maar	 as	 die	 terrein	 verower	 is	 moet	 dit	 ook	
gekonsolideer	 of	 verstewig	word.	Want	 Satan	 en	 sy	 bose	magte	 is	 voortdurend	 daarop	 uit	 om	 verlore	
terrein	weer	te	herwin.	Die	verowerde	terrein	is	die	gevestigde	Kerk	op	aarde”	(Van	Rooyen,	1942c:	34).	
457	“a	living,	nourishing	factor	in	our	intellectual	and	cultural	life”	





















announced	 in	 Die	 Kerkbode	 and	 Gereformeerde	 Vaandel.	 Van	 Rooyen	 praised	 it	 for	
introducing	Calvinism	and	its	many	“penwortelsgedagtes	en	rigsnoere	vir	elke	terrein	van	






































“erect	 a	 wall”	 against	 the	 “volksvreemde”	 currents	 dragging	 us	 along”	 (Stoker	 &	
Potgieter,	1935:	vii).	It	would	also	serve	“organised	action”	to	“free	our	volk	from	the	exile	
of	modernism,	 liberalism,	 humanism,	 evolutionism”	 (vii),	 and	 to	 take	 up	 its	 “spiritual	
weapons”	 (vii).	 This	 was	 a	 calling	 that	 went	 beyond	 the	 borders	 of	 the	 church	 to	 all	
terrains	of	human	activity	and	life.	 It	 included	“education,	upbringing,	science,	politics,	








4.3.2.)	and	that	of	Calvinism	is	 the	 insistence	that	the	Calvinist	position	 is	not	a	“rigid,	
hardened	system	like	all	those	systems	that	deify	the	temporal”	(X)	but	in	is	fact	“rich	in	





























as	 voorbeeld	noem:	 ’n	Boer	op	 sy	plaas	of	 ’n	 ambagsman	op	 ’n	dorp	 is	 ’n	
voorstander	van	100	persent	segregasie,	dog	hy	weier	om	af	te	sien	van	nie-
blanke	 werksvolk.	 Om	 konsekwent	 te	 wees,	 moet	 sulke	 persone	 sonder	
versuim	 blanke	 arbeid	 begin	 gebruik	 en	 die	 daad	 by	 die	 woord	 sit,	 wat	
segregasie	betref.	Dit	is	tog	reeds	ons	land	se	verklaarde	beleid	dog	dit	is	juis	
die	 gebrekkige	 toepassing	 van	 die	 beginsel	 in	 die	 alledaagse	 lewe	wat	 die	
uitvoer	van	die	beleid	bemoeilik.	Elke	dag	langer	wat	ons	eis	dat	die	nie-blanke	





begin.	 Laat	 die	 Kerk	 en	 elke	 getroue	 lidmaat	 daarvan	 dan	 ywer	 vir	 beter	
behuising	in	aparte	woonbuurte,	bestaanbare	lone,	beter	gesondheidsdiens,	
onderwys	en	evangelisasie	van	die	duisende	oor	wie	ons	onsself	as	voogde	













segregation	 through	 the	 creation	 of	 facilities	 in	 the	 races’	 own	 areas	 and	 keep	 a	 part	 of	 the	 native	
population	for	economic	purposes	in	our	midst,	we	should	also	start	immediately.	Let	the	Church	and	its	
every	 loyal	member	 then	 strive	 with	 ardour	 for	 improved	 housing	 in	 separate	 neighbourhoods,	 viable	
wages,	improved	healthcare,	education	and	evangelism	of	the	thousands	over	whom	we	consider	ourselves	





Koers	 in	die	Krisis	explicitly	set	out	 to	help	so-called	Calvinists	 in	South	Africa	discover	







groter	 heerlikheid	 te	 ontplooi	 deur	 kultuur	 te	 skep.	 Dit	 beteken	 dat	 die	
Calvinis	geen	wêreldontvlugting	wil	hê	nie,	maar	wêreldhervorming	beoog;	
dat	hy	weier	om	alles	maar	sy	loop	te	laat	loop,	en	weier	om	hom	aan	te	pas,	
maar	 beheersing	 en	 omvorming	 van	 alles	 wat	 verkeerd	 loop	 onderneem.	















































Rooyen,	 1945a:	 622;	 Keet,	 1945b:	 466).	 Keet	 emphasises	 that	 using	 “that	 old	word”,	
“revival”,	 is	a	reminder	that	the	task	 is	not	a	human	one,	but	that	of	the	“life-creating	






is	generally	accepted	 that	 the	world	has	 its	 last	 chance	now”	 (Keet,	1945b:	467).	 “My	
broeders,	ons	belewe	laaste	dae”,471	he	writes	later	(468).	If	the	“human	spirit”	does	not	




our	 works,	 it	 will	 also	 not	 happen	without	 our	 works”	 (467)	 (original	 emphasis).	 The	





(622)	 towards	 the	 “purely	 Christian”,	 “world-comprising	 evangelising	 task	 of	 the	 true	

















in	 hul	 samehang	 gesien	 en	 met	 ’n	 waaragtige	 geloof	 aanvaar,	 is	 ’n	
onnaspeurlike	skat.	Dit	is	’n	kosbare	erfenis	van	die	Protestantse	christenheid	
deur	God	geskenk	…	Blykens	die	historie	tog,	was	manne	en	vroue,	jongelinge	
en	 jongdogters	 bereid	 om	 kosbare	 martelaarsbloed	 daarvoor	 te	 stort	 …	
Genoeg	oor	die	rigsnoere,	ideale,	taak	en	toekomsverwagting	waarop	ons	die	








Die	 Heilige	 Skrifte	 betuig	 dit,	 en	 dit	 word	 deur	 die	 geskiedenis	 op	
onomstootlike	 wyse	 bevestig:	 Rekonstruksie	 van	 die	 suiwer-christelike	











faith,	are	an	 inscrutable	treasure.	 It	 is	a	precious	heritage	of	 the	Protestant	Christianity	given	by	God	…	
According	to	the	history,	still,	men	and	women,	boys	and	girls	were	willing	to	shed	precious	martyr’s	blood	






















reconstruction	 (Gerdener,	 1943:	 354).	 “Tradition	 and	 volksaard476	 has	 lasting	






them	 and	 the	 comfort	 it	 provided,	 there	 was	 also	 the	 belief	 that	 the	 DRC’s	 survival	






























to	 its	 heritage	 (Kotzé,	 1941:	 2071-2072).	 “The	 Lord	 has	 a	 future	 and	 a	 task	 for	 the	
Afrikanerdom”,	for	which	He	has	prepared	and	equipped	them	in	a	special	way,	he	wrote	
in	1941,	“namely	to	maintain	and	build	white	South	Africa”.	For	Kotzé,	this	task	goes	hand	
in	hand	with	the	“steadying	of	 the	true	Christian	 faith	 in	our	country”	 (2072),	and	the	
bedrock	of	this	task	and	future	is	in	the	past:	 
	





“the	 right	 to	 believe	 that	 our	 Church	 is	 based	 on	 the	 unsullied	 Word	 and	 the	 pure	
confession,	and	can	therefore	completely	rely	on	the	Lord’s	promise”	(Groenewald,	1947:	




















































in	 nie-kerklike	 samelewingsverbande	 en	 maatskaplike	 verhoudings”486	 (13).	 But	 this	
means	that	there	 is	“variety	 in	confessions”	(13).	For	Lombard,	the	church	as	a	“sheer	























life,	 and	 also	 “broader	 and	more	 encompassing”	 than	 any	 other	 confession,	 Lombard	
states	that	it	is	not	sufficient	(13).	Therefore,	a	confession	that	is	specific	to	every	sphere	




In	 die	 Drie	 Formuliere	 –	 en	mens	 kan	 begryp	 –	 vind	mens	 baie	min	 t.o.v.	
prinsipiële	 norme	 vir	 die	 nie-kerklike	 terrein.	 Ons	 kan	 nie	 met	 ’n	 kerklike	
belydenis	 volstaan	 nie.	 Dit	 het	 werklik	 min	 sin	 en	 betekenis	 om	 ons	 nie-
kerklike	verbande	en	organisasies	met	‘the	way	of	the	least	resistance’	op	die	
Drie	 Formuliere	 te	grond;	wat	andersyds	weer	 so	baie	bevat	wat	nie	direk	














Du	 Plessis	 case)	 and	 also	 the	 awakening	 of	 a	 confessional	 “urge”	 in	 the	 DRC.	 These	
																																																						
487	The	Three	Formulae	–	and	one	can	understand	–	one	finds	seldom	with	regard	to	principal	norms	for	the	
non-church	 terrain.	We	 cannot	 be	 content	 with	 a	 churchly	 confession.	 There	 is	 really	 little	 sense	 and	
meaning	 to	 it	 to	 ground	 our	 non-churchly	 contexts	 and	 organisations	 through	 ‘the	 way	 of	 the	 least	
resistance’	on	the	Three	Formulae;	which	then	again	contains	so	much	that	is	not	directly	applicable	to	the	
non-churchly	life,	because	it	is	aimed	at	the	churchly	life.	







and	 what	 the	 characteristics	 of	 a	 confessional	 church	 were	 for	 them.	 A	 confessional	
church	was,	first	of	all,	a	church	founded	on	the	Reformed	Confessions,	but	also	one	that	
had	a	close	association	with	the	Afrikaner	volk.	It	was	also	a	church	with	a	specific	history	










DRC’s	 understanding	 of	 its	 heritage	 shows	 a	 significant	merger	 between	 confessional	
identity	and	a	specific	memory	of	its	history.	Although	this	is	not	surprising	(given	the	fact	
that	 Confessions	 are	 constitutive	 of	 the	 reformed	 tradition,	 and	 hence	 seen	 to	 be	
essentially	 historical),	 the	 very	 nature	 of	 this	 merger	 is	 important	 (see	 4.4).	 If	 the	
Formulae	are	representative	of	and	associated	with	Protestant	and	Christian	history	as	
told	by	the	DRC	at	the	time	(including	their	own	part	in	this	history),	it	makes	for	a	very	
influential	 and	 emotion-laden	 ecclesial	 basis.	 This	 professedly	 confessional	 basis	
represented	very	specific	loyalties,	virtues	(including	suggestions	of	how	they	ought	to	be	
embodied)	and	 ideals.	Although	the	specific	connections	made	between	the	Formulae	






























The	 affirmation	 of	 a	 meaningful	 and	 God-willed	 past	 was	 seen	 as	 a	 promise	 of	 a	
meaningful	 future.	 Securing	 this	 future,	 however,	 depended	 on	 the	 community’s	
obedience	to	God.	
	 	

























Afrikaner	 political	 development	 and	 consciousness.488	 At	 that	 time,	 the	 annual	







































being	 satisfied	 with	 a	 “yes”	 answer	 to	 that	 question,	 he	 writes,	 more	 scrutinising	
questions	should	be	asked:	“What	do	we	need	to	pay	more	attention	to	–	Dingaan’s	Day	
or	 Christmas	 or	 Easter	 and	 Good	 Friday?	 What	 day	 suffers	 the	 most	 from	 misuse?”	
(Emeritus,	1943:	184).	These	questions	are	important,	he	states,	because	care	needs	to	

















for	 not	 treating	 kerklike	 feeste494	 with	 enough	 solemnity	 (Septuaginta,	 1949:	 384).495	
Congregants’	 lack	 of	 interest	 in	 these	 celebrations	 are	 treated	 as	 a	 worrisome	
phenomenon,	 and	one	 that	 requires	 an	action	plan	 (384).	 There	 is	 concern	about	 the	
“ontaarding	van	ons	Christelike	feesdae”496	and	the	ways	they	are	being	“disregarded	and	
belittled”	 (Viljoen,	 1954:	 869).	 The	manner	 in	which	 these	Christian	 commemorations	
ought	 to	be	 conducted	 (often	 in	ways	 that	 should	be	 clearly	distinguished	 from	mere	
celebrations	of	the	volk)	is	a	big	topic	of	discussion	and	said	to	be	of	concern	to	the	whole	















celebrate	 “quarter	 centenaries,	 half	 centenaries,	 and	 centenaries”.	 He	 sees	 in	 it	 the	

















Would	 God	 be	 delighted	 in	 this	 kind	 of	 humility	 and	 Sabbath	 celebration?	 …	 Has	 our	 honouring	 of	
monuments	and	heroes	not	become	an	utter	idolised	affair?	...	I	fear	that	the	days	of	worship	and	festivals	
have	often	become	a	magical	medium	for	us.	












1945a:	 354).	 In	 1944,	 the	 ability	 of	 heroes	 to	 provide	 “everlasting	 inspiration”499	 for	
people	 is	 praised	 (Editorial,	 1944:	 239).	 Heroism,	 it	 is	 said,	 can	 therefore	 never	 be	
divorced	from	the	nobility	of	faith	(“geloofsadel”)	(1945:	354).	“A	hero	is	always	a	man	of	
faith”	 as	 he	 is	 someone	 who	 must	 “conquer	 reality”	 and	 be	 able	 to	 “see	 reality	 in	
eternity’s	light”	(354).	True	heroism	is	thus	more	than	“sheer	fearlessness	in	the	struggle”	
or	“reckless	bravery	in	danger”	(354).	True	heroism	is	“deliberate	courage	of	faith”	which	





1939	 writes	 on	 the	 obstacles	 facing	 Protestants	 all	 over	 the	 world,	 he	 singles	 out	
ultranationalism	but	argues	that	it	is	to	be	distinguished	from	“the	historical	nationalism	
that	 we	 have	 become	 used	 to	 in	 South	 Africa”	 (Marais,	 1939:	 536).	 South	 African	
nationalism	is	seen	by	Marais	as	a	“positive	force”	and	“great	constructive	factor”	because	
of	the	fact	that	it	is	“tempered	and	inspired	by	our	Protestant	Christendom”	and	“walked	











The	 series	 of	 articles	 by	Du	 Toit,	 referred	 to	 above,	 lists	Dingane’s	Day	 together	with	
																																																						
499	“onverganklike	besieling”	




Christmas	and	Ascension	day,	 for	example,	 in	 its	discussion	of	Reformed	Christianity’s	















































It	 is	also	worth	noting	how	outspoken	 the	DRC	was	about	 the	need	 to	commemorate	
Heroes	Day	before	it	was	made	official	by	the	state.	In	1944,	Die	Kerkbode	wrote	that	the	
celebration	 of	Heldedag	 is	 something	 the	 church	 “gladly	 grants	 the	Afrikaner	 people”	
(Editorial,	1944:	239).	People	have	a	“strong	urge	to	honour	the	memory	of	their	heroes”	
and	this	is	seen	as	such	a	“natural	urge”	that	it	need	not	be	something	to	argue	about	
(239).	Die	 Kerkbode	 underscored	 the	 need	 for	 heroes	 in	 a	volk’s	 life	 and	 their	 role	 in	
creating	the	future:	
	





































































interpretasie	 van	 die	 geskiedenis	 deur	 sommige	 teenswoordig	 byna	 as	 ’n	
misdaad	 beskou	 word,	 het	 spontaan	 gekom.	 Voor	 en	 ná	 die	 Eerste	
																																																						
508	See	Pauw	1948:	219-223;	Uit	die	Vrystaat	1948a:	403	ff.;	Uit	die	Vrystaat	1948b:	516-517;	Uit	die	Vrystaat	




























synods	 (Pretorius,	 1948:	 459-460).	 H.S.	 Pretorius	 starts	 his	 appeal	 for	 cooperation	 by	

































Apart	 from	the	recognised	need	 for	professional	history,	 there	are	ample	examples	of	
constructing	and	 conveying	a	unified	account	of	 the	DRC’s	history,	 and	particularly	 to	
point	 out	 its	 historical	 continuity	 with	 the	 church	 supposedly	 established	 by	 Jan	 van	
Riebeeck	 in	1652	and	 the	church	of	 the	Voortrekkers	 (Uit	die	Vrystaat,	1948a:	403	 ff.;	
1948c:	642-644;	Hugo,	1959:	747;	Uit	Transvaal,	1942:	12-13;	Uit	die	Vrystaat,	1948b:	516-
517;	1948e:	1225-1225;	Pretorius,	1942:	409-413).	This	church	of	1652	is	also	explicitly	








ontaarding	 sedert	 1824	 of	 1843”518	 but	 rather	 the	 church	 maintained	 its	 “original	
characteristics”	through	the	years	with	“tenacity”	(Hugo,	1959:	747).	Hugo	presents	these	
historical	 facts	as	 speaking	 for	 themselves:	 “Kommentaar	 lyk	my	oorbodig!	Wie	ooren	
heeft,	die	hoore!”519	(747).520	
	
An	 article	 titled	 “Aanskou	 die	 Rots”521	 (also	 see	 4.5.4)	 shows	 a	 meaningful	 relation	

































for	 political	 reasons	 and	 that	 Nicholls	 gives	 an	 eschewed	 representation	 of	 the	 past	
(Editorial,	1949b:	11).	Contesting	Nicholls’	account	of	the	British	influence	on	the	DRC	and	











untenable	 and	 ungrounded	 account	 (Editorial,	 1951a:	 267)	 despite	 the	 so-called	


















gevolgtrekking	 dat	 die	 ‘bewyse’	wat	 aangevoer	 is	 deur	 Die	 Hervormer	 nie	 bestaan	 nie	 en	 dat	 die	 hele	
































As	we	will	 continue	 to	 see	 in	 the	 rest	 of	 the	 chapter,	 the	 uncritical	merger	 between	















































and	mentality.	Although	demarcated	 in	 time	and	 space,	 rites	are	also	as	 it	
were	porous.	They	are	held	to	be	meaningful	because	rites	have	significance	










































things	 that	 can	 be	 interpreted	 as	 “text”	 by	 hermeneutics	 (including	 bodily	 practices),	 it	 tends	 to	 take	
inscription	as	its	privileged	object	(135).	











abundant	 announcements	 of	 and	 joyful	 reports	 on	 quarter-centenary,	 half-centenary,	
three-quarter-centenary	 and	 centenary	 celebrations	 in	 congregations	 all	 over	 the	
country.	Over	and	above	these	commemorations	(and	the	ones	we	will	discuss	below),	
there	 were	 also	 a	 significant	 number	 of	 other	 commemorations:	 in	 May	 1949,	 the	
centenary	 of	 Andrew	 Murray’s	 ordination	 in	 Bloemfontein	 was	 celebrated	 by	 the	












































However,	 for	 our	 purposes,	 too,	 it	 presents	 an	 interesting	 phenomenon,	 as	 the	 DRC	
tradition	to	celebrate	Pentecost	with	a	series	of	 ten	prayer	meetings	originated	 in	 the	
early	 1860s.	As	 discussed	 in	 chapter	 3,	 the	 so-called	 Liberal	 Struggle	 coincided	with	 a	











Die	 Kerkbode	 called	 this	 naive	 “wêreldontvlugting”546	 and	 argues	 that	 the	 “intricate	






























However,	 the	 importance	 of	 Pentecost	 was	 not	 only	 emphasised	 at	 the	 time	 of	 the	
1960/1961	 commemoration	 of	 the	 revival	 of	 the	 1860s.	 Pentecost	 was	 an	 extremely	
important	event	every	year.	This	is	evident	from	the	numerous	reflections	on	the	annual	
Pentecost	prayer	meetings,	and	the	longing	for	awakening548	that	is	present	in	the	articles	













665-666)	 in	 the	 celebration	 of	 Pentecost	 was	 treated	 with	 solemnity.	 There	 was	 a	
seriousness	 connected	 to	 Pentecost,	 as	 it	 was	 a	 celebration	 that	 confronted	 one’s	
conscience	(Van	Tonder,	1953:	540-541;	Malan,	1953:	658ff.;	Editorial,	1956c:	740;	Kotzé,	
1959:	 663ff.).	 There	 is	 also	 much	 talk	 and	 discussion	 about	 the	 lasting	 impact	 that	
Pentecost	should	have	on	the	church.553	It	is	often	bemoaned	and	questioned	(Hanekom,	
1951b:	 1052;	 Editorial,	 1953c:	 84;	 Wil	 graag	 weet,	 1953:	 101;	 Editorial,	 1959c:	 836;	































that	 celebrates	 Pentecost	 in	 this	 special	 way	 (Hanekom,	 1951b:	 1052;	 1956:	 840).	
Furthermore,	the	history	of	its	origin	is	regularly	mentioned,	even	outside	the	period	of	












dat	 net	 sulke	 groot	 skares	 sal	 toestroom	 op	 die	 kerkdeure	 om	 daar	 met	
brandende	heilsverlange	te	soek	na	die	koninkryk	van	God554	(1062).	
	


















Fuelled	by	 the	centenary	of	 the	Great	Trek	 in	1938,555	 the	history	of	 the	Voortrekkers	
occupied	 a	 special	 place	 in	 the	memory	of	 the	Afrikaners	 and	 also	 the	DRC,556	 as	 the	
































559	 Moodie	 aptly	 conveys	 the	 ritualistic	 and	 embodied	 character	 of	 this	 event:	 “Every	 Afrikaner	 I	
interviewed,	of	whatever	political	persuasion,	recalled	the	events	and	activities	of	the	1938	centenary	with	
deeply	 personal	 intensity.	 The	 sacred	 history	 was	 constituted	 and	 actualized	 as	 a	 general	 context	 of	
meaning	 for	 all	 Afrikanerdom	 in	 spontaneous	 liturgical	 re-enactment	 during	 the	 1938	 celebrations.	
Passionate	 enthusiasm	 seized	 Afrikaans-speaking	 South	 Africa.	 Men	 grew	 beards	 and	 women	 donned	
Voortrekker	dress;	street	after	street	in	hamlet	after	hamlet	was	renamed	after	one	or	another	Trek	hero;	
babies	 were	 baptized	 in	 the	 shade	 of	 the	 wagons	 –	 one	 was	 christened	 ‘Eeufeesia’	 (best	 translated	









Die	 jaar	 1938	 sal	 in	 ons	 geskiedenis	 seker	 altyd	bekend	 staan	 as	die	 groot	
feesjaar	 van	 die	 Boerevolk.	 Want	 dit	 was	 die	 jaar	 van	 ons	 eerste	
Voortrekkereeufees	 wat	 sy	 hoogtepunt	 bereik	 het	 in	 die	 luisterryke	








one	with	a	 lasting	 impact.	The	 life	of	 the	church,	 too,	 is	 said	 to	have	experienced	 the	













‘Centennalia’)	 –	 and	 young	 couples	were	married	 in	 full	 trekker	 regalia	on	 the	 village	 green	before	 the	









































elders,	 and	 they	will	 explain	 to	 you.”	 In	Van	der	Merwe’s	 elucidation	of	 this	 text,	 the	
connection	 between	 the	 past,	 present	 and	 future	 is	 immediate.	Making	 sense	 of	 the	
present	 is	 said	 to	 be	 completely	 reliant	 on	 the	 past,	 and	 the	 possibility	 of	 a	 future	 is	





















volk	 iets	 is	wat	nie	maar	 sonder	meer	 aan	die	 vergetelheid	prysgegee	 kon	
word	nie.	Die	verlede,	immers,	is	die	moeder	van	die	hede	en	as	sodanig	maak	






In	anticipation	of	 the	 inauguration,	 the	meaning	 that	 the	monument	ought	 to	carry	 is	
discussed	(Badenhorst,	1949:	904;	Van	der	Merwe,	1949b:	904;	Neethling,	1949:	1022;	
Hanekom,	1949e:	1074).	Hanekom	criticises	the	idea	that	the	inauguration	would	be	a	









Hierdie	 fees	 rondom	 die	 monument	 kan	 iets	 meer,	 iets	 heeltemal	 anders	
















569	This	 festival	about	the	monument	can	become	something	more,	something	else,	entirely.	 If	 the	Lord	




















of	Dingane’s	 Day	 on	 16	 December.	 During	 the	 infamous	 Battle	 of	 Blood	 River	 on	 16	
December	1838,	the	Voortrekkers	defeated	the	Zulu	King	Dingane	and	his	army.	In	the	
week	before	the	battle,	the	Voortrekkers	made	a	vow	to	God	that	if	they	win	the	battle,	
they	 will	 observe	 the	 day	 as	 a	 Sabbath	 and	 a	 day	 of	 thanksgiving.	 Although	 this	
commemoration	had	 its	origin	 in	1838,	 it	 only	gradually	became	a	widespread	annual	
event.570	However,	in	1864571	through	the	mediation	of	reverends	D.P.M.	Huet	and	F.L.	
Cachet,	 it	 became	 a	 churchly	 holiday	 in	 Natal	 (Bailey,	 2006:	 6).	 Thereafter,	
commemoration	of	it	in	churchly	circles	grew	in	Natal	as	well	as	in	Transvaal,	and	later	
also	 in	 the	 Free	 State	 (6).	 In	 the	 last	 quarter	 of	 the	 19th	 century,	 16	 December	was	
characterised	 by	 a	 variety	 of	 commemorations:	 home	 celebrations,	 congregational	
celebrations,	commemorations	of	specific	denominations,	state	festivals	and	celebrations	
organised	by	communities	themselves	(7).	From	around	1887,	the	official	organisation	of	
commemorations	 became	 more	 important,	 and	 committees	 and	 commissions	 were	
elected	 to	 organise	 proper	 events	 (7).	 It	was	 only	 in	 1910	 that	 an	 act	was	 passed	 by	




























































Editorial	 1958d:	 1028;	 Heyns	 1959:	 90-91;	Moller	 1959:	 273;	 Hay	 1959:	 273;	 Du	 Plooy	 1959:	 351-353;	
Editorial	1958e:	229;	Van	Zyl	1959:	401;	Retief	1959:	935;	Editorial	1959e:	964;	Keet	1959:	965ff.;	Visser	
1959:	972-975.	



























of	 Vloek	 vir	 die	 Afrikanervolk?	Here	 the	meaning	 of	 the	Day	 of	 the	 Covenant	 for	 the	




die	 ander	 volke	 van	 die	wêreld	 as	 die	 enigste	 volk	 van	 die	 teenswoordige	
tydsbedeling	wat	in	’n	heilige	verbond	met	die	Drieënige	God	van	hemel	en	
aarde	getree	het.	Ons	het	’n	verbondsvolk	geword,	want	God	het	dit	bevestig	





















1880	 with	 the	 start	 of	 the	 First	 South	 African	 War,	 the	 festival	 of	 thanksgiving	 at	
Paardekraal	on	13–16	December	1881	 (in	 the	aftermath	of	 the	Battle	of	Majuba),	 the	
funeral	of	Paul	Kruger	in	Pretoria	on	16	December	1904,	the	unveiling	of	the	Women’s	
Memorial	 in	 Bloemfontein	 on	 16	 December	 1912,	 the	 funeral	 of	 M.T.	 Steyn	 in	
Bloemfontein	on	16	December	1916,	 the	 laying	of	 the	cornerstone	of	 the	Voortrekker	




he	 points	 to	 “complicated	 content”	 that	 has	 been	 added	 to	 the	 meaning	 of	 it,	 and	
“tremendous	new	tensions	and	ideals	that	were	not	yet	known	in	the	days	of	Blood	River”	
(966).	He	does	not	explicate	these	complications,	tensions	or	ideals	but	states	that	the	
church	 should	 “continually	 give	account	of	 its	participation	 in	volk	 festivals	 and	guard	
against	it	that	its	character	as	Church	of	Christ	 is	being	compromised	in	some	or	other	




kan	 kwalik	 by	 ’n	 Volksfees,	 waar	 uit	 die	 aard	 van	 die	 saak	 faktore	 soos	
heldeverering,	nasiebou	nie	geweer	kan	word	nie	en	waar	selfs	party-politiek	
moontlik	 ’n	 rol	 kan	 speel.	 Buitendien	 is	 ’n	 volksfees	 vir	 Jan	 en	 Alleman	
toeganklik	 –	 ook	 sektemense,	 buitekerklikes,	 kerkvervreemdes,	 selfs	
ongelowiges,	mense	wat	van	die	Kerk	as	sodanig	nie	gediend	is	nie.	By	ons	is	
daar	 gelukkig	 geen	 sprake	 van	 Volkskerk	 en	 nog	 minder	 van	 Staatskerk,	
anders	was	die	probleem	miskien	nie	so	lastig	nie.	As	een	bepaalde	Kerk	sy	
stempel	 op	 Geloftedag	 afdruk,	 sal	 die	 volkskarakter	 van	 die	 fees	 moeilik	














A	 good	 solution	 to	 all	 these	 difficulties,	 for	 Keet,	 is	 the	 establishment	 of	 a	 “General	
Dingaan’s	 Day	 Commission”	 on	 which	 all	 three	 (white)	 Afrikaans	 churches	 and	 the	






The	 significance	 of	 the	 annual	 celebration	 of	 Van	 Riebeeck	 Day	 on	 6	 April	 had	 been	























Day	 of	 the	 Covenant,	 the	 national	 character	 of	 the	 festival	 will	 be	 maintained	 with	 difficulty.	 It	 will	
necessarily	lead	to	sectist	and	churchist	festivals,	where	the	fruit	and	inspiration	of	large	national	rallies	will	
be	missed.	By	emphasising	the	‘churchly’,	the	national	festival	will	become	fragmented	and	deteriorated.	
585	 The	 title	 of	 the	brochure	 is	 “ONS	BOU	 ’N	NASIE	 -	Die	 aandeel	 van	die	N.G.	 Kerk	 in	 die	 bou	 van	die	
Afrikanervolk.”	
586	“a	jewel	which	is	still	preserved	by	us	who	are	here	today	as	a	treasure”	









One	 of	 the	 focus	 points	 of	 the	 commemoration	 was	 the	 so-called	 “prayer	 of	 Van	
Riebeeck”	 to	 which	 the	 DRC	 traced	 its	 historical	 continuity	 with	 the	 settlement.	 The	
disagreement	among	historians	about	the	prayer	 is	mentioned,	and	the	need	to	reach	
clarity	about	it	as	soon	as	possible	expressed	(Venter,	1951b:	723).	In	conjunction	with	
that,	 Van	 Riebeeck’s	 religiosity	 is	 defended	 against	 those	who	 depicts	 him	 otherwise	
(723).	 Van	 Riebeeck	 is	 honoured	 as	 someone	 who	 was	 a	 “begenadigde	 mens	 …	 ’n	
hoogstaande	mens,	en	sy	godsdienstige	en	sedelike	beginsels	het	opgekom	uit	die	wortel	


















One	 finds	 widespread	 discussions	 about	 the	 neglect	 of	 Catechism	 preaching	 and	 its	


















A	 1950	 article	 by	 T.N.	 Hanekom	 reports	 similar	 failures	 and	 widespread	 slackness	




Hanekom’s	 explanation	 for	 this	 phenomenon	 is	 interesting.	 He	 sympathises	 with	
ministers	who	are	guilty	of	neglect	regarding	Catechism	preaching	on	the	grounds	of	all	
the	“eise	van	die	kerkjaar”590	 (890)	and,	 in	addition	to	 that,	all	 the	“special	days”	 that	





to	Die	Kerkbode	 (J.J.R.,	1953:	871).	“Our	entire	annual	calendar	 is	now	divided	 into	so	






Furthermore,	Hanekom	asserts	 that	 not	 only	ministers	 carry	 the	 blame	 for	 Catechism	
neglect,	 but	 also	 congregants.593	 There	 is	 prevailing	 “Catechism	 aversion”	 (Hanekom,	









when	 they	 do	 not	 preach	 on	 the	 Heidelberger	 frequently	 enough	 (Lombard,	 1958:	 79).	 Hanekom	 also	
mentions	the	responsibility	of	the	church	council	in	this	regard	(Hanekom,	1950:	890).	










ook	 soms	 van	 gedaante	 verander	 om	 aanstoot	 en	 aandag	 op	 homself	 te	
vermy596	(890).597	
	
This	 situation	 is	 precarious,	 Hanekom	 writes,	 because,	 in	 the	 history	 of	 Protestant	



























travel	without	being	 recognised,	 leaving	behind	his	marks	of	 royalty,	 the	Catechism	also	has	 to	 change	
shape	to	prevent	not	giving	offence	and	to	prevent	attention.	
597	J.J.R.	again	echoes	the	same	sentiments:	“Sommige	skyn	eens	te	bang	om	die	Vraag	en	Antwoord	te	lees,	




















again	 in	 this	 period:	 the	 lack	 of	 knowledge	 of	 the	 Catechism.	 A	 commission	 for	





nie?	 Laat	 ons	 ’n	 bietjie	 in	 alle	 eerlikheid	 die	 vraag	 stel:	 Hoeveel	 van	 ons	



















our	ministers	 live	and	preach	 in	all	 regards	 ‘aware	of	 the	confession’	and	 ‘true	to	the	confession’?	How	
many	of	our	elders	rule	and	indeed	lead	the	flock	with	the	shepherd’s	crook	of	the	‘confession’,	bound	to	
the	Word	of	God?	Surely,	it	is	possible	and	I	mean	it	is	current	in	our	Dutch	Reformed	Church	today!	–	that	
the	 confession	 of	 a	 Church	 can	 be	 deserted,	 not	 through	 open	 rejection	 and	 contestation,	 but	 indeed	






der	Walt	quotes	Hosea	4:6	 (“My	people	are	destroyed	 for	 lack	of	 knowledge	…”)	 and	
warns	that	this	grievance	 is	also	true	of	the	DRC	(Van	der	Walt,	1952:	413).	For	Loots,	







(Heyns,	 1955:	 809).	 The	 DRC	 has	 become	 an	 “adopting	 church”	 instead	 of	 being	 a	
“confessing	church”,	warns	Heyns	(809).	
	
This	 time	 sectarian	 groups	 are	 presented	 as	 a	 particularly	 prominent	 threat	 to	which	






unity”	 that	 it	 provides	with	 the	 “sister	 churches”	 and	 the	 churches	 all	 over	 the	world	
(Hanekom,	1950:	890).	This	strengthened	unity	on	the	basis	of	the	Catechism	is	said	to	be	





The	Catechism	also	continued	 to	be	connected	 to	 the	purely	Reformed	 faith	 in	an	all-
encompassing	 way.	 One	 can	 almost	 say	 it	 stood	 for	 everything.	 An	 editorial	 in	 Die	
Kerkbode	of	1958	 is	a	good	example	of	 this	 rhetoric.	 It	 stated,	after	Prof.	K.	Dijk’s	Die	
dienst	 der	 prediking,	 that	 systematic	 preaching	 of	 the	 salvific	 truths	 contained	 in	 the	
Catechism	holds	the	following	benefits:	
	















For	 J.C.	 Lombard	 rejuvenation	 of	 Catechism	 preaching	 will	 impact	 positively	 on	 the	
character	of	the	DRC	(Lombard,	1958:	77-78).	He	holds	that	faithful	Catechism	preaching	
is	a	prophetic	deed	through	which	ministers	can	and	should	show	that	they	are	and	want	
to	be	Dutch	Reformed	 (78).	Revival	 in	Catechism	preaching	goes	hand	 in	hand	with	a	
renewed	awareness	of	the	DRC’s	unique	character	(78).	





























Christene	 te	 wees	 in	 ‘n	 land	 soos	 hierdie.	 Dit	 mag	 dalk	 gebeur	 dat,	 wanneer	 ons	 ons	 sendingroeping	
gehoorsaam,	baie	‘rassevraagstukke’	hulself	sal	oplos”	(703).	





The	 second	 example	 features	 the	 meaning	 of	 the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism	 for	 sexual	
relations	 between	 black	 and	white	 people.	Die	 Kerkbode	 calls	 this	 “’n	 sonde	wat	 die	
skandvlek	 van	 die	 nasies	 is”	 and	 “’n	 euwel	 wat	 die	 teerste	 van	 lewensverhoudinge	





Hier	 staan	 ons	 voor	 ’n	 sonde	wat	 sy	 giftige	 asem	oor	maatskappy	 en	 volk	
uitblaas.	 Die	 ondergang	 van	 die	 Romeinse	 Ryk,	met	 sy	 sedeloosheid	 en	 sy	











casual	 way.	 The	 General	 Synodical	 Commission	 of	 the	 DRC	 in	 the	 Orange	 Free	 State	
decided	to	lay	it	before	the	meeting	of	the	Council	of	the	Churches	of	1961	that	the	Belgic	
Confession	and	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	be	commemorated	in	a	festive	way	(Barnard,	
1960:	 575).	 The	 decision,	 as	 published	 in	 the	 agenda,	 is	 to	 the	 point,	 and	 gives	 no	
motivation	for	such	commemorations.	It	reads	as	follows:	
	























book”	 with	 “rich	 content”	 through	 which	 the	 “everlasting	 youth	 of	 Heidelberg”	 is	
“poignantly”	brought	to	the	readers’	attention	(Verhoef,	1963:	iii).	
	
Die	 Kerkbode	 of	 1963	 published	 articles	 on	 the	Heidelberg	 Catechism	 throughout	 the	
year,	but	there	is	never	any	mention	of	an	official	celebration.	From	the	decision	of	the	
Council	of	the	Churches,	it	is	clear	that	no	large	and	coordinated	celebratory	events	were	
considered.	 However,	 some	 reports	 of	 circuit	 meetings	 in	 Die	 Kerkbode	 mention	










reflected	 in	 the	 title	 of	 his	 article	 (“Heidelbergse	 Kategismus	 400	 jaar	 –	
owerheidsjubileum?”),	 the	 possibility	 of	 government	 taking	 responsibility	 for	 it.	 He	
concedes	that	a	government	should	not	interfere	with	“ecclesial	confessional	differences”	






belangrike	 en	 gedenkwaardige	 leerboek	 sal	 skenk	 en	 gemeente	 daaromtrent	 sal	 voorlig”;	 “Ring	 Lindley	
(Reitz-Wes	 25-28	 April	 1963)	 -	 Agv	 feesviering	 rondom	 Heidelbergse	 Kategismus	 word	 besluit	 om	










bevoordeel	 wat	 medeverantwoordelik	 was	 vir	 die	 vorming	 van	 die	
wesensaard	van	die	volk	tot	eer	van	God.	Dit	 is	onteenseglik	waar	dat	daar	
geen	 groter	 enkele	 faktor	 méér	 verantwoordelik	 was	 vir	 die	 stukragtige	
Calvinistiese	karakter	van	ons	volk	as	juis	die	suiwere	belydenisrigting	van	die	
drie	Hollands-Afrikaanse	kerke	in	die	land	nie.	Die	Heidelbergse	Kategismus	






(146).	 Frederick	 III	 courageously	 defended	 the	 Catechism	 when	 it	 became	 necessary	














same.	 It	no	 longer	has	any	place	 in	 schools,	 and	 therefore	“[d]ogmatic	 indoctrination,	
according	 to	 [a]	 particular	 Calvinistic	 Christian	 style	 is	 inevitable”	 (147).	 In	 order	 to	
achieve	 this,	 he	 suggests	 that	 all	 Christian	 authorities	 be	 involved:	 “alle	 Christelike	
owerheidspersone	[moet]	tog	help	reformeer	om	op	’n	bepaalde	belydenisstandpunt	te	
staan	soos	Frederik	III”	(147).	For	Rosslee,	the	problem	that	Frederick	III	faced	is	exactly	






pure	 direction	 of	 confession	 of	 the	 three	 Dutch-Afrikaans	 churches	 in	 the	 country.	 The	 Heidelberg	
Catechism	 deserves	 particular	 mention	 here	 as	 the	 most	 well	 known	 and	 most	 utilised	 confession	 in	
catechesis	and	Catechism	preaching.	
610	“We	repeat	–	he	bravely	defended	the	Reformation!”	













The	 ideal,	 for	 Rosslee,	 is	 for	 the	 church	 and	 the	 state	 to	 have	 “healthy	 contact	 and	
cooperation”	through	a	joint	celebration	of	the	400th	anniversary	of	the	Catechism	(147).	














Rosslee’s	 opening	 words,	 together	 with	 various	 other	 articles	 in	 1963,	 create	 the	
impression	that	the	Catechism,	and	specifically	preaching	on	it,	was	rather	unpopular	and	
regarded	as	dull.	In	May	1963,	Die	Kerkbode	admits	to	this	dullness	and	tries	to	rectify	it.	
In	 some	 church	 circles,	 it	 states,	 the	 impression	 is	 created	 that	 the	 Catechism	 is	 not	
popular,	 and	 others	 pretend	 that	 Catechism	 preaching	 has	 never	 been	 very	 popular	
(Editorial,	 1963a:	 596).	 It	 is	 “typified	 as	 dry,	 dogmatic,	without	 any	 grip	 on	 the	 heart	
(gemoed)”	 (596).	 It	 also	 does	 not	 appeal	 to	 people	 practically	 in	 their	 20th-century	
circumstances	 (596).	But	 this,	Die	Kerkbode	 contends,	 can	be	 true	of	 any	 sermon	and	




will	be	 increasingly	 inspired	to	deeper	godliness,	absolute	 fidelity	 to	 the	Scriptures	and	confessions	and	
valour	and	courage	regarding	principles	of	the	Reformation,	specifically	in	education	and	instruction.	







The	 allegations	 of	 dreariness	 were	 indeed	 widespread.	 In	 February	 1963,	 Catechism	
preaching	is	again	defended	against	accusations	of	being	dry	(KB,	1963:	176).	The	author	












kerk;	 dan	 sal	 daar	 nie	 soveel	 afvalliges	 en	 traes	 van	 hart	 wees	 nie.	 Die	



























Nevertheless,	when	writing	on	the	Catechism	 in	 the	 face	of	 its	400th	anniversary,	 it	 is	
done	in	the	same	nostalgic	and	endearing	tone	that	is	associated	with	it	throughout	the	
period	 covered	 in	 this	 study.	 It	 is	 called	 “the	 well-known	 and	 beloved	 Heidelberg	




a	 praiseworthy	witness	 of	 the	 triumphant	 faith	 in	 the	 heart	 of	 the	 struggling	 church”	
(600).	
	
















Despite	 these	 issues,	 the	 DRC	 was	 as	 confident	 as	 always	 that	 regular	 Catechism	
preaching	would	be	an	antidote	 to	many	contemporary	 ills.	A	wide	variety	of	 reasons	
were	given	as	motivation	for	a	renewed	emphasis	on	the	Catechism.	Rawlins	writes	that	
the	 Catechism	 should	 be	 “spoon	 fed”	 to	 congregants	 “for	 the	 maintenance	 of	 the	
congregation	 of	 Christ,	 the	 unity	 of	 the	 church,	 the	 preservation	 of	 the	 purity	 of	 the	























Ons	 sou	 graag	 wou	 sien	 dat	 daar	 as	 vrug	 van	 ons	 herdenking	 ’n	 mooi	
Afrikaanse	 verwerking	 van	 die	 Kategismus	 sal	 verskyn.	 Verder	 het	 ons	 die	
begeerte	dat	dit	weer	opnuut	gebruik	sal	word	as	kerkboek	en	leerboek.	As	
daar	400	 jaar	 gelede	 ’n	behoefte	bestaan	het	 aan	 ’n	 leerboek,	dan	 is	daar	
ongetwyfeld	 vandag	 ook	 nog	 ‘n	 groot	 behoefte	 aan	 die	 gebruik	 van	 die	










































These	 examples	 also	 resonate	with	 the	 article	 of	 D.D.	 Rosslee	 referred	 to	 earlier.	 For	
Rosslee,	the	correlation	between	the	Catechism	and	the	volk	is	so	strong	that	he	wants	








5.3.)	 turned	 into	widespread	and	highly	emotional	 commemoration-events	 specifically	
related	to	the	DRC	and	the	Afrikaners	(5.4.)	and	particularly	how	these	two	identities	were	






































way	 in	 which	 congregations	 would	 be	 represented	 in	 a	 general	 synod.	 For	 practical	
reasons,	not	all	congregations	would	have	direct	representation	on	the	general	synod,	
which	was	not	a	very	 likable	 idea.	As	C.R.	Kotzé	wrote	 in	1948,	“met	ons	presbiteriale	





618	 In	agreement	with	 this	 sentiment,	 the	DRC’s	 character	 is	often	described	as	deeply	democratic.	 See	
Potgieter	1955:	158;	Albertyn	1955:	521;	Albertyn	1956a:	1005;	Albertyn	1959:	819.	














generally	 presumed	 (313).	 Albertyn,	 too,	 holds	 that	 there	 is	 a	 “deep,	 underlying	




Despite	 the	 fact	 that	 the	 partitioning	 is	 seen	 as	 something	 that	was	 forced	 upon	 the	
church	and	as	something	that	was	“unnatural”	(Albertyn,	1962:	469),	 it	 is	nevertheless	
remembered	as	something	allowed	by	God	for	reasons	out	of	the	DRC’s	control	(Cilliers,	




The	 first	 attempts	 to	 work	 towards	 unification	 marked	 by	 the	 establishment	 of	 the	
Federated	Dutch	Reformed	Churches	in	1907	are	tied	to	the	history	of	the	entire	volk	and	







621	We	can	point	 to	 specific	memories	of	 the	period	of	 separation	 that	underlie	 the	drive	 to	unify.	 It	 is	
remembered	as	something	that	was	forced	upon	the	churches	and	not	something	that	“our	congregants”	
or	 “our	ministers	 and	 church	 councils”	 desired	 (Cilliers,	 1955:	 314;	 See	 also	 Rex,	 1957a:	 823;	 Editorial,	




succeeds	 in	 establishing	 a	 general	 synod,	 it	 would	 simply	 be	 “die	 offisiële	 stempel	 …	 van	 ’n	 eeu-oue	


















emphasis	 seems	 to	 fall	 more	 on	 the	 volk	 than	 on	 its	 Confession.	 The	 Confession	 is	
depicted	as	serving	the	needs	of	the	volk.	Moreover,	just	as	the	partitioning	of	1862	was	
caused	by	outside	forces,	it	is	now,	too,	for	Cilliers,	the	“world	out	there	together	with	







Het	 ons	 dan	 nie	 reeds	 één	 gelykluidende	 belydenis	 nie,	 één	 eenselwige	
kerkorganisasie,	één	liturgiek,	één	beleid,	één	heilige	roeping	teenoor	donker	
Afrika	nie?	Selfs	ons	wette	en	bepalinge	word	reeds	voortdurend	gelykluidend	





























sense	of	 crisis	 is	present.	 For	Albertyn,	 the	DRC	needs	 to	unite	 in	order	 to	be	able	 to	
protect	itself	against	onslaught	and	efficiently	respond	to	threats	and	challenges.	
In	short,	Albertyn’s	six	points	reflect	[1]	the	need	for	a	“united	front”	in	the	face	of	the	
















big	 issues	 standing	 in	 the	way	 of	 unification	was	 the	 emphasis	 on	 autonomy	 among	 the	 different	DRC	
churches.	Albertyn	again	states	that	the	church	“is	jealous	of	its	democratic	character	and	the	principle	that	
each	 congregation	 is	 represented	 on	 the	 synod”	 (Albertyn,	 1956a:	 1005)	 and	 underscores	 the	 limits	 of	
excessive	autonomy	for	the	well-being	of	the	Afrikaner	as	a	volk.	Too	many	independent	and	autonomous	









630	 In	 1959,	 Albertyn	 makes	 the	 very	 same	 argument,	 this	 time	 describing	 the	 five	 Federated	 Dutch	
Reformed	Churches	as	“the	five	fingers	of	a	hand	which	together	have	to	make	a	clenched	fist	against	the	
common	enemies	of	God’s	Church	on	earth”	 (Albertyn,	1959:	819).	 Interestingly,	he	depicts	 the	DRC	as	
“rigid,	unbending	and	conservative”	with	the	tendency	to	“contest	all	attempts	at	change”	and	presents	
this	 as	 one	 of	 the	 internal	 threats	 it	 faces	 (1956b:	 1140).	 It	 is	 prone	 to	 “too	 much	 boundness”	 and	
“reluctance	to	follow	the	legally	free	[wettige-vrye]	way	with	faith	and	courage”	(1140).	For	Albertyn,	such	
faith	and	courage	are	needed	even	if	they	may	sometimes	“follow	a	foreign	path”	(1140).	If	the	DRC	can	be	











Theological	 reasoning	 for	 unity	 is	 conspicuously	 absent	 from	 these	 arguments.	 It	 is	












ons	 nie	 maar	 net	 mekaar	 oor	 en	 weer	 wil	 raadpleeg	 nie,	 maar	 dat	 ons	
inderdaad	uit	een	mond	wil	spreek	en	dat	ons	ons	innerlike	eenheid	van	siel	
ook	wil	bevestig	in	’n	eenheid	van	sinodale	verband.	

















raised	 their	 reservations	 on	 given	 points	 and	 raised	 their	 anticipation	 of	 dangers.	 In	 everything,	 the	
consideration	that	was	the	decisive	factor	was:	we	are	one;	we	believe	in	each	other’s	good	faith;	we	stand	
together!	


































633	 See	 also	 Albertyn	 1962:	 470:	 “Die	 terugkeer	 tot	 die	 nouste,	 organiese	 eenheid	 was	 gewis	 ook	 die	
hartewens	van	die	vadere	–	’n	ideaal	wat	hulle	vir	honderd	jaar	volhardend	nagestreef	het	en	waartoe,	na	
vorige	teleurstellings,	ons	nou	weer	deur	God	die	geleentheid	gegun	word.”	








































was	 at	 stake:	 “But	 today	even	 the	 very	 existence	of	 the	 church	 is	 threatened	and	adversaries	organise	
themselves	to	destroy	the	holy	institute	together	with	its	Christ”	(Editorial,	1962c:	596).	The	whole	world	is	
depicted	 as	 being	 in	 a	 crisis,	 with	 the	 fear	 of	 a	 third	 world	 war	 “dominating	 all	 relationships	 and	
negotiations”	 (596).	Congregants	are	also	called	upon	 to	beware	of	 the	“yeast	of	Communism”	with	 its	
“infiltrating	influence”	that	works	through	“entertainment,	reading	material,	and	art”,	and	to	recognise	the	
dangers:	“Die	Algemene	Sinode	is	bekommerd	oor	die	gerustheid,	selfs	onverskilligheid,	waarmee	duisende	






nation.	The	church	does	not	dare	close	 its	eyes	 to	 the	distress	 in	which	 the	nation	 finds	 itself.	Without	
stepping	 on	 the	 state’s	 turf,	 we	 admonish	 the	 believers	 to	 be	 vigilant,	 strong	 and	 firm,	 ready	 for	 any	
sacrifices	that	the	Lord	may	require	from	us.	


















Indeed,	 the	 Christian	 unity,	 or	 any	 cooperation	 for	 the	 sake	 of	 a	 broader	
communal	goal	or	ideal,	can	never	replace	differences	that	are	of	a	natural	
kind.	The	Christian	religion	did	not	come	to	annul	or	replace	the	natural	life,	















639	 One	 form	 of	 this	 tragedy	 is	 understood	 to	 be	 manifest	 in	 the	 existence	 of	 Roman	 Catholics	 and	







for	an	ordered	society.	And	this	difference	 is	echoed	 in	clashing	policies	 for	practical	politics”	 (Editorial,	
1960e:	516).	





















that	 the	 DRC	 mission	 policy	 is	 in	 agreement	 with	 a	 healthy	 ecumenical	 vision:	 “En	 aangesien	 hierdie	
verdenking	[dat	die	erkenning	en	handhawing	van	verskeidenheid	onversoenbaar	is	met	die	eenheid	van	
die	 liggaam	 van	 Christus]	 vandag	 besonder	 sterk	 gerig	 word	 teen	 ons	 eie	 Kerk	 as	 gevolg	 van	 ons	
sendingbeleid	wat	geskoei	is	op	die	leer	van	ons	tradisionele	houding	ten	opsigte	van	die	rasseverskille	wat	























nou	 ‘meer	 is	as	 ’n	slaaf	…’	Christen-diensknegte	egter	moet	nog	aan	hul	base	na	die	vlees	diensbaar	en	
gehoorsaam	wees,	soos	aan	Christus,	soos	mense	wat	die	wil	van	God	van	harte	doen	…	Maar	oor	al	hierdie	
‘natuurlike’	 verskeidenheid	 het	 daar	 ’n	 nuwe	 siening	 gekom	 by	 die	 ‘nuwe	 mens’:	 by	 alle	 gebrek	 aan	
eenvormingheid	het	daar	’n	dieper	eenheid	tot	openbaring	gekom”	(Muller,	1959:	272).	







or	 even	 complete	uniformity	 of	 doctrine,	 but	 it	 is	 a	 deep,	 living	unity	 that	
bears	the	fruit	of	true	communion	between	the	believer	and	his	Lord	…	The	














































that	one	 should	not	only	 guard	against	 sinful	division,	dissension	and	enmity	but	 also	
against	 sinful	 uniformity	 (Editorial,	 1960e:	 516).	 Therefore,	 a	 distinction	 was	 made	





















649	 Muller	 continued:	 “Maatskaplike	 standsverskille	 of	 teenstellinge	 is	 geen	 skeidsmure	 wat	 op	
godsdienstige	terrein	ook	skei	en	mense	die	gemeenskap	van	Christus	en	met	mekaar	as	geloofsgenote	
ontsê	 nie	 …	 Die	 evangelie	 vind	 onderdane	 van	 Christus	 onder	 alle	 nasies	 en	 tale	 en	 stande	 van	 die	
samelewing,	en	in	Hom	is	hulle	één.	In	Christus	het	alles	nuut	geword:	nuwe	verhoudings	het	ingetree,	en	
nuwe	gesindhede	word	geopenbaar	deur	die	nuwe	mens	...	Daar	moet	orals	die	bewys	gelewer	word	van	
goeie	 wil	 en	 goeie	 trou,	 en	 van	 meelewe	 in	 Christelike	 gees,	 en	 onderlinge	 bedagsaamheid	 en	
hulpvaardigheid.	Of	 ons	 in	 aparte	 gebiede	woon,	 op	 aparte	 kieserslyste	 geplaas	 is,	 aparte	 treingeriewe	
geniet	–	dit	moet	nie	 verhinder	dat	ons	op	die	algemeen-menslike	 terrein	as	medemense	optree	en	as	
mede-Christene	mekaar	vind,	mekaar	ken	en	mekaar	liefhet	nie”	(Muller,	1959:	272).	
650	This	 reminds	one	of	 the	distinction	between	 right	and	wrong	generosity	discussed	 in	 chapter	5	 (see	
5.3.3.).	
651	This	was	also	articulated	in	terms	of	what	“true	love”	would	consist	of:	“Wie	eerlik	liefhet	–	God	en	sy	
naaste	–	moet	dikwels	onverdraagsaam	wees	 ter	wille	 van	die	eer	van	God	en	die	heil	 van	die	naaste”	
(Editorial,	1961:	68).	
652	“specious	ideal	of	world	politics”	


















wenslik	 en	 gebiedend	 is?	 En	 as	 dit	 nou	 inderdaad	 die	 doel	 sowel	 as	 die	
uitwerking	 van	 hierdie	 beleid	was	 om	 ons	 van	 chaos	 te	 red	…654	 (Van	 der	
Merwe,	1953b:	623).655	
	






654	 If	 it	 is	 admitted	–	as	Dr	Malan	does	 in	his	book	–	 that	 the	current	 situation	 in	our	 country	makes	 it	
desirable	that	there	should	be	segregation	on	churchly	terrain,	unless	we	want	to	fall	into	chaos,	why	would	




































1962	 unification.	 A	 controversy	 among	 theologians	 of	 the	 DRC	 broke	 out	when	W.D.	
Jonker	argued	that	the	unification	should	also	include	the	so-called	daughter	churches.	
This	position	was	proposed	in	his	analysis	and	critique	of	the	DRC’s	mission	policy	in	his	
work	 Sendingbepalinge	 van	 die	 Ned.	 Geref.	 Kerk	 van	 Transvaal	 (Jonker,	 1962).	 T.N.	








































of	 die	 drang	 daarnatoe,	 Rooms	 genoem	 nie.	 Hierdie	 hele	 redenasie	 word	
egter	 vir	 sommige	 mense	 ‘Rooms’	 sodra	 hulle	 hoor	 dat	 iemand	 uit	 die	
bestaande	 die	 gevolgtrekking	 maak	 dat	 daar	 dus	 ook	 ’n	 innerlike	
noodsaaklikheid	bestaan	dat	die	Ned	Geref.	Moeder-	en	Dogter-kerke	in	één	
kerkverband	saamgesnoer	moet	wees.	Daarom	 is	dit	nodig	dat	ons	daarop	
moet	 wys	 dat	 die	 gereformeerde	 kerkreg	 nie	 die	 noodsaaklikheid	 van	 die	





Jonker	 emphasises	 that,	 according	 to	 Calvin,	 it	 is	 the	 “one,	 true	 confession”	 that	
constitutes	the	visible,	Catholic	Church	–	across	cultural	and	racial	differences	(437).	He	
later	 argues	 that	 according	 to	 Reformed	 church	 order,	 Scripture	 demands	 “a	
denomination	between	churches	of	the	same	confession”	(Jonker,	1963c:	97).663	Drawing	
on	 the	 church	 order	 of	 Dordt,	 he	 argues	 that	 there	 is	 room	 for	 the	 existence	 of	















































[E]en	 van	 die	 mees	 algemene	 goëltoertjies	 [wat	 met	 die	 sigbaarheid	 en	
onsigbaarheid	 van	 die	 kerk	 uitgevoer	 word	 is]	 …	 die	 gedagte,	 n.l.	 dat	 die	





Die	 sigbaarheid	 en	 onsigbaarheid	 van	 die	 kerk	 kongrueer	 nie	 met	 die	
onderskeiding	plaaslike	en	algemene	kerk	nie	…	’n	Kerkverband	kan	nie	anders	
wees	 as	 een	 nie.	 Die	 plaaslike	 kerke	 kan	 nie	 anders	 wees	 as	 een	 nie.	 Die	





































empirical	…	This	thought	 in	 facts	comes	 in	handy	to	evade	the	Biblical	 imperative	of	churchly	unity,	but	
unfortunately	it	is,	at	the	very	least,	a	Platonic	thought	and	certainly	not	a	scriptural	one.	The	visibility	and	
invisibility	of	 the	church	 is	not	congruent	with	the	separation	of	 local	and	general	Churches	…	A	church	
denomination	 cannot	 be	 anything	 but	 one.	 The	 local	 churches	 cannot	 be	 anything	 but	 one.	 The	 local	













where	churches	have	 the	same	confession	and	more	or	 less	 the	same	church	government,	 the	spiritual	






but	 it	 also	 added	 liturgy	 to	 this	 list.	 This	 served	 as	 an	 immediate	 disqualifier	 of	 the	







egter	 juis	 hier	 waar	 ons	 baie	 versigtig	 moet	 wees	 om	 nie	 ’n	 eenheidsvoorstelling	 of	
kerklike	eenwording	te	bepleit	wat	onverantwoordelik,	onrealisties	of	onbybels	is	nie”670	
(Editorial,	 1963c:	 348).	 A	 church	modelled	 on	 the	 early	 Christian	 church	 as	 the	 ideal	
church,	 it	was	 argued,	 is	 not	 realistic.	 It	was	 said	 that	 the	 time	of	 the	 apostles	 is	 not	
relevant	for	today,	and	it	is	useless	to	try	and	“force	the	church	back	to	its	childhood	of	











In	Strauss’s	argument,	 then,	we	again	 find	 the	 strong	emphasis	on	 the	present,	and	a	





B.B.	 Keet	 reacted	 to	 this	 pointing	 out	 that	 the	 critique	was	 not	 founded	on	 confessional	 truths	 but	 on	
ecclesial	policy	based	on	different	interpretations	of	Scripture.	The	DRC’s	interpretation	of	Scripture,	Keet	





671	 And	 if	 our	 position	 is	 different,	 are	 we	 not	 encountering	 other	 ‘practical	 circumstances’	 and	 other	
‘demands	of	humane	importance’?	Of	course,	and	exactly	therefore	we	are	called	in	normative	obedience	
to	 choose	 the	 degree	 of	 unity	 and	 attachment	 for	 our	 particular	 situation.	 Why	 leave	 this	 normative	
freedom	of	choice	only	to	the	fathers?	





for	 their	 arguments.	 According	 to	Malan,	 the	 church	 is	 faced	 by	 a	murky	 ecumenism	
dating	back	to	the	days	of	the	ecumenical	councils	of	the	early	church,	but	God	led	a	big	
















Christelike	 reg	 en	 politiek,	 Christelike	 kuns	 en	 skoonheid,	 Christelike	
besparing	 en	 ekonomie,	 Christelike	 omgang	 en	 verkeer,	 Christelike	 taal	 en	
Christelike	denke,	ens.,	 sowel	as	 in	Christelike	huwelik	en	gesin,	Christelike	
staat	 en	 party,	 Christelike	 teater,	 bedryf,	 vriendekring	 en	 taalgemeenskap,	
Christelike	 skool	 en	 universiteit,	 ens.	 Werklik,	 wie	 in	 Christus	 een	 is,	 is	
daardeur	 sulke	 allesdekkende	 eenheidslote	 in	 die	 ware	Wynstok	 dat	 selfs	
onderlinge	rasse-,	volkere-	en	beskawingsverskille	aan	hierdie	eenheid	geen	
afbreuk	doen	nie.	
Indien	 die	 pleitbesorgers	 van	 die	 onderhawige	 gedagterigting	 dus	
konsekwent	is	–	en	nie	Christus	se	Koningskap	tot	godsdiens	en	kerk	beperk	
nie	–	moet	hulle	met	dieselfde	oortuiging	pleit	vir	die	eenheid	van	blanke	en	
















van	 die	 onderhawige	 gedagterigting	 die	 aard	 van	 ons	 eenheid	 in	 Christus	
verkeerd	uitlê	–	en	dit	o.m.	omdat	hulle	die	Koningskap	van	Christus	tot	die	
gebied	van	godsdiens	en	kerk	vereng	...	








basis,	 the	 arguments	 discussed	 above	 indicate	 that	 the	motivation	 for	 unification	 lay	








law	 and	 politics,	 Christian	 art	 and	 beauty,	 Christian	 language	 and	 Christian	 thought,	 etc.,	 as	well	 as	 in	
Christian	 marriage	 and	 family,	 Christian	 state	 and	 party,	 Christian	 theatre,	 business,	 friendships	 and	
language	community,	Christian	school	and	university,	etc.	Truly,	those	who	are	one	in	Christ	are	thereby	





































This	 chapter	 investigated	 and	 explicated	 the	 close	 link	 between	 commemoration	 and	
identity.	 It	 started	 out	 by	 discussing	 the	DRC’s	 emphasis	 on	 “keeping	 thy	 feasts”	 and	
highlighting	the	moral	imperatives	that	went	hand	in	hand	with	it.	The	well-being	of	the	
church	was	said	to	be	related	to	the	way	it	observed	its	festivals.	The	chapter	then	focused	
on	 the	 accompanying	 drive	 to	 develop	 the	 history	 of	 the	 DRC	 and	 construct	 certain	
historical	continuities	–	particularly	between	the	DRC	and	Jan	van	Riebeeck,	and	the	DRC	
and	the	Voortrekkers.		






and	 places	 for	 people	 to	 re-enact	 their	 history.	 The	 chapter	 accordingly	 provided	 an	
overview	of	these	commemorative	events,	highlighting	the	specific	ways	in	which	people	
were	expected	to	observe	it	and	also	the	specific	hopes	with	which	people	did	so.		
Compared	 to	 the	 enthusiasm	 about	 history	 and	 commemoration	 in	 general,	 the	
commemoration	of	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	stands	as	a	non-event.	 It	seems	that	the	
Heidelberg	 Catechism	 as	 an	 active	 site	 of	memory	was	 largely	 overpowered	 by	 other	
commemorative	events.		











and	 embodied	 commemoration	 –	 seriously,	 it	 might	 suggest	 an	 inherent	 limit	 to	 the	
potential	of	Reformed	Confessions	to	shape	identities	directly.	There	is	of	course	no	lack	
of	historical	 evidence	 that	 confessions	 shape	 the	 identity	of	 communities	 in	profound	








narrative	 combined	 with	 a	 packed	 commemoration	 calendar	 were	 instrumental	 in	
















Did	 they	 act	 against	 the	 Bible?	…	But	 assume	 they	were	wrong,	 then	we	 should	 leave	 the	wrong	 path	
immediately	…	





die	 God	 van	 ons	 vaders	 of	 by	 die	 volke	 van	 die	 wêreld?	 Wat	 was	 die	






of	 the	world?	What	was	 the	world	view	regarding	Christ	and	his	doctrine?	Was	He	not	crucified	by	 the	
world?	…	so	God	may	protect	us	and	help	us	to	guard	the	church	of	our	fathers	and	thus	ensure	our	future.	















means	 that,	 for	 a	 community,	 the	 meaning	 of	 a	 confession	 is	 influenced	 by	 how	 it	
remembers	the	confession,	and	also	by	the	other	elements	that	constitute	its	collective	



































Catechism	 (like	 that	 of	 Kotzé)	 could	 come	 to	 represent	 the	 outbreak	 of	 a	 theological	
dispute	of	this	magnitude,	reveals	something	of	the	weight	of	the	mnemonic	associations	
that	were	attached	to	the	Catechism	at	the	time.	In	the	process,	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	
became	 closely	 associated	 with	 the	 Liberal	 Struggle	 in	 the	 memory	 of	 the	 DRC,	 and	
reinforced	as	an	identity	marker.		
One	can	argue	that	the	Catechism	became	a	site	of	struggle	during	the	Liberal	Struggle,	
causing	 a	 division	 between	 those	who	 supported	 Kotzé	 and	 those	who	 supported	 his	
dismissal.	As	a	 site	of	 struggle,	 the	Heidelberg	Catechism	 in	 the	context	of	 the	Liberal	
Struggle	facilitated	the	development	of	beleaguered	identities	in	the	DRC,	with	both	sides	
of	the	conflict	perceiving	itself	as	being	besieged.	Both	sides	viewed	itself	as	fighting	on	





the	 Catechism	 was	 said	 to	 represent.	 What	 the	 orthodox	 saw	 as	 a	 violation	 of	 the	
Protestant	 identity	 of	 the	 DRC,	 the	 liberals	 viewed	 as	 enquiries	 and	 debates	 that	
constituted	the	heart	of	Protestantism.	Conversely,	what	the	orthodox	saw	as	obedience	
to	 its	 calling,	 the	 liberals	 depicted	 as	 propagation	 of	 the	 Roman	 Catholic	 doctrine	 of	
infallibility.	Despite	 the	divergence	of	 these	arguments,	all	were	made	 in	 the	name	of	
continuity	with	the	tradition,	and	with	reverence	for	the	Catechism.	


















It	was	 also	 argued	 that	 the	Catechism	was	 remembered	 as	 solving	 the	 conflict	 of	 the	
Liberal	Struggle.	Although	this	solution	cannot	be	said	to	extend	to	the	theological	aspect	
of	the	conflict,	 it	can	be	argued	that	the	Catechism	solved	the	ecclesial	conflict	–	or	at	
least	 that	 it	was	 remembered	 to	do	 so	 (as	became	particularly	 evident	during	 the	Du	
Plessis	case).	The	tension	and	division	within	the	DRC	was	dissolved	by	distilling	complex	
theological	 differences	 to	 a	 matter	 of	 confessional	 allegiance	 as	 controlled	 by	 the	
subscription	formula.		
In	these	concluding	remarks,	I	would	dare	to	argue	that	this	application	of	the	Heidelberg	








Chapter	 3	 focused	mainly	 on	 the	 Du	 Plessis	 case	 and	 the	 role	 that	 memories	 of	 the	
Confessions	played	in	it.	A	significant	aspect	of	the	Du	Plessis	case	was	the	extent	to	which	
it	was	mapped	onto	the	Liberal	Struggle.	The	Du	Plessis	case	was	perceived	as	a	repetition	
of	 the	 Liberal	 Struggle,	 and	 the	 Liberal	 Struggle	 was	 seen	 as	 something	 worthy	 of	
imitation.	As	I	have	shown,	the	DRC	predominantly	remembered	the	Liberal	Struggle	as	












some	 or	 other	 position	 during	 the	 Du	 Plessis	 case.	 Indicating	 continuity	with	 Andrew	
Murray	was	a	way	to	legitimate	one’s	own	position.	
Many	of	the	claims	and	counterclaims	to	the	true	Protestant	identity	during	the	Du	Plessis	
case	 mirror	 a	 pattern	 that	 was	 also	 pointed	 out	 in	 the	 discussion	 about	 the	 Liberal	
Struggle:	opposing	groups	found	themselves	equally	attached	to	a	shared	past	and	drew	
on	the	same	historical	sources	to	legitimate	their	identity.	Whereas	in	the	Liberal	Struggle	











we	 actively	 reflect	 upon	 and	 order	 these	 things”	 (Gardner	 2010:	 100-101).	 Collective	
memory	provides	groups	with	a	mental	framework	of	which	to	make	sense	of	the	world.	
As	such,	sense-making	abilities	are	enabled	but	also	limited	by	the	groups	to	which	we	
belong	 and	 with	 which	 we	 share	 mnemonic	 frameworks.	 Our	 thoughts	 and	 feelings	
originate	within	these	“affective	communities”	and	are	“reorganised	and	reconstructed”	










was	 a	 site	 of	 perplexity.	 The	 DRC	 faced	 difficult	 questions	 about	 the	 implication	 of	
scientific	progress	for	faith	and	tradition,	and	the	need	for	confessional	revision.	These	
questions	gave	 rise	 to	a	 tension	between	preservation	and	 transformation	as	possible	








through	 the	memory	 of	 the	 Liberal	 Struggle.	 Preservation,	 we	 can	 argue,	 became	 an	
important	characteristic	of	the	Confessions	as	a	site	of	memory.	
Following	 Olivier	 (1990:	 259),	 I	 have	 argued	 that	 the	 Du	 Plessis	 case	 was	 concluded	
without	addressing	the	theological	issues	at	the	heart	of	the	conflict,	and,	moreover,	that	
this	 was	 harmful	 to	 the	 DRC.	 Lategan	 (2007)	 and	 Nash	 (1997)	 argue	 that	 Du	 Plessis’	
expulsion	from	the	Stellenbosch	Seminary	was	the	definitive	event	that	led	to	the	wane	
of	 critical	 thought	 in	 the	 Seminary.	 Elphick,	 quoting	 Kinghorn,	 argues	 that	 the	 most	
ominous	legacy	of	the	Du	Plessis	case	“was	a	stifling	of	biblical	hermeneutics	in	the	DRC,	
leaving	 it	 vulnerable	 to	 some	 deeply	 self-interested	 biblical	 interpretations	 in	 the	
apartheid	 era”	 (Elphick,	 2012:	 162).	 Hennie	 Rossouw	 summarised	 the	 DRC	 in	 the	






















the	 established	 fabric	 of	 belief	 to	 respond	 to	 the	 crisis,	 resulting	 in	 the	
dissolution	of	historically-founded	certitudes…	How	traditions	respond	to	an	
epistemological	 crisis	 determines	 whether	 they	 will	 attain	 intellectual	
maturity.	Inventiveness	is	required,	and	new	concepts	invented	to	address	it	
must	 satisfy	 three	 requirements.	 First,	 the	 new	 and	 conceptually	 enriched	
scheme	must	furnish	a	solution	to	problems	previously	deemed	intractable.	
Second,	 an	 explanation	 must	 be	 provided	 of	 what	 rendered	 the	 tradition	
sterile	and/or	incoherent.	Third,	these	tasks	must	be	carried	out	in	a	way	that	
exhibits	 fundamental	 continuity	 with	 the	 shared	 beliefs	 of	 the	 past…	





















Two	 main	 strategies	 were	 identified	 through	 which	 the	 DRC	 created	 stability	 and	
orientation	for	herself.	The	first	strategy	was	to	draw	on	the	Confessions	and	to	actively	




define	 herself	 as	 a	 confessional	 church.	 The	 DRC	 was	 said	 to	 be	 enjoying	 a	 “newly	
awakened	 confessional	 consciousness”,	 and	 the	 Confessions	 were	 depicted	 as	 a	 rock	
amid	raging	storms	and	presented	as	an	antidote	to	the	time	of	supposed	turmoil	and	
disruption.	
For	 the	DRC,	being	a	confessional	church	meant	 that	 they	were	 in	continuity	with	 the	
early	church,	and	also	 in	continuity	with	the	Reformation.	 In	addition	to	confirming	 its	
identity	in	this	twofold	way,	the	intertwinement	between	the	Afrikaners	and	the	DRC	was	


















at	 all	 times.	Moreover,	 the	 unambiguous	 link	 between	 the	 Bible	 and	 the	 Confessions	





seen	 as	 an	 awakening	 and	 realisation	 of	 its	 calling.	 The	 DRC’s	 act	 of	 separation	 and	
isolation	can	thus	be	said	to	have	sprouted	from	the	concern	with	self-preservation:	an	
emphasis	 on	 loyalty	 to	 the	 own,	 taking	 care	 of	 one’s	 own,	 and	 the	 enforcement	 of	
boundaries.	















It	 provided	 the	DRC	with	an	unwavering	and	 solid	past	worthy	of	 imitation.	 The	wide	
variety	of	things	constituting	this	heritage	(including	Confessions,	farms,	church	buildings	
and	virtues)	had	to	be	defended,	and	if	needed,	sacrifices	had	to	be	made	for	them.		
At	 the	 same	 time,	 however,	 heritage	 was	 in	 a	 metaphorical	 way	 depicted	 as	 an	 apt	




The	 affirmation	 of	 a	 meaningful	 and	 God-willed	 past	 was	 seen	 as	 a	 promise	 of	 a	
meaningful	future.		











the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism.	 To	 understand	 these	 strategies	 nevertheless	 makes	 a	
meaningful	contribution	to	one’s	understanding	of	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	in	the	DRC’s	
collective	memory.	It	puts	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	into	perspective.	Despite	the	DRC’s	
persistence	 in	defining	 itself	as	a	confessional	 church,	 it	was	not	 the	memories	of	 the	












presenting	 the	 Confessions	 as	 the	 central	 aspect	 of	 its	 identity,	 the	 DRC	managed	 to	
colour	it	with	all	kinds	of	other	narratives	through	which	it	not	only	linked	itself	to	the	




to	this	stability”	 (2003:	51).	By	recognising	 itself	 in	the	stories	of	 the	Reformation,	 the	
Confessions,	 the	 Voortrekkers	 and	 the	 Liberal	 Struggle,	 it	 claimed	 the	 virtues	 and	
characteristics	 of	 these	 stories	 and	 their	 heroes	 for	 itself.	 These	 narratives	 conflated	
different	concepts	 like	“confessional”,	 “Calvinist”,	 “Protestant”	and	“Reformed”	 to	 the	
extent	that	they	functioned	as	synonyms	and	shorthand	whenever	the	“purest”	Reformed	
truth	(as	ultimately	expressed	in	the	Confessions)	had	to	be	indicated.		






continuous	 call	 to	 remember	 and	 savour	 the	 heritage	 was	 therefore	 an	 important	
substructure	of	the	DRC’s	actions.	The	past,	present	and	future	became	intimately	and	
directly	connected.	
Chapter	 5	 investigated	 and	 explicated	 the	 close	 link	 between	 commemoration	 and	
identity.	 In	 the	years	 following	 the	 centenary	of	 the	Great	Trek	 in	1938,	 the	DRC	was	
struck	 by	 what	 may	 be	 called	 commemorative	 fever.	 Historical	 narratives	 became	
ritualised	 and	 incorporated	 into	 a	 commemorative	 calendar,	 and	 expressing	 specific	
memories	 and	 hopes	 became	 a	 habit.	 The	 growing	 importance	 of	 heritage	 and	
commemoration	 was	 also	 reflected	 in	 the	 formal	 concern	 with	 the	 history	 and	
historiography	 of	 the	 Afrikaner	 people	 and	 the	 DRC.	 This	 urge	 to	 commemorate	 and	
honour	the	past	was	depicted	as	a	“natural”	occurrence,	and	similarly	the	rise	of	interest	









had	 a	 particular	 concern	with	 recognising	 the	 religious	 aspects	 of	 the	 past	 –	 another	
example	 of	 the	 battle	 for	 control	 that	 accompanies	 commemoration.	 This	 led	 to	 the	





religiosity.	 For	 them,	 the	 sacred	nature	of	 the	past	meant	 that	 it	was	 transposed	 to	a	
supposedly	timeless	reality.	









participation	 in	 it	 is	organised.	Moreover,	 this	participation	 is	performative	and	hence	
habitual	(158).	As	such	it	includes	a	notion	of	bodily	automatisms	(158).	Specific	people	
are	 called	 to	 gather	 at	 specific	 times	 and	 places,	 to	 commemorate	 and	 celebrate	 in	
specific	ways,	and	to	hope	for	specific	things.	 It	 is	more	often	than	not	a	very	real	and	
emotion-laden	 representation	 of	 “mythic	 events”,	 and	 participants	 embody	 this	
ceremonially.		
Connerton	also	emphasises	that	rites	are	not	limited	in	their	effect	to	the	ritual	occasion	
(Connerton,	 1989:	 933).	Whatever	 is	 demonstrated	 in	 rites	 permeates	 also	 non-ritual	
behaviour	and	mentality.	Although	demarcated	in	time	and	space,	rites	are	also	porous.	
They	are	held	to	be	meaningful	because	rites	have	significance	with	respect	to	a	set	of	
further	non-ritual	actions,	 to	a	community’s	entire	 life.	Rites	have	the	capacity	 to	give	
value	and	meaning	to	the	life	of	those	who	perform	them	(974).	Through	acts	performed	
at	a	sacred	site,	 the	 illusion	of	mundane	time	 is	 suspended	 (951).	These	sites	become	






imagination,	 rationality	 and	 sense	 of	 justice	 and	 community	 were	 shaped	 by	 the	
enactment	of	their	memories.	
Misztal	sees	ritualised	commemoration	as	a	colonisation	of	time	and	space	(2003:	52):	a	
group	can	thereby	create	a	new	reality	 for	 itself	 to	 live	 in,	as	 it	arranges	events	 into	a	
specific	sequence	that	repeats.	How	these	events	are	positioned	in	relation	to	each	other,	
provide	them	with	additional	meaning	(as	was	seen	in	the	DRC’s	interpretation	of	the	fact	
that	 Pentecost	 and	 Van	 Riebeeck	 Day	 were	 celebrated	 close	 to	 each	 other	 on	 the	
calendar).	 As	 was	 the	 case	 with	 the	 DRC,	 only	 specific	 people	 attended	 these	









of	 the	Catechism	 in	 this	period	are	 generally	 characterised	by	a	 lament	of	 the	 lack	of	
interest	in	the	Catechism	that	was	observed.	It	seems	as	if	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	as	
an	active	site	of	memory	was	largely	overpowered	by	other	commemorative	events.	
Through	 Sunday	 afternoon	 sermons,	 the	 ritualised	 embodiment	 of	 the	 Heidelberg	
Catechism	preceded	all	the	other,	much	newer	commemorations	discussed	in	Chapter	5.	





example,	 the	 liturgical	embodiment	of	 the	Heidelberg	Catechism	seems	 to	have	 fallen	
short	of	stirring	emotions.	Outside	of	theological	conflict,	it	is	primarily	remembered	as	














created	 by	 their	 commemorations.	 While	 the	 theological	 grounding	 of	 the	 DRC’s	
unification	 was	 in	 its	 shared	 confessional	 basis,	 the	 motivation	 for	 unification	 lay	
elsewhere.	Although	in	essence	founded	on	a	church	order	with	the	Confessions	at	 its	
centre,	 the	 DRC’s	 social	 imagination	 was	 shaped	 by	 its	 Afrikaner-centered	
commemorative	calendar	to	such	an	extent	that	the	borders	of	the	Afrikaner	community	
also	 became	 the	 borders	 of	 the	 church	 community.	 Specific	 historical	 narratives	


















memory.	 However,	 given	 the	 relative	 shortage	 of	 academic	 research	 about	 sites	 of	
memory	of	the	DRC	so	far,	I	found	it	necessary	to	also	understand	and	sketch	the	DRC’s	
larger	 mnemonic	 environment	 in	 which	 the	 Heidelberg	 Catechism	 functioned.	 In	 my	
opinion,	to	appreciate	the	Heidelberg	Catechism	as	a	site	of	memory	in	the	DRC	it	needs	
to	be	understood	in	relation	to	other	sites	of	memories.		







study,	 I	 had	 to	make	 certain	 decisions	 about	 the	 sources	 to	 be	 included	 and	 did	 not	
consider	it	feasible	to	include	sermons.		
Another	 admitted	 shortcoming	 of	 the	 study	 is	 a	 certain	 lack	 of	 nuance	with	which	 it	
typifies	the	DRC	as	a	community.	A	critical	reader	will	note	that	I	often	refer	to	the	DRC	













potential.	 In	 the	 light	of	 the	DRC’s	 surge	of	 interest	 in	 its	own	history	 from	the	1930s	
onwards,	the	interplay	between	memory,	history	and	metaphor	in	the	development	of	a	
community’s	collective	memory	asks	for	closer	analysis.	
The	 second	 intriguing	 question	 I	 want	 to	 raise	 deals	 with	 the	 dynamic	 between	 the	
theological,	 ecclesiological	 and	 historical	 aspects	 of	 confessions.	 I	 have	 argued	 that	
commemorative	 rituals	 played	 a	 defining	 role	 in	 shaping	 the	 DRC’s	 imagination,	
rationality	and	sense	of	justice	and	community.	These	commemorative	rituals,	we	have	
seen,	were	deduced	from	a	rich	resource	of	historical	narratives	that	were	present	in	the	
DRC.	 Confessions	 seemed	 to	 have	 become	 the	 hostage	 of	 cultural	 liturgies	 and	
imagination	in	the	DRC	during	this	time.	If	a	group’s	sense-making	framework	is	shaped	
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